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ABOUT THE WOMEN’S MEDIA CENTER

In 2005, Jane Fonda, Robin Morgan and Gloria Steinem founded the Women’s Media Center (WMC), a progressive, nonpartisan, nonprofit organization endeavoring to raise the visibility, viability and decision-making power of women and girls in media and, thereby, ensuring that their stories get told and their voices are heard.

To reach those necessary goals, we strategically use an array of interconnected channels and platforms to transform not only the media landscape but also a culture in which women’s and girls’ voices, stories, experiences and images are neither sufficiently amplified nor placed on par with the voices, stories, experiences and images of men and boys.

Our strategic tools include monitoring the media; commissioning and conducting research; and undertaking other special initiatives to spotlight gender and racial bias in news coverage, entertainment film and television, social media and other key sectors.


Our WMC Women Under Siege project investigates sexualized violence. Our original content channels — WMC Features, WMC FBomb, WMC Speech Project and the “Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan” radio program — provide women’s perspectives on both headline stories and timely events that are ignored, not wholly captured or misrepresented in the mainstream media. Our content contributors are a racially and globally diverse group.

Our WMC training programs sharpen the media savvy and interview skills of women and girls. WMC SheSource, our ethnically diverse online brain trust of roughly 900 female experts on a wide array of topics, helps journalists, talent bookers and other content producers to get their jobs done.

Follow WMC on Twitter @womensmediacntr and on Facebook at www.facebook.com/womensmediacenter.
The nominations for the 67th Primetime Emmy Awards, announced July 16, reflect the same imbalance of male to female nominees that they have for the past decade. The Women’s Media Center analysis of the 2015 Primetime Emmy nominations concluded that nominations of women make up 25 percent of the total number of nominations in the writing, directing, editing, and producing categories.

Out of all the nominees nominated in 44 writing, directing, editing, and producing categories over the past decade, 2,074 of them were women, representing only 22 percent of the total. There were 7,485 men nominated, 78 percent of the total.

Although the Emmys cover many different jobs related to creating television programs, the Women’s Media Center focused on the categories of writing (6), directing (8), editing (10), and producing (20). In its analysis of the nominations made for the years 2006 through 2015, WMC sought to take a detailed look at the gender ratios of jobs that have the most influence on what is depicted on the small screen.

Julie Burton, President of the Women’s Media Center, noted, “The Women’s Media Center reviewed the Emmy categories of producing, writing, directing, and editing over a 10-year period. Clearly there is a connection between the broadcast, network, cable, and Netflix programs that hire exclusively male creators and the industry-wide gender divide. When there are few jobs for women, it is easy to see why so few women in non-acting categories are recognized for their excellence. Research by the Center for the Study of Women in Television & Film shows that in 2014-2015, women were 26 percent of executive producers, 38 percent of producers, 26 percent of writers, 14 percent of directors, and 21 percent of editors. The bottom line: if more women were hired as writers, directors, editors, producers, and especially as creators and executive producers, the talent pool for nominations would be more reflective of the overall population and audience — more than half of which are women.”

Pat Mitchell, Chair, Women’s Media Center Board of Directors, added: “Clearly, the number of nominees for Emmys is not representative of the impact or the accomplishments of women writers, directors, producers, editors — whose overall representation in all those categories is still far from equal to their talents or the opportunities, facts that the Women’s Media Center’s research so clearly indicates.”
Emmy Awards for Outstanding Writing

The Primetime Emmy Awards gives six awards for writing: Comedy Series; Drama Series; Variety Series; Variety Special; Nonfiction Programming; and Limited Series, Movie or Dramatic Special.

From 2006 to 2015, women made up 13 percent of all the nominees in these writing categories, earning 171 nominations to men’s 1,103.

Of all the writing categories, only one, Outstanding Writing for a Variety Series, has shown significant increases in both the number of women writers and the ratio of women compared to men. Over the past 10 years, the number of women nominated per year in this category grew from 4 to 14, and the percent of women nominated rose from 6 percent to 23 percent.

Two factors seem to have affected these particular numbers. First, earlier nominated shows often employed large groups of writers but had no women listed as writers for nominated episodes. Over time, certain shows that were nominated multiple times slightly increased the number of women writers on nominated episodes. For example, when *The Daily Show With Jon Stewart* was nominated in 2005, there were no women named in the nomination, but by 2015 the show’s nomination included four women.

And the inclusion of *Inside Amy Schumer* as a nominee in the category of Outstanding Writing for a Variety Series significantly increased the number of women writers. In 2014 the *Inside Amy Schumer* nomination included four women writers. As a 2015 nominee it is the only show among the nominees over the past decade to have more women writers (6) than men (4). *Portlandia*, whose 2012 nomination included two women and two men, is the only gender-balanced show nominated in that category in the past 10 years.

While other writing categories have not seen the same kind of growth, one particular show did have an impact: *Mad Men*.

In the category of Outstanding Writing for a Drama Series, women make up only 22 percent of nominees over the course of 10 years, but *Mad Men* accounts for a significant portion of the women nominated. During this period, there were 15 nominations that included a woman writer (10 women writers total) in this category, and 11 of those were for *Mad Men* scripts. In 2009, for example, while four men were nominated — and Matthew Weiner was nominated for four different *Mad Men* scripts — three women who worked on *Mad Men* episodes were also nominated. In both 2010 and 2012, two women were nominated for *Mad Men* scripts. In fact, 2012, when Semi Chellas co-wrote two nominated *Mad Men* episodes, was the only year in which a woman was nominated for two separate scripts in the same category in the same year. The other shows with women-written scripts nominated from 2006 to 2015 were *Breaking Bad*, *The Killing*, *The Good Wife*, and *Grey’s Anatomy*.

![Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing, All Categories 2006-2015](image-url)
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series 2006-2015

Women: 13  
Men: 67

Women: 16%  
Men: 84%

Source: Data Emmys.com; 
Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series 2006-2015

Women: 15  
Men: 53

Women: 22%  
Men: 78%

Source: Data Emmys.com; 
Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming 2006-2015

Women: 10  
Men: 84

Women: 11%  
Men: 89%

Source: Data Emmys.com; 
Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series 2006-2015

Women: 95  
Men: 688

Women: 12%  
Men: 88%

Source: Data Emmys.com; 
Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Dramatic Special 2006-2015

Women: 14  
Men: 56

Women: 20%  
Men: 80%

Source: Data Emmys.com; 
Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special 2009-2015

Women: 24  
Men: 155

Women: 13%  
Men: 87%

Source: Data Emmys.com; 
Analysis Women’s Media Center
Emmy Awards for Outstanding Directing

From 2006 to 2015, women earned 8 percent of all directing nominations, 116 in all compared to 1,417 for men.

Over the past decade, only two women have been nominated for an award for Outstanding Directing for a Variety Series: Beth McCarthy-Miller in 2006 for a Saturday Night Live episode and Amy Schumer in 2015 for the episode “12 Angry Men Inside Amy Schumer.”

One explanation for the paucity of women nominees in this category is that the shows have had the same director for a number of years. For example, Chuck O’Neil, who was nominated every year of the past decade, was the only director of The Daily Show With Jon Stewart during that time. Aside from McCarthy-Miller’s nomination in 2006, all the Saturday Night Live nominations went to Don Roy King, who replaced her as the show’s director. (Beth McCarthy-Miller was later nominated for Outstanding Directing for a Comedy Series for 30 Rock episodes in 2013, 2011, and 2009.)

The Emmy category previously called “Outstanding Directing for a Variety, Music or Comedy Special” was changed in 2012 to “Outstanding Directing for a Variety Special”; some programs, such as The Oscars and the Tony Awards broadcasts, were nominees for the earlier award and have been for the current one. In seven years, only three women have been nominated for an Emmy in this category: Natalie Johns for Annie Lennox: Nostalgia Live in Concert in 2015, Beth McCarthy-Miller for The Sound of Music Live! in 2014, and Laurie-Ann Gibson for Lady Gaga Presents the Monster Ball Tour in 2011.

Most of the directing nominations have been in the two categories: Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control for a Series (492 nominations from 2006) and Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control for a Special (721). Within these two categories, men overwhelmingly predominated (458 and 686 respectively).
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Directing
For A Comedy Series 2006-2015

Men: 46
Women: 12

Men 79%
Women 21%

Women 21%  
Men 79%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Directing
For A Drama Series 2006-2015

Men: 45
Women: 9

Men 89%
Women 11%

Women 11%  
Men 89%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Directing
For Nonfiction Programming 2006-2015

Men: 47
Women: 12

Men 80%
Women 20%

Women 20%  
Men 80%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Directing
For A Variety Series 2006-2015

Men: 51
Women: 2

Men 96%
Women 4%

Women 4%  
Men 96%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Directing
For A Variety Series 2006-2015

Men: 35
Women: 3

Men 92%
Women 8%

Women 8%  
Men 92%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Directing
For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Dramatic Special 2006-2015

Men: 49
Women: 9

Men 84%
Women 16%

Women 16%  
Men 84%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Directing
For A Variety Special 2006-2015

Men: 35
Women: 3

Men 92%
Women 8%

Women 8%  
Men 92%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Series 2006-2015

- Women: 34
- Men: 458

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie or a Special 2006-2015

- Women: 35
- Men: 686

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
Emmy Awards for Outstanding Producing

In the past decade, women made up only 28 percent of the Primetime Emmy nominees in the 20 categories in which producers were nominated. That number for women has remained steady over the past 10 years, fluctuating within a narrow range of 25 to 30 percent. In 2015, only 30 percent of all nominees are women.

There are 20 Primetime Emmy categories for which producers are nominated: Outstanding Animated Program; Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program; Outstanding Comedy Series; Outstanding Drama Series; Outstanding Limited Series; Outstanding Television Movie; Outstanding Variety Talk Series; Outstanding Variety Sketch Series; Outstanding Variety Special; Outstanding Special Class Program; Outstanding Short-Format Live-Action Entertainment Program; Outstanding Short-Format Nonfiction Program; Outstanding Children’s Program; Outstanding Documentary or Nonfiction Special; Outstanding Documentary or Nonfiction Series; Outstanding Informational Series or Special; Exceptional Merit in Documentary Filmmaking; Outstanding Structured Reality Program; Outstanding Unstructured Reality Program; and Outstanding Reality-Competition Program.

By far, the highest concentration of women is to be found in the documentary film categories: Exceptional Merit in Documentary Filmmaking and Outstanding Documentary or Nonfiction Special. In fact, over the past decade, women have usually outnumbered men, 54 percent to 46 percent, in the Exceptional Merit in Documentary Filmmaking category. In 2015, 80 percent of those nominated as producers for Exceptional Merit in Documentary Filmmaking were women. In 2015, Laura Poitras and Mathilde Bonnefoy were nominated as the producers of Citizenfour, the documentary about Edward Snowden broadcast on HBO. Brave Miss World, a film about sexual assault that aired on Netflix in 2014, had four women producers: Cecelia Peck, Inbal B. Lessner, Lati Grobman, and Geralyn Dreyfous, the last two being executive producers. In the 2007 Emmy nominations, Sheila Nevins and Jacqueline Glover were named as the producers of When the Levees Broke: A Requiem in Four Acts, Spike Lee’s highly acclaimed film for HBO about Hurricane Katrina.

For Outstanding Documentary or Nonfiction Special, women make up 34 percent of the nominees in 2015 and 53 percent in 2014, and 55 percent in 2013. Over the past 10 years, women have made up 43 percent of this category, compared to 57 percent for men.

This finding correlates with previous studies that have shown that women tend to fare better in documentary film categories.

Beyond the documentaries, categories for which there were relatively higher numbers of women producers from 2006 to 2015 included Outstanding Reality-Competition and Outstanding Reality Program, 38 percent and 37 percent, respectively, although those numbers are still far below parity. Women were least represented in Outstanding Special Class Program and Outstanding Animated Program.
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Variety Series categories 2006-2015

- Women: 124
- Men: 284

- Women: 30%
- Men: 70%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Variety Special (including Variety, Music or Comedy Special) 2006-2015

- Women: 55
- Men: 159

- Women: 26%
- Men: 74%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Special Class Program 2006-2015

- Women: 25
- Men: 132

- Women: 16%
- Men: 84%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Short-Format Live-Action Entertainment Program 2011-2015

- Women: 20
- Men: 92

- Women: 18%
- Men: 82%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Short-Format Nonfiction Program 2008-2015, except 2010

- Women: 35
- Men: 75

- Women: 32%
- Men: 68%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Children’s Program 2006-2015

- Women: 72
- Men: 161

- Women: 31%
- Men: 69%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Special 2006-2015

Men: 139
Women: 107
Men: 57%
Women: 43%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Series 2006-2015

Men: 193
Women: 87
Men: 69%
Women: 31%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Exceptional Merit In Documentary Filmmaking 2006-2015

Men: 57
Women: 67
Men: 46%
Women: 54%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Reality Program 2006-2015

Men: 316
Women: 189
Men: 63%
Women: 37%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Reality-Competition Program 2006-2015

Men: 481
Women: 296
Men: 62%
Women: 38%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center
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**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Animated Program 2006-2015**

- **Women**: 105
- **Men**: 647

**Men**: 86%  
**Women**: 14%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program 2008-2015**

- **Women**: 47
- **Men**: 282

**Men**: 86%  
**Women**: 14%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Comedy Series 2006-2015**

- **Women**: 124
- **Men**: 502

**Men**: 80%  
**Women**: 20%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Limited Series 2006-2015**

- **Women**: 75
- **Men**: 164

**Men**: 69%  
**Women**: 31%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Drama Series 2006-2015**

- **Women**: 138
- **Men**: 428

**Men**: 76%  
**Women**: 24%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Television Movie 2006-2015**

- **Women**: 56
- **Men**: 133

**Men**: 70%  
**Women**: 30%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center
Emmy Awards for Outstanding Editing

Ten editing categories were counted in the Women’s Media Center analysis: Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing for a Drama Series; Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing for a Comedy Series; Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing for a Comedy Series; Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing for a Limited Series or Movie; Outstanding Picture Editing for a Variety Program; Outstanding Picture Editing for Nonfiction Programming; Outstanding Picture Editing for Reality Programming; Outstanding Picture Editing Specials; Outstanding Short-Form Editing; and Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing Series.

From 2006 to 2015, women made up 18 percent of all nominees for editing awards, earning 147 nominations versus the 659 that went to men.

Only two of the editing categories showed progress in the number of women: Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing for a Drama Series and Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming. In 2015, women represented 40 percent of the drama category and 44 percent of the nonfiction programming category. The number of women nominees in the former was boosted by the AMC show Breaking Bad, which accounted for a significant number of the nominations. Over the decade, women accounted for 23 percent of the nominees for the Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing for a Drama Series award and 21 percent for Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming. The nonfiction programming category benefited largely from several HBO programs edited by women, including Citizenfour, The Case Against 8, Ethel, The Jinx: The Life and Deaths of Robert Durst, and By the People: The Election of Barack Obama.

From 2006 to 2015, women received the largest percentage of editing nominations for Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Limited Series or Movie: 25 percent.

There were no women nominated in 2015 for Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing for a Comedy Series or for Outstanding Picture Editing For Variety Programming.
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series 2006-2015

Women: 16
Men: 53
Women 23%
Men 77%
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing Series 2006-2007

Women: 6
Men: 28
Women 18%
Men 82%
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series 2012-2015

Women: 2
Men: 29
Women 6%
Men 94%
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For Variety Programming 2012-2015

Women: 3
Men: 40
Women 7%
Men 93%
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Limited Series or Movie 2006-2015

Women: 17
Men: 55
Women 25%
Men 75%
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming 2006-2015

Women: 25
Men: 93
Women 21%
Men 79%
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Short-Form Editing 2009-2012

- **Women**: 8
- **Men**: 39

- **Women**: 17%
- **Men**: 83%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Limited Series Or Movie 2006-2015

- **Women**: 17
- **Men**: 55

- **Women**: 25%
- **Men**: 75%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming 2007-2015

- **Women**: 55
- **Men**: 234

- **Women**: 19%
- **Men**: 81%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Picture Editing For A Special (Single or Multi-Camera) 2006-2011

- **Women**: 9
- **Men**: 58

- **Women**: 13%
- **Men**: 87%

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
Here is the list of nominees for Primetime Emmys from 2006-2015 in writing, directing, producing, and editing. The names of women nominees are listed in bold.

2015 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
Episodes — “Episode 409” — David Crane, Jeffrey Klarik
Louie — “Bobby’s House” — Louis C.K.
Silicon Valley — “Two Days Of The Condor” — Alec Berg
The Last Man On Earth — “Alive In Tucson (Pilot)” — Will Forte
Transparent — “Pilot” — Jill Soloway
Veep — “Election Night” — Simon Blackwell, Armando Iannucci & Tony Roche

2014 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
Episodes — “Episode 305” — David Crane, Jeffrey Klarik
Louie — “So Did The Fat Lady” — Louis C.K.
Orange Is The New Black — “I Wasn’t Ready (Pilot)” — Liz Friedman, Jenji Kohan
Silicon Valley — “Optimal Tip-To-Tip Efficiency” — Alec Berg
Veep — “Special Relationship” — Simon Blackwell, Tony Roche, Armando Iannucci

2013 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Hogcock!” — Jack Burditt, Robert Carlock
30 Rock — “Last Lunch” — Tina Fey
Episodes — “Episode 209” — David Crane, Jeffrey Klarik
Louie — “Daddy’s Girlfriend (Part 1)” — Louis C.K., Pamela Adlon
The Office — “Finale” — Greg Daniels

2012 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
Community — “Remedial Chaos Theory” — Chris McKenna
Girls — “Pilot” — Lena Dunham
Louie — “Pregnant” — Louis C.K.
Parks And Recreation — “The Debate” — Amy Poehler
Parks And Recreation — “Win, Lose, Or Draw” — Michael Schur
2011 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Reaganing” — Matt Hubbard
Episodes — “Episode Seven” — David Crane, Jeffrey Klarik
Louie — “Poker/Divorce” — Louis C.K.
Modern Family — “Caught In The Act” — Steven Levitan, Jeffrey Richman
The Office — “Goodbye Michael” — Greg Daniels

2010 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Anna Howard Shaw Day” — Matt Hubbard
30 Rock — “Lee Marvin Vs. Derek Jeter” — Tina Fey, Kay Cannon
Glee — “Pilot — Director’s Cut” — Ryan Murphy & Brad Falchuk, Ian Brennan
Modern Family — “Pilot” — Steven Levitan, Christopher Lloyd
The Office — “Niagara” — Greg Daniels, Mindy Kaling

2009 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Reunion” — Matt Hubbard
30 Rock — “Apollo, Apollo” — Robert Carlock
30 Rock — “Mamma Mia” — Ron Weiner
30 Rock — “Kidney Now!” — Jack Burditt, Robert Carlock
Flight Of The Conchords — “Prime Minister” — James Bobin, Jemaine Clement, Bret McKenzie

2008 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Rosemary’s Baby” — Jack Burditt
30 Rock — “Cooter” — Tina Fey
Flight Of The Conchords — “Yoko” — James Bobin, Jemaine Clement, Bret McKenzie
Pushing Daisies — “Pie-Lette” — Bryan Fuller
The Office — “Dinner Party” — Lee Eisenberg, Gene Stupnitsky

2007 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Tracy Does Conan” — Tina Fey
30 Rock — “Jack-Tor” — Robert Carlock
Extras — “Daniel Radcliffe” — Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant
The Office — “Gay Witch Hunt” — Greg Daniels
The Office — “The Negotiation” — Michael Schur

2006 Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
Arrested Development — Richard Day, Mitchell Hurwitz, Chuck Tatham & Jim Vallely
Entourage — Doug Ellin
Extras — Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant
My Name Is Earl — Greg Garcia
The Office — Michael Schur
2015 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
The Americans — “Do Mail Robots Dream Of Electric Sheep?” — Joshua Brand
Better Call Saul — “Five-O” — Gordon Smith
Game Of Thrones — “Mother’s Mercy” — David Benioff, D.B. Weiss
Mad Men — “Lost Horizon” — Semi Chellas, Matthew Weiner
Mad Men — “Person To Person” — Matthew Weiner

2014 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Breaking Bad — “Ozymandias” — Moira Walley-Beckett
Breaking Bad — “Felina” — Vince Gilligan
Game Of Thrones — “The Children” — David Benioff, D.B. Weiss
House of Cards — “Chapter 14” — Beau Willimon
True Detective — “The Secret Fate Of All Life” — Nic Pizzolatto

2013 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Breaking Bad — “Dead Freight” — George Mastras
Breaking Bad — “Say My Name” — Thomas Schnauz
Downton Abbey — “Episode 4” — Julian Fellowes
Game Of Thrones — “The Rains Of Castamere” — David Benioff, D.B. Weiss
Homeland — “Q&A” — Henry Bromell

2012 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Downton Abbey — “Episode 7” — Julian Fellowes
Homeland — “Pilot” — Alex Gansa & Howard Gordon & Gideon Raff
Mad Men — “The Other Woman” — Semi Chellas, Matthew Weiner
Mad Men — “Commissions And Fees” — Andre Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton
Mad Men — “Far Away Places” — Semi Chellas, Matthew Weiner

2011 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Friday Night Lights — “Always” — Jason Katims
Game Of Thrones — “Baelor” — David Benioff, D.B. Weiss
Mad Men — “The Suitcase” — Matthew Weiner
Mad Men — “Blowing Smoke” — Andre Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton
The Killing — “Pilot” — Veena Sud

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
2010 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Friday Night Lights — “The Son” — Rolin Jones
Lost — “The End” — Damon Lindelof, Carlton Cuse
Mad Men — “Guy Walks Into An Advertising Agency” — Robin Veith, Matthew Weiner
Mad Men — “Shut The Door. Have A Seat.” — Matthew Weiner, Erin Levy
The Good Wife — “Pilot” — Michelle King, Robert King

2009 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Lost — “The Incident” — Carlton Cuse & Damon Lindelof
Mad Men — ”Meditations In An Emergency” — Kater Gordon, Matthew Weiner
Mad Men — “A Night To Remember” — Robin Veith, Matthew Weiner
Mad Men — “Six Month Leave” — Andre Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton, Matthew Weiner
Mad Men — “The Jet Set” — Matthew Weiner

2008 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Battlestar Galactica — “Six Of One” — Michael Angeli
Damages — “Pilot” — Todd A. Kessler, Glenn Kessler, Daniel Zelman
Mad Men — “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes (Pilot)” — Matthew Weiner
Mad Men — “The Wheel” — Matthew Weiner, Robin Veith
The Wire — “30” — David Simon, Ed Burns

2007 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Battlestar Galactica — “Occupation/Precipice” — Ronald D. Moore
Lost — “Through The Looking Glass” — Damon Lindelof, Carlton Cuse
The Sopranos — “Made In America” — David Chase
The Sopranos — “Kennedy And Heidi” — Matthew Weiner, David Chase
The Sopranos — “The Second Coming” — Terence Winter

2006 Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
Grey’s Anatomy — Krista Vernoff
Grey’s Anatomy — Shonda Rhimes
Lost — Carlton Cuse, Damon Lindelof
Six Feet Under — Alan Ball
The Sopranos — Terence Winter
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming 2006-2015

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
Anthony Bourdain Parts Unknown — “Iran” — Anthony Bourdain
Going Clear: Scientology And The Prison Of Belief — Alex Gibney
Kurt Cobain: Montage Of Heck — Brett Morgen
Last Days In Vietnam (American Experience) — Mark Bailey, Keven McAlester
The Roosevelts: An Intimate History — “Episode 5: The Rising Road (1933-1939)” — Geoffrey C. Ward

2014 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown — “Congo” — Anthony Bourdain
COSMOS: A SpaceTime Odyssey — “Standing Up In The Milky Way” — Ann Druyan, Steven Soter
JFK (American Experience) — Mark Zwonitzer
The World Wars — “Trial By Fire” — Stephen David, David C. White, John Ealer, Alec Michod, Chelsea Coates, Randy Counsman, Russ McCarroll, Jordan Rosenblum, David Schaye
Years Of Living Dangerously — “The Surge” — Adam Bolt

2013 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown — “Libya” — Anthony Bourdain
Ethel — Mark Bailey
Mea Maxima Culpa: Silence In The House Of God — Alex Gibney
The Dust Bowl — “The Great Plow Up” — Dayton Duncan
The Men Who Built America — “A New War Begins” — Stephen David, Patrick Reams, David C. White, Keith Palmer, Randy Counsman, Ed Fields

2012 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
American Experience — “Clinton” — Barak Goodman
American Masters — “Johnny Carson: King Of Late Night” — Peter Jones
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations — “Cuba” — Anthony Bourdain
Prohibition — “A Nation Of Hypocrites” — Geoffrey C. Ward
Sesame Street: Growing Hope Against Hunger — Christine Ferraro
2011 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations — “Haiti” — Anthony Bourdain
Freedom Riders — Stanley Nelson
Gasland — Josh Fox
Gettysburg — Richard Bedser, Ed Fields

2010 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
America The Story Of Us — “Division” — Jenny Ash, Ed Fields
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations — “Prague” — Anthony Bourdain
Life — “Challenges Of Life” — Paul Spillenger
The Buddha — David Grubin
The National Parks: America’s Best Idea — ”The Last Refuge” — Dayton Duncan

2009 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
American Experience — “The Trials Of J. Robert Oppenheimer” — David Grubin
American Masters — “Jerome Robbins: Something To Dance About” — Amanda Vaill
Make ‘Em Laugh: The Funny Business Of America — “When I’m Bad, I’m Better — The Groundbreakers” — Michael Kantor, Laurence Maslon
Roman Polanski: Wanted And Desired — Joe Bini, P.G. Morgan, Marina Zenovich

2008 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
Intervention — “Caylee” — Jeff Grogan
Life After People — David de Vries
The War — ”Pride Of Our Nation” — Geoffrey C. Ward
This American Life — “Escape” — Ira Glass
Walt Whitman (American Experience) — Mark Zwonitzer

2007 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
American Masters — “Andy Warhol: A Documentary Film” — James Sanders, Ric Burns
Planet Earth — “Mountains” — Vanessa Berlowitz, Gary Parker
Star Wars: The Legacy Revealed — Steven Smith, David Comtois, Kevin Burns
This American Life — “God’s Close-Up” — Nancy Updike

2006 Outstanding Writing For Nonfiction Programming
American Masters — Ken Bowser
American Masters — DeWitt Sage
How William Shatner Changed The World — Alan Handel, Julian Jones
Penn & Teller: Bullshit! — Michael Goudeau, Jon Hotchkiss, Penn Jillette, Star Price, Cliff Schoenberg, Teller
Stardust: The Bette Davis Story — Peter Jones
2015 Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series

Inside Amy Schumer — Jessi Klein, Hallie Cantor, Kim Caramele, Kyle Dunnigan, Jon Glaser, Christine Nangle, Kurt Metzger, Daniel Powell, Tami Sagher, Amy Schumer

Key & Peele — Jay Martel, Ian Roberts, Keegan-Michael Key, Jordan Peele, Rebecca Drysdale, Colton Dunn, Alex Rubens, Charlie Sanders, Rich Talarico, Phil Augusta Jackson

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver — Kevin Avery, Tim Carvell, Dan Gurewitch, Geoff Haggerty, Jeff Maurer, John Oliver, Scott Sherman, Will Tracy, Jill Twiss, Juli Weiner, Josh Gondelman

The Colbert Report — Opus Moreschi, Stephen Colbert, Tom Purcell, Barry Julien, Paul Dinello, Matt Lappin, Jay Katsir, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Glenn Eichler, Max Werner, Eric Drysdale, Nate Charny, Aaron Cohen, Gabe Gronli, Ariel Dumas

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Elliott Kalan, Adam Lowitt, Steve Bodow, Jon Stewart, Dan Amira, Travon Free, Hallie Haglund, Matt Koff, Dan McCoy, Jo Miller, Zhubin Parang, Daniel Radosh, Lauren Sarver, Owen Parsons, Delaney Yeager

2014 Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series

Inside Amy Schumer — Jessi Klein, Amy Schumer, Emily Altman, Jeremy Beiler, Neil Casey, Kurt Metzger, Kyle Dunnigan, Christine Nangle, Daniel Powell

Key & Peele — Jay Martel, Ian Roberts, Jordan Peele, Keegan-Michael Key, Alex Rubens, Rebecca Drysdale, Colton Dunn, Rich Talarico, Charlie Sanders

Portlandia — Fred Armisen, Carrie Brownstein, Jonathan Krisel, Graham Wagner, Carey Dornetto

The Colbert Report — Opus Moreschi, Stephen Colbert, Tom Purcell, Richard Dahm, Barry Julien, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Jay Katsir, Frank Lesser, Glenn Eichler, Meredith Scardino, Max Werner, Eric Drysdale, Paul Dinello, Nate Charny, Sam Kim, Aaron Cohen, Gabe Gronli, Matt Lappin

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Elliott Kalan, Tim Carvell, Steve Bodow, Dan Amira, Travon Free, Hallie Haglund, J.R. Havlan, Matt Koff, Dan McCoy, Jo Miller, Zhubin Parang, Daniel Radosh, Lauren Sarver, Jon Stewart, Rory Albanese, John Oliver

2013 Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series


*Portlandia* — Fred Armisen, Carrie Brownstein, Jonathan Krisel, Bill Oakley

*Real Time With Bill Maher* — Adam Felber, Matt Gunn, Brian Jacobsmeyer, Jay Jaroch, Chris Kelly, Bill Maher, Billy Martin, Danny Vermont, Scott Carter


*The Colbert Report* — Opus Moreschi, Stephen Colbert, Tom Purcell, Rich Dahm, Barry Julien, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Jay Katsir, Frank Lesser, Glenn Eichler, Meredith Scardino, Max Werner, Eric Drysdale, Dan Guterman, Paul Dinello, Nate Charny, Bobby Mort

*The Daily Show With Jon Stewart* — Tim Carvell, Rory Albanese, Kevin Bleyer, Steve Bodow, Travon Free, Hallie Haglund, J.R. Havlan, Elliott Kalan, Dan McCoy, Jo Miller, John Oliver, Zhuvin Parang, Daniel Radosh, Jason Ross, Lauren Sarver, Jon Stewart

2012 Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series

*Portlandia* — Fred Armisen, Carrie Brownstein, Jonathan Krisel, Karey Dornetto

*Real Time With Bill Maher* — Adam Felber, Matt Gunn, Brian Jacobsmeyer, Jay Jaroch, Chris Kelly, Mike Larsen, Bill Maher, Billy Martin, Scott Carter


*The Colbert Report* — Barry Julien, Stephen Colbert, Tom Purcell, Richard Dahm, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Opus Moreschi, Peter Gwinn, Jay Katsir, Frank Lesser, Glenn Eichler, Meredith Scardino, Max Werner, Eric Drysdale, Scott Sherman, Dan Guterman, Paul Dinello

*The Daily Show With Jon Stewart* — Tim Carvell, Rory Albanese, Kevin Bleyer, Rich Blomquist, Steve Bodow, Wyatt Cenac, Hallie Haglund, J.R. Havlan, Elliott Kalan, Dan McCoy, Jo Miller, John Oliver, Zhuvin Parang, Daniel Radosh, Jason Ross, Jon Stewart

2011 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Series

*Conan* — Mike Sweeney, Conan O’Brien, Andy Richter, Frank Smiley, Jose Arroyo, Andres du Bouchet, Deon Cole, Josh Comers, Dan Cronin, Michael Gordon, Berkley Johnson, Brian Kiley, Laurie Kilmartin, Rob Kutner, Todd Levin, Brian McCann, Matt O’Brien, Brian Stack

*Late Night With Jimmy Fallon* — AD Miles, David Angelo, Patrick Borelli, Michael Blieden, Gerard Bradford, Jeremy Bronson, Michael Dicenzo, Jimmy Fallon, Eric Ledgin, Morgan Murphy, Robert Patton, Gavin Purcell, Amy Ozols, Diallo Riddle, Bashir Salahuddin, Justin Shanes, Michael Shoemaker, Jon Rineman, Bobby Tisdale

The Colbert Report — Barry Julien, Stephen Colbert, Tom Purcell, Richard Dahm, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Opus Moreschi, Peter Gwinn, Jay Katsir, Frank Lesser, Glenn Eichler, Meredith Scardino, Max Werner, Eric Drysdale, Scott Sherman, Dan Guterman, Paul Dinello

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Steve Bodow, Tim Carvell, Rory Albanese, Kevin Bleyer, Rich Blomquist, Wyatt Cenac, Hallie Haglund, J.R. Havlan, Elliott Kalan, Josh Lieb, Sam Means, Jo Miller, John Oliver, Daniel Radosh, Jason Ross, Jon Stewart

2010 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Series

Real Time With Bill Maher — “Episode 721” — Adam Felber, Matt Gunn, Brian Jacobsmeyer, Jay Jaroch, Chris Kelly, Bill Maher, Billy Martin, Jonathan Schmock, Danny Vermont, Scott Carter


The Colbert Report — “#5076 (in Iraq)” — Barry Julien, Stephen Colbert, Allison Silverman, Tom Purcell, Rich Dahm, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Opus Moreschi, Peter Gwinn, Jay Katsir, Frank Lesser, Glenn Eichler, Peter Grosz, Meredith Scardino, Max Werner, Eric Drysdale

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode #15040” — Steve Bodow, Rory Albanese, Kevin Bleyer, Rich Blomquist, Tim Carvell, Wyatt Cenac, Hallie Haglund, J.R. Havlan, David Javerbaum, Elliott Kalan, Josh Lieb, Sam Means, Jo Miller, John Oliver, Daniel Radosh, Jason Ross, Jon Stewart

The Tonight Show With Conan O’Brien — “Episode #146” — Mike Sweeney, Conan O’Brien, Chris Albers, Jose Arroyo, Deon Cole, Josh Comers, Dan Cronin, Kevin Dorff, Andres du Bouchet, Michael Gordon, Berkley Johnson, Brian Kiley, Rob Kutner, Todd Levin, Brian McCann, Guy Nicolucci, Matt O’Brien, Andy Richter, Brian Stack, Andrew Weinberg

2009 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Series

Late Night With Conan O’Brien — Mike Sweeney, Chris Albers, Jose Arroyo, Dan Cronin, Kevin Dorff, Andres du Bouchet, Michael Gordon, Berkley Johnson, Brian Kiley, Todd Levin, Brian McCann, Guy Nicolucci, Conan O’Brien, Matt O’Brien, Brian Stack, Andrew Weinberg

Late Show With David Letterman — Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel, Michael Barrie, Jim Mulholland, Steve Young, Tom Ruprecht, Lee Ellenberg, Matt Roberts, Jeremy Weiner, Joe Grossman, Bill Scheft, Bob Borden, Frank Sebastian, David Letterman


The Colbert Report — Tom Purcell, Stephen Colbert, Allison Silverman, Richard Dahm, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Opus Moreschi, Peter Gwinn, Jay Katsir, Frank Lesser, Glenn Eichler, Peter Grosz, Barry Julien, Meredith Scardino

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Steve Bodow, Jon Stewart, David Javerbaum, Josh Lieb, Rory Albanese, Kevin Bleyer, Jason Ross, Tim Carvell, John Oliver, Sam Means, Rob Kutner, J.R. Havlan, Rich Blomquist, Wyatt Cenac, Elliott Kalan, Rachel Axler
2008 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Program

Late Night With Conan O’Brien — Mike Sweeney, Chris Albers, Jose Arroyo, Dan Cronin, Kevin Dorff, Daniel J. Goor, Michael Gordon, Berkley Johnson, Brian Kiley, Michael Koman, Brian McCann, Guy Nicolucci, Conan O’Brien, Matt O’Brien, Brian Stack, Andrew Weinberg

Late Show With David Letterman — Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel, Jim Mulholland, Michael Barrie, Steve Young, Tom Ruprecht, Lee Ellenberg, Matt Roberts, Jeremy Weiner, Joe Grossman, Bill Scheft, Bob Borden, Frank Sebastian, David Letterman


The Colbert Report — Tom Purcell, Stephen Colbert, Allison Silverman, Richard Dahm, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Eric Drysdale, Peter Gwinn, Jay Katsir, Laura Krafft, Frank Lesser, Glenn Eichler, Peter Grosz, Bryan Adams, Barry Julien, Meredith Scardino

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Steve Bodow, Rory Albanese, Rachel Axler, Kevin Bleyer, Rich Blomquist, Tim Carvell, J.R. Havlan, Scott Jacobson, David Javerbaum, Rob Kutner, Josh Lieb, Sam Means, John Oliver, Jason Ross, Jon Stewart

2007 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Program

Late Night With Conan O’Brien — Mike Sweeney, Chris Albers, Jose Arroyo, Dan Cronin, Kevin Dorff, Daniel J. Goor, Michael Gordon, Berkley Johnson, Brian Kiley, Michael Koman, Tim Harrod, Brian McCann, Guy Nicolucci, Conan O’Brien, Brian Stack, Andrew Weinberg

Late Show With David Letterman — Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel, Michael Barrie, Jim Mulholland, Steve Young, Tom Ruprecht, Lee Ellenberg, Matt Roberts, Jeremy Weiner, Joe Grossman, Meredith Scardino, Bill Scheft, Aaron Blitzstein, Bob Borden, Frank Sebastian, David Letterman

Real Time With Bill Maher — David Feldman, Matt Gunn, Brian Jacobsmeyer, Jay Jaroch, Chris Kelly, Bill Maher, Billy Martin, Jonathan Schmock, Danny Vermont, Scott Carter

The Colbert Report — Stephen Colbert, Allison Silverman, Richard Dahm, Michael Brumm, Rob Dubbin, Eric Drysdale, Peter Gwinn, Jay Katsir, Laura Krafft, Frank Lesser

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Steve Bodow, Rachel Axler, Kevin Bleyer, Rich Blomquist, Tim Carvell, J.R. Havlan, Scott Jacobson, David Javerbaum, Ben Karlin, Rob Kutner, Josh Lieb, Sam Means, Jason Reich, Jason Ross, Jon Stewart

2006 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Program

Late Night With Conan O’Brien — Chris Albers, Jose Arroyo, Andy Blitz, Dan Cronin, Kevin Dorff, Daniel J. Goor, Michael Gordon, Berkley Johnson, Brian Kiley, Michael Koman, Brian McCann, Guy Nicolucci, Conan O’Brien, Brian Stack, Mike Sweeney, Andrew Weinberg

Late Show With David Letterman — Michael Barrie, Lee Ellenberg, Joe Grossman, David Letterman, Jim Mulholland, Matt Roberts, Tom Ruprecht, Sam Saltz, Meredith Scardino, Bill Scheft, Frank Sebastian, Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel, Jeremy Weiner, Steve Young

Real Time With Bill Maher — Ross Abrash, Scott Carter, David Feldman, Matt Gunn, Brian Jacobsmeyer, Jay Jaroch, Chris Kelly, Bill Maher, Billy Martin, Danny Vermont

The Colbert Report — Michael Brumm, Stephen Colbert, Rich Dahm, Eric Drysdale, Rob Dubbin, Peter Gwinn, Jay Katsir, Laura Krafft, Frank Lesser, Allison Silverman

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Rachel Axler, Kevin Bleyer, Rich Blomquist, Steve Bodow, Tim Carvell, Stephen Colbert, Eric Drysdale, J.R. Havlan, Scott Jacobson, David Javerbaum, Ben Karlin, Rob Kutner, Sam Means, Chris Regan, Jason Reich, Jason Ross, Jon Stewart
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Dramatic Special*

*Award category is titled “Outstanding Writing For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Dramatic Special” starting in 2015; was titled “Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special,” 2006-2014.

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Writing For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Dramatic Special

American Crime — “Episode One” — John Ridley
Bessie — Dee Rees, Christopher Cleveland, Bettina Gilois, Horton Foote
Hello Ladies: The Movie — Stephen Merchant, Gene Stupnitsky, Lee Eisenberg
Olive Kitteridge — Jane Anderson
The Honorable Woman — Hugo Blick
Wolf Hall — Peter Straughan

2014 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special

American Horror Story: Coven — “Bitchcraft” — Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk
Fargo — “The Crocodile’s Dilemma” — Noah Hawley
Luther — Neil Cross
Sherlock: His Last Vow (Masterpiece) — Steven Moffat
The Normal Heart — Larry Kramer
Treme — “...To Miss New Orleans” — David Simon, Eric Overmyer

2013 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special

Behind the Candelabra — Richard LaGravenese
Parade’s End — Tom Stoppard
Phil Spector — David Mamet
The Hour — Abi Morgan
Top of the Lake — Jane Campion, Gerard Lee

2012 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special

Game Change — Danny Strong
Hatfields & McCoys “Part 2” — Ted Mann, Ronald Parker, Bill Kerby
Luther — Neil Cross
Sherlock: A Scandal In Belgravia (Masterpiece) — Steven Moffat
The Hour — Abi Morgan
2011 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Downton Abbey — Julian Fellowes
Mildred Pierce — Todd Haynes, Jon Raymond
Sherlock: A Study In Pink (Masterpiece) — Steven Moffat
Too Big To Fail — Peter Gould
Upstairs Downstairs (Masterpiece) — Heidi Thomas

2010 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Temple Grandin — Christopher Monger, William Merritt Johnson
The Pacific — “Part Eight” — Robert Schenkkan, Michelle Ashford
The Pacific — “Part Ten” — Bruce C. McKenna, Robert Schenkkan
The Special Relationship — Peter Morgan
You Don’t Know Jack — Adam Mazer

2009 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Generation Kill — “Bomb In The Garden” — David Simon, Ed Burns
Grey Gardens — Michael Sucsy, Patricia Rozema
Into The Storm — Hugh Whittemore
Little Dorrit (Masterpiece) — Andrew Davies
Taking Chance — Michael R. Strobl, Ross Katz

2008 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Bernard And Doris — Hugh Costello
Cranford (Masterpiece) — Heidi Thomas
Extras: The Extra Special Series Finale — Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant
John Adams — “Independence” — Kirk Ellis
Recount — Danny Strong

2007 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Broken Trail — Alan Geoffrion
Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee — Daniel Giat
Jane Eyre (Masterpiece Theatre) — “Parts 1 & 2” — Sandy Welch
Prime Suspect: The Final Act (Masterpiece Theatre) — Frank Deasy
The Starter Wife — Josann McGibbon, Sara Parriott

2006 Outstanding Writing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Bleak House (Masterpiece Theatre) — Andrew Davies
Elizabeth I — Nigel Williams
Flight 93 — Nevin Schreiner
Mrs. Harris — Phyllis Nagy
The Girl In The Café — Richard Curtis
**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special 2009-2015**

*Award category only exists for 7 years. Award category is titled “Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Special,” 2009-2011. Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center*

### 2015 Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special

- **Key & Peele Super Bowl Special** — Brendan Hunt, Keegan-Michael Key, Jordan Peele, Rich Talarico
- **Louis C.K.: Live At The Comedy Store** — Louis C.K.
- **Mel Brooks Live At The Geffen** — Mel Brooks
- **The 72nd Annual Golden Globe Awards** — Barry Adelman, Tina Fey, Amy Poehler, Jon Macks, Dave Boone, Alex Baze, Robert Carlock, Sam Means, Seth Meyers, Michael Shoemaker, Eric Gurian, Meredith Scardino
- **The Saturday Night Live 40th Anniversary Special** — James Anderson, Fred Armisen, Tina Fey, Steve Higgins, Chris Kelly, Erik Kenward, Rob Klein, Seth Meyers, Lorne Michaels, John Mulaney, Paula Pell, Jeff Richmond, Andy Samberg, Akiva Schaffer, Tom Schiller, Sarah Schneider, Marc Shaiman, Michael Shoemaker, Robert Smigel, Emily Spivey, Kent Sublette, Jorma Taccone, Bryan Tucker

### 2014 Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special

- **67th Annual Tony Awards** — Dave Boone, Paul Greenberg
- **Billy Crystal: 700 Sundays** — Billy Crystal, Alan Zweibel
- **Sarah Silverman: We Are Miracles** — Sarah Silverman
- **The 71st Annual Golden Globe Awards** — Barry Adelman, Tina Fey, Amy Poehler, Jon Macks, Dave Boone, Alex Baze, Robert Carlock, Sam Means, Seth Meyers, Mike Shoemaker
- **The Beatles: The Night That Changed America** — Ken Ehrlich, David Wild

### 2013 Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special

- **66th Annual Tony Awards** — Dave Boone, Paul Greenberg
- **Louis C.K.: Oh My God** — Louis C.K.
The 70th Annual Golden Globe Awards — Barry Adelman, Tina Fey, Amy Poehler, Jon Macks, Dave Boone, Alex Baze, Robert Carlock, Seth Meyers, Mike Scully

2012 Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special
65th Annual Tony Awards — Dave Boone, Paul Greenberg
84th Annual Academy Awards — Jon Macks, Dave Boone, Carol Leifer, Tim Carvell, Jeff Cesario, Billy Crystal, Ed Driscoll, Billy Martin, Ben Schwartz, Marc Shaiman, Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel, David Steinberg, Mason Steinberg, Colleen Werthmann
Betty White’s 90th Birthday: A Tribute To America’s Golden Girl — Jon Macks, Steve Ridgeway, Mason Steinberg, Brad Lachman
Louis C.K. Live At The Beacon Theatre — Louis C.K.
The Kennedy Center Honors — George Stevens, Michael Stevens, Sara Lukinson, Lewis Friedman

2011 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
64th Annual Tony Awards — Dave Boone, Matt Roberts, Mo Rocca
Colin Quinn: Long Story Short — Colin Quinn
Louis C.K.: Hilarious — Louis C.K.
Night Of Too Many Stars: An Overbooked Benefit For Autism Education — Eric Slovin, Russ Armstrong, Andy Blitz, RJ Fried, Brian Huskey, Anthony King, Dan Mintz, Jason Reich, Craig Row-in, Andrew Secunda, Robert Smigel, Anthony Jeselnik, Adam Moerder
The Real Women Of SNL — Paula Pell, Seth Meyers, Emily Spivey, John Solomon

2010 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
63rd Annual Tony Awards — Dave Boone, Paul Greenberg
82nd Annual Academy Awards — Jon Macks, Bruce Vilanch, Steve Martin, Beth Armogida, Dave Barry, David Feldman, Carol Leifer, Jeffrey Richman, Marc Shaiman, Colleen Werthmann, Scott Wittman
Bill Maher ...But I’m Not Wrong — Bill Maher
The Kennedy Center Honors — George Stevens, Michael Stevens, Sara Lukinson, Lewis Friedman
Wanda Sykes: I’ma Be Me — Wanda Sykes

2009 Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
81st Annual Academy Awards — Jon Macks, Jenny Bicks, Bill Condon, John Hoffman, Phil Alden Robinson, Bruce Vilanch, Dan Harmon, Rob Schrab, Ben Schwartz, Joel Stein
Chris Rock — Kill The Messenger — Chris Rock
Louis C.K.: Chewed Up — Louis C.K.
Ricky Gervais: Out Of England — The Stand-Up Special — Ricky Gervais
Will Ferrell: You’re Welcome America. A Final Night With George W. Bush — Will Ferrell
2015 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
The Last Man On Earth — “Alive In Tucson (Pilot)” — Phil Lord & Christopher Miller
Louie — “Sleepover” — Louis C.K.
Silicon Valley — “Sand Hill Shuffle” — Mike Judge
Transparent — “Best New Girl” — Jill Soloway
Veep — “Testimony” — Armando Iannucci

2014 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
Episodes — “Episode 309” — Iain B. MacDonald
Glee — “100” — Paris Barclay
Louie — “Elevator, Part 6” — Louis C.K.
Modern Family — “Vegas” — Gail Mancuso
Orange Is The New Black — “Lesbian Request Denied” — Jodie Foster
Silicon Valley — “Minimum Viable Product” — Mike Judge

2013 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Hogcock! / Last Lunch” — Beth McCarthy-Miller
Girls — “On All Fours” — Lena Dunham
Glee — “Diva” — Paris Barclay
Louie — “New Year's Eve” — Louis C.K.
Modern Family — “Arrested” — Gail Mancuso

2012 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
Curb Your Enthusiasm — “Palestinian Chicken” — Robert B. Weide
Girls — “She Did” — Lena Dunham
Louie — “Duckling” — Louis C.K.
Modern Family — “Virgin Territory” — Jason Winer
Modern Family — “Baby On Board” — Steven Levitan
New Girl — “Pilot” — Jake Kasdan

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center
2011 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Live Show” — Beth McCarthy-Miller
How I Met Your Mother — “Subway Wars” — Pamela Fryman
Modern Family — “Slow Down Your Neighbors” — Gail Mancuso
Modern Family — “See You Next Fall” — Steven Levitan
Modern Family — “Halloween” — Michael Alan Spiller

2010 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “I Do Do” — Don Scardino
Glee — “Pilot — Director’s Cut” — Ryan Murphy
Glee — “Wheels” — Paris Barclay
Modern Family — “Pilot” — Jason Winer
Nurse Jackie — “Pilot” — Allen Coulter

2009 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Apollo, Apollo” — Millicent Shelton
30 Rock — “Reunion” — Beth McCarthy-Miller
30 Rock — “Generalissimo” — Todd Holland
Entourage — “Tree Trippers” — Julian Farino
Flight Of The Conchords — “The Tough Brets” — James Bobin
The Office — “Stress Relief” — Jeff Blitz

2008 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “Rosemary’s Baby” — Michael Engler
Entourage — “No Cannes Do” — Dan Attias
Flight Of The Conchords — “Sally Returns” — James Bobin
Pushing Daisies — “Pie-Lette” — Barry Sonnenfeld
The Office — “Goodbye, Toby” — Paul Feig
The Office — “Money (Parts 1 & 2)” — Paul Lieberstein

2007 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
30 Rock — “The Breakup” — Scott Ellis
Entourage — “One Day In The Valley” — Julian Farino
Extras — “Episode 1 — Orlando Bloom” — Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant
Scrubs — “My Musical” — Will MacKenzie
The Office — “Gay Witch Hunt” — Ken Kwapis
Ugly Betty — “Pilot” — Richard Shepard

2006 Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
Curb Your Enthusiasm — Robert B. Weide
Entourage — Julian Farino
Entourage — Dan Attias
My Name Is Earl — Marc Buckland
The Comeback — Michael Patrick King
Weeds — Craig Zisk
2015 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Boardwalk Empire — “Eldorado” — Tim Van Patten
Game Of Thrones — “Mother’s Mercy” — David Nutter
Game Of Thrones — “Unbowed, Unbent, Unbroken” — Jeremy Podeswa
Homeland — “From A To B And Back Again” — Lesli Linka Glatter
The Knick — “Method And Madness” — Steven Soderbergh

2014 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Boardwalk Empire — “Farewell Daddy Blues” — Tim Van Patten
Breaking Bad — “Felina” — Vince Gilligan
Downton Abbey — “Episode 1” — David Evans
House of Cards — “Chapter 14” — Carl Franklin
True Detective — “Who Goes There” — Cary Joji Fukunaga

2013 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Boardwalk Empire — “Margate Sands” — Tim Van Patten
Breaking Bad — “Gliding Over All” — Michelle MacLaren
Downton Abbey — “Episode 4” — Jeremy Webb
Homeland — “Q&A” — Lesli Linka Glatter
House of Cards — “Chapter 1” — David Fincher

2012 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Boardwalk Empire — “To The Lost” — Tim Van Patten
Breaking Bad — “Face Off” — Vince Gilligan
Downton Abbey — “Episode 7” — Brian Percival
Homeland — “Pilot” — Michael Cuesta
Mad Men — “The Other Woman” — Phil Abraham

2011 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Boardwalk Empire — “Anastasia” — Jeremy Podeswa
Boardwalk Empire — “Boardwalk Empire (Pilot)” — Martin Scorsese
Game Of Thrones — “Winter Is Coming (Pilot)” — Tim Van Patten
The Killing — “Pilot” — Patty Jenkins

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
2010 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Breaking Bad — “One Minute” — Michelle MacLaren
Dexter — “The Getaway” — Steve Shill
Lost — “The End” — Jack Bender
Mad Men — “Guy Walks Into An Advertising Agency” — Lesli Linka Glatter
Treme — “Do You Know What It Means (Pilot)” — Agnieszka Holland

2009 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Battlestar Galactica — “Daybreak (Part 2)” — Michael Rymer
Boston Legal — “Made In China/Last Call” — Bill D’Elia
Damages — “Trust Me” — Todd A. Kessler
ER — “And In The End” — Rod Holcomb
Mad Men — “The Jet Set” — Phil Abraham

2008 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Boston Legal — “The Mighty Rogues” — Arlene Sanford
Breaking Bad — “Pilot” — Vince Gilligan
Damages — “Pilot” — Allen Coulter
House — “House’s Head” — Greg Yaitanes
Mad Men — “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes (Pilot)” — Alan Taylor

2007 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
Battlestar Galactica — “Exodus, Part 2” — Felix Alcala
Boston Legal — “Son of the Defender” — Bill D’Elia
Friday Night Lights — “Pilot” — Peter Berg
Heroes — “Genesis” — David Semel
Lost — “Through the Looking Glass” — Jack Bender
Studio 60 On The Sunset Strip — “Pilot” — Thomas Schlamme
The Sopranos — “Kennedy And Heidi” — Alan Taylor

2006 Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
24 — Jon Cassar
Big Love — Rodrigo Garcia
Lost — Jack Bender
Six Feet Under — Alan Ball
The Sopranos — Tim Van Patten
The Sopranos — David Nutter
The West Wing — Mimi Leder
2015 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
Citizenfour — Laura Poitras
Going Clear: Scientology And The Prison Of Belief — Alex Gibney
Kurt Cobain: Montage Of Heck — Brett Morgen
Foo Fighters: Sonic Highways — “Washington, D.C.” — Dave Grohl
The Jinx: The Life and Deaths of Robert Durst — “Chapter 2: Poor Little Rich Boy” — Andrew Jarecki

2014 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
COSMOS: A SpaceTime Odyssey — “Standing Up In The Milky Way” — Brannon Braga
Project Runway — “Sky’s The Limit” — Craig Spirko
Shark Tank — “Episode 501” — Ken Fuchs
The Amazing Race — “Part Like The Red Sea” — Bertram van Munster
The Square — Jehane Noujaim

2013 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
American Masters — “Mel Brooks: Make A Noise” — Robert Trachtenberg
Ethel — Rory Kennedy
Mea Maxima Culpa: Silence In The House Of God — Alex Gibney
Survivor — “Live Finale And Reunion (Caramoan: Fans Vs. Favorites)” — Glenn Weiss
Survivor — “Live Finale And Reunion (Philippines)” — Michael Simon

2012 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
George Harrison: Living In The Material World — Martin Scorsese
Paradise Lost 3: Purgatory — Joe Berlinger & Bruce Sinofsky
Project Runway — “Finale (Part 2)” — Craig Spirko
The Amazing Race — “Let Them Drink Their Haterade (Lake Manyara, Tanzania)” — Bertram van Munster

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
2011 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
American Masters — “A Letter To Elia/Reflecting On Kazan” — Martin Scorsese, Kent Jones
Becoming Chaz — Fenton Bailey, Randy Barbato
Gasland — Josh Fox
The Amazing Race — “You Don’t Get Paid Unless You Win” — Bertram van Munster
Top Chef — “Give Me Your Huddled Masses” — Paul Starkman

2010 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
By The People: The Election Of Barack Obama — Amy Rice, Alicia Sams
Monty Python: Almost The Truth (The Lawyer’s Cut) — “Lust for Glory” — Bill Jones, Ben Timlett
Terror In Mumbai — Dan Reed
The Amazing Race — “I Think We’re Fighting The Germans, Right?” — Bertram van Munster
My Lai — Barack Goodman

2009 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
Project Runway — “Finale (Part 1)” — Full Picture (unknown)
Roman Polanski: Wanted And Desired — Marina Zenovich
The Amazing Race — “Don’t Let A Cheese Hit Me” — Bertram van Munster
This American Life — “John Smith” — Christopher Wilcha, Adam Beckman
Top Chef — “The Last Supper” — Steve Hrynewicz

2008 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
Autism: The Musical — Tricia Regan
Project Runway — “En Garde!” — Tony Sacco
The Amazing Race — “Honestly, They Have Witch Powers Or Something” — Bertram van Munster
The War — “Pride of Our Nation” Ken Burns, Lynn Novick
This American Life — “Escape” — Christopher Wilcha, Adam Beckman

2007 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
Ghosts Of Abu Ghraib — Rory Kennedy
Star Wars: The Legacy Revealed — Kevin Burns
Thin — Lauren Greenfield
This American Life — “#104 God’s Close-Up” — Christopher Wilcha
When The Levees Broke: A Requiem In Four Acts — Spike Lee

2006 Outstanding Directing For Nonfiction Programming
All Aboard! Rosie’s Family Cruise — Shari Cookson
American Masters — Martin Scorsese
American Masters — Sam Pollard
Baghdad ER — Jon Alpert, Matthew O’Neill
Children Of Beslan — Ewa Ewart, Leslie Woodhead
2015 Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series

Inside Amy Schumer — “12 Angry Men Inside Amy Schumer” — Amy Schumer & Ryan McFaul
The Colbert Report — “Show 11040” — James Hoskinson
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Show 20103” — Chuck O’Neil
Late Show With David Letterman — “Show 4214” — Jerry Foley
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon — “Show 203” — Dave Diomedi

2014 Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series

The Colbert Report — “Episode 9135” — James Hoskinson
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 18153” — Chuck O’Neil
Portlandia — “Getting Away” — Jonathan Krisel
Saturday Night Live — “Host: Jimmy Fallon” — Don Roy King
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon — “Episode 1 (Will Smith/U2)” — Dave Diomedi

2013 Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series

The Colbert Report — “Episode 8131” — James Hoskinson
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 17153” — Chuck O’Neil
Portlandia — “Alexandra” — Jonathan Krisel
Late Show With David Letterman — “Episode 3749” — Jerry Foley
Saturday Night Live — “Host: Justin Timberlake” — Don Roy King

2012 Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series

Late Show With David Letterman — “Episode 3602” — Jerry Foley
Portlandia — “One Moore Episode” — Jonathan Krisel
Saturday Night Live — “Host: Mick Jagger” — Don Roy King
The Colbert Report — “Episode 7121A” — James Hoskinson
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 17087” — Chuck O’Neil
### 2011 Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Series
- **American Idol** — “Episode 1024/1025A” — Gregg Gelfand
- **Late Show With David Letterman** — “Show 3333” — Jerry Foley
- **Saturday Night Live** — “Host: Justin Timberlake” — Don Roy King
- **The Colbert Report** — “Episode 6112” — James Hoskinson
- **The Daily Show With Jon Stewart** — “Episode 16048” — Chuck O’Neil

### 2010 Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Series
- **Late Show With David Letterman** — “Show #3289” — Jerry Foley
- **Saturday Night Live** — “Host: Betty White” — Don Roy King
- **The Colbert Report** — “#5076 (in Iraq)” — James Hoskinson
- **The Daily Show With Jon Stewart** — “Episode #15054” — Chuck O’Neil
- **The Tonight Show With Conan O’Brien** — “#146” — Allan Kartun

### 2009 Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Series
- **American Idol** — “Show 833 (The Final Three)” — Bruce Gowers
- **Late Show With David Letterman** — “Episode 2932” — Jerry Foley
- **Real Time With Bill Maher** — “705” — Hal Grant
- **Saturday Night Live** — “Host: Justin Timberlake” — Don Roy King
- **The Colbert Report** — “4159” — Jim Hoskinson
- **The Daily Show With Jon Stewart** — “13107” — Chuck O’Neil

### 2008 Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Program
- **80th Annual Academy Awards** — Louis J. Horvitz
- **Company (Great Performances)** — Lonny Price
- **Saturday Night Live** — “Host: Tina Fey” — Don Roy King
- **The Colbert Report** — “#4051” — Jim Hoskinson
- **The Daily Show With Jon Stewart** — “#13050” — Chuck O’Neil

### 2007 Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Program
- **American Idol** — “The Final Two” — Bruce Gowers
- **Saturday Night Live** — “Host: Alec Baldwin” — Don Roy King
- **The Colbert Report** — “Show #2161” — Jim Hoskinson
- **The Daily Show With Jon Stewart** — “#12061” — Chuck O’Neil
- **Tony Bennett: An American Classic** — Rob Marshall

### 2006 Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Program
- **78th Annual Academy Awards** — Louis J. Horvitz
- **American Idol** — Bruce Gowers
- **Saturday Night Live** — Beth McCarthy-Miller
- **The Colbert Report** — Jim Hoskinson
- **The Daily Show With Jon Stewart** — Chuck O’Neil
**2015 Outstanding Directing For A Variety Special**

Annie Lennox: Nostalgia Live In Concert — Natalie Johns
The Kennedy Center Honors — Louis J. Horvitz
The Oscars — Hamish Hamilton
The Saturday Night Live 40th Anniversary Special — Don Roy King
68th Annual Tony Awards — Glenn Weiss

**2014 Outstanding Directing For A Variety Special**

67th Annual Tony Awards — Glenn Weiss
Six By Sondheim — James Lapine
The Beatles: The Night That Changed America — Gregg Gelfand
The Kennedy Center Honors — Louis J. Horvitz
The Oscars — Hamish Hamilton
The Sound Of Music Live! — Beth McCarthy-Miller, Rob Ashford

**2013 Outstanding Directing For A Variety Special**

12-12-12: The Concert For Sandy Relief — Michael Dempsey
London 2012 Olympic Games Opening Ceremony — Bucky Gunts, Hamish Hamilton
Louis C.K.: Oh My God — Louis C.K.
The Kennedy Center Honors — Louis J. Horvitz
The Oscars — Don Mischer

**2012 Outstanding Directing For A Variety Special**

65th Annual Tony Awards — Glenn Weiss
84th Annual Academy Awards — Don Mischer
Louis C.K. Live At The Beacon Theatre — Louis C.K.
New York City Ballet George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker (Live From Lincoln Center) — Alan Skog
The 54th Annual Grammy Awards — Louis J. Horvitz

---

*Award category existed for only 7 years. Award category is titled “Outstanding Directing For A Variety Special” from 2012-2015; was titled “Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Special” from 2009-2011.

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
2011 Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
64th Annual Tony Awards — Glenn Weiss
83rd Annual Academy Awards — Don Mischer
Lady Gaga Presents The Monster Ball Tour: At Madison Square Garden — Laurie-Ann Gibson
Sondheim! The Birthday Concert (Great Performances) — Lonny Price
The 53rd Annual Grammy Awards — Louis J. Horvitz

2010 Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
63rd Annual Tony Awards — Glenn Weiss
In Performance At The White House: A Celebration Of Music From The Civil Rights Movement — Ron De Moraes
The 25th Anniversary Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Concert — Joel Gallen
The Kennedy Center Honors — Louis J. Horvitz Vancouver 2010 Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony — Bucky Gunts

2009 Outstanding Directing For A Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
81st Annual Academy Awards — Roger Goodman
Beijing 2008 Olympic Games Opening Ceremony — Bucky Gunts
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band Super Bowl Halftime Show — Don Mischer
The Neighborhood Ball: An Inauguration Celebration — Glenn Weiss
Will Ferrell: You’re Welcome America. A Final Night With George W. Bush — Marty Callner
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Directing For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Dramatic Special 2006-2015*

*Award category is titled “Outstanding Directing For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Dramatic Special” starting in 2015; was titled “Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special” 2005-2014.

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Directing For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
American Horror Story: Freak Show — “Monsters Among Us” — Ryan Murphy
Bessie — Dee Rees
Houdini — Uli Edel
The Honorable Woman — Hugo Blick
The Missing — Tom Shankland
Olive Kitteridge — Lisa Cholodenko
Wolf Hall — Peter Kosminsky

2014 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
American Horror Story: Coven — “Bitchcraft” — Alfonso Gomez-Rejon
Fargo — “The Crocodile’s Dilemma” — Adam Bernstein
Fargo — “Buridan’s Ass” — Colin Bucksey
Muhammad Ali’s Greatest Fight — Stephen Frears
Sherlock: His Last Vow (Masterpiece) — Nick Hurran
The Normal Heart — Ryan Murphy

2013 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Behind the Candelabra — Steven Soderbergh
Phil Spector — David Mamet
Ring Of Fire — Allison Anders
The Girl — Julian Jarrold
Top of the Lake — “Part 5” — Jane Campion, Garth Davis

2012 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Game Change — Jay Roach
Hatfields & McCoys — Kevin Reynolds
Hemingway & Gellhorn — Philip Kaufman
Luther — Sam Miller
Sherlock: A Scandal In Belgravia (Masterpiece) — Paul McGuigan
2011 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Carlos — Olivier Assayas
Cinema Verite — Shari Springer Berman, Robert Pulcini
Downton Abbey — “Part 1” — Brian Percival
Mildred Pierce — Todd Haynes
Too Big To Fail — Curtis Hanson

2010 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Georgia O’Keeffe — Bob Balaban
Temple Grandin — Mick Jackson
The Pacific — “Part Eight” — David Nutter, Jeremy Podeswa
The Pacific — “Part Nine” — Tim Van Patten
You Don’t Know Jack — Barry Levinson

2009 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Generation Kill — “Bomb in the Garden” — Susanna White
Grey Gardens — Michael Sucsy
Into The Storm — Thaddeus O’Sullivan
Little Dorrit (Masterpiece) — “Part 1” — Dearbhla Walsh
Taking Chance — Ross Katz
Wallander: One Step Behind — Philip Martin

2008 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Bernard And Doris — Bob Balaban
Extras: The Extra Special Series Finale — Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant
John Adams — Tom Hooper
Recount — Jay Roach
The Company — Mikael Salomon

2007 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Broken Trail — “Part 1 & Part 2” — Walter Hill
Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee — Yves Simoneau
Jane Eyre (Masterpiece Theatre) — Susanna White
Prime Suspect: The Final Act (Masterpiece Theatre) — Philip Martin
Tsunami, The Aftermath — “Part 1 & Part 2” — Bharat Nalluri

2006 Outstanding Directing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Dramatic Special
Bleak House (Masterpiece Theatre) — Justin Chadwick
Elizabeth I — Tom Hooper
Flight 93 — Peter Markle
High School Musical — Kenny Ortega
Mrs. Harris — Phyllis Nagy
The Girl In The Café — David Yates
Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2006-2015

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

**Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2015**

**The Kennedy Center Honors** - John Field, JM Hurley, Danny Bonilla, Michael Breece, Pat Gleason, Helene Haviland, Charlie Huntley, Mike Knarre, Lyn Noland, Jimmy O’Donnell, Hector Ramirez, Chris Tafuri, Mark Whitman, Easter Xua, Susan Noll

**The Oscars** — Eric Becker, Rick Edwards, John Pritchett, Rod Wardell, Rob Balton, Danny Bonilla, Robert Del Russo, David Eastwood, Suzanne Ebner, Pat Gleason, Ed Horton, Marc Hunter, Jay Kulick, Brian Lataille, Tore Livia, Steve Martyniuk, Lyn Noland, Rob Palmer, David Plakos, Jofre Rosero, Danny Webb, Mark Whitman, Easter Xua, Terrance Ho, Guy Jones, Keith Winikoff

**Peter Pan Live!** — Eric Becker, Bob Muller, JC Castro, Paul Ranieri, Rob Balton, Robert Del Russo, Fred Frederick, Shaun Harkins, Charlie Huntley, Jay Kulick, Tore Livia, John Meiklejohn, Jimmy O’Donnell, Tim Quigley, Claus Stuhlweissenburg, Mark Whitman

**The Saturday Night Live 40th Anniversary Special** — Steven Cimino, Paul Cangialosi, Carl Eckett, Eric A. Eisenstein, Rich Friedman, Chuck Goslin, John Pinto, Len Wechsler, Frank Grisanti, Susan Noll


Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2014

**The Oscars** — Eric Becker, Rick Edwards, John Pritchett, Rod Wardell, Rob Balton, Danny Bonilla, Robert Del Russo, David Eastwood, Suzanne Ebner, Pat Gleason, Marc Hunter, Jay Kulick, Brian Lataille, Dave Levisohn, Tore Livia, Steve Martyniuk, Lyn Noland, Rob Palmer, David Plakos, Jofre Rosero, Danny Webb, Mark Whitman, Easter Xua, Terrance Ho, Guy Jones, Keith Winikoff

**Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony** — Mark Causey, Michael Aagaard, Cody Alexander, Michael Borowski, Sam Brattini, John Chupein, Richard B. Fox, Keith Greenwood, Michael Harvath, Kevin Kellogg, Ed Krivis, Richard Leible, Tore Livia, James Mansfield, Brian Phraner, John Pinto, Rick Rice, Thomas Stone, Nick Utley, James Wachter, Ken Woo, Harvey Szajt,
The Sound Of Music Live — Emmett Loughran, Robert Muller, Rob Balton, Jerry Cancel, Leslie Hankey, Ray Hoover, Charlie Huntley, Andrew Jansen, Jay Kulick, Jeff Latonero, Pat Minietta, Brian Phraner, Claus Stuhl Weissenburg, Mark Whitman, Susan Noll, Yoneet Solange


Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2013

2013 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony — Allan Wells, Shiran Stotland, Ted Ashton, Danny Bonilla, Dave Eastwood, Jeff Johnson, Dave Levisohn, Tore Livia, Adam Margolis, Lyn Noland, Rob Palmer, David Plakos, George Prince, Brian Reason, Jofre Rosero, Danny Webb, Mark Whitman, Easter Xu, Chuck Reilly


The Kennedy Center Honors — John B. Field, Danny Bonilla, Michael Breece, Pat Gleason, Helene Haviland, Charlie Huntley, Lyn Noland, Darryl Player, Hector Ramirez, Chris Tafari, Mark Whitman, Easter Xu, John Burdick, Susan Noll, J.M. Hurley


Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2012


Memphis (Great Performances) — Barry Frischer, Steven Cimino, Paul Cangialosi, John Pinto, Chuck Goslin, Jeff Latonero, Len Wechsler, Susan Noll, J.M. Hurley

The 54th Annual Grammy Awards — John B. Field, Eric Becker, Kenneth Shapiro, Ted Ashton, Danny Bonilla, Manny Bonilla, Dave Eastwood, Randy Gomez, Dean Hall, Larry Heider, Marc Hunter, Dave Levisohn, Steve Martyniuk, Rob Palmer, David Plakos, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, John Repczynski, Kris Wilson, Easter Xu, Keith Winikoff, Guy Jones

The Kennedy Center Honors — John B. Field, John Burdick, Helene Haviland, Marc Hunter, Charlie Huntley, Lyn Noland, Darryl Player, Danny Bonilla, Bill Philbin, Hector Ramirez, Chris Tafari, Pat Gleason, Mark Whitman, Paul Ranieri, Susan Noll
Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2011


Don Pasquale (Great Performances At The Met) — Emmett Loughran, Miguel Armstrong, Joe DeBonis, Manny Gutierrez, Shaun Harkins, John Kosmaczewski, Bob Long, Jay Millard, Alain Onesto, David Smith, Larry Solomon, Ron Washburn, Mark Whitman, Anthony DeFonzo, Matty Randazzo, Paul Ranieri

Lady GaGa Presents The Monster Ball Tour: At Madison Square Garden — Keith Winikoff, Robert Del Russo, Suzanne Ebner, Freddy Frederick, Pat Gleason, Helene Haviland, Garrett Hurt, Ernie Jew, Jay Kulick, Tore Livia, John Meiklejohn, Pat Minietta, Dante Pagano, Ken Patterson, Mark Renaudin, Chad Smith, Tom Ucciferri, Rich York, John Kelleran, Kevin Chung, Matty Randazzo, J.M. Hurley

The 53rd Annual Grammy Awards — John B. Field, Eric Becker, Kenneth Shapiro, Ted Ashton, Manny Bonilla, Dave Eastwood, Randy Gomez, Danny Bonilla, Dean Hall, Larry Heider, Marc Hunter, Dave Levisohn, Steve Martyniuk, Hector Ramirez, David Plakos, Brian Reason, John Repczynski, Rob Palmer, Kris Wilson, Easter Xua, Keith Winikoff, Guy Jones

The Kennedy Center Honors — John B. Field, John Burdick, Helene Haviland, Charlie Huntley, Marc Hunter, Jay Millard, Lyn Nolando, Bill Philbin, Hector Ramirez, Chris Tafuri, Darryl Player, Mark Whitman, Paul Ranieri, Sue Noll

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2010


Robin Williams: Weapons Of Self Destruction — Keith Winikoff, Rob Balton, Maurice Brown, Robert Del Russo, Helene Haviland, Rolf Johansson, Lyn Nolando, Ron Washburn, Carol Wetonich, Mark Whitman, Matty Randazzo

The 25th Anniversary Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Concert — Allan Wells, Mike Colucci, Dave Driscoll, Dave Eastwood, Jay Kulick, Brian La taille, Dave Levisohn, Lyn Nolando, Rob Palmer, David Plakos, George Prince, Tim Quigley, Hector Ramirez, John Repczynski, Mike Stodden, Ron Washburn, Mark Whitman, Danny Webb, Easter Xua, Jofre Rosero, Billy Steinberg

The 52nd Annual Grammy Awards — John B. Field, Eric Becker, Kenneth Shapiro, Ted Ashton, Danny Bonilla, Dave Eastwood, Larry Heider, Marc Hunter, Dave Levisohn, Steve Martyniuk, Rob Palmer, Bill Philbin, David Plakos, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, John Repczynski, Easter Xua, Randy Gomez, Kris Wilson, Keith Winikoff, Guy Jones

The Kennedy Center Honors — John B. Field, John Burdick, Helene Haviland, Marc Hunter, Charlie Huntley, Jay Millard, Lyn Nolando, Darryl Player, Bill Philbin, Hector Ramirez, Chris Tafuri, Mark Whitman, Paul Ranieri, Sue Noll
Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2009

81st Annual Academy Awards — Rick Edwards, John Pritchett, Ted Ashton, Danny Bonilla, John Burdick, David Eastwood, Dean Hall, Marc Hunter, Charlie Huntley, Dave Levisohn, Lyn Noland, Rob Palmer, David Plakos, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, Mark Whitman, Kris Wilson, Easter Xua, Keith Dicker, Ernie Jew, Steve Martyniuk, Tore Livia, Bruce Oldham, Manny Bonilla, Mark Sanford, Keith Winikoff, Guy Jones

Beijing 2008 Olympic Games Opening Ceremony — Robert LaMacchia, Kris Castro, John Murphy, Ed Austin, David Adkins, Ken Cavali, Frank Grisanti, Cody Alexander, Jim Wachter, John Pinto, Tim O’Neill, Mike Harvath, James Mansfield, Nick Utley, Brian Phraner, Dan Beard, Rick Fox, Eric A. Eisenstein, Kevin Kellogg, Gary D’Amaro, Andy Italiano, Richard Leible, Jr., Rick Rice, Kenny Woo, Mike Wimberley, Tore Livia, Joe DeBonis, Marc Tippy, Dave Manton, Jerry Hochman

Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band Super Bowl Halftime Show — Eric Becker, David Bernstein, Rob Balton, Ray Hoover, Danny Webb, John Burdick, Jofre Rosero, Mike Colucci, Dave Driscoll, Mark Sanford, Rob Levy

The 51st Annual Grammy Awards — John B. Field, Eric Becker, Kenneth Shapiro, Ted Ashton, Mike Breece, Dave Eastwood, Freddy Frederick, Hank Geving, Dean Hall, Larry Heider, Dave Hilmer, Marc Hunter, Charlie Huntley, Dave Levisohn, Steve Martyniuk, Rob Palmer, Bill Philbin, Hector Ramirez, Keith Winikoff, Guy Jones

The 62nd Annual Tony Awards — Bruce Balton, Eric Becker, Rob Balton, Charlie Huntley, Jay Kulick, John Meiklejohn, Lyn Noland, Bob DelRusso, Jimmy Scurty, Mark Whitman, Tore Livia, Paul Ranieri

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2008


80th Annual Academy Awards — John B. Field, Kenneth Shapiro, Allan Wells, Ted Ashton, Robert Balton, Danny Bonilla, John Burdick, David Eastwood, Marc Hunter, Charlie Huntley, Dave Levisohn, Lyn Noland, Rob Palmer, Bill Philbin, David Plakos, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, Mark Whitman, Kris Wilson, Easter Xua, Keith Dicker, Dean Hall, Steve Martyniuk, Mark Sanford, Keith Winikoff, Chuck Reilly


Hansel And Gretel (Great Performances At The Met) — Jon Pretnar, Miguel Armstrong, Bill Finley, Manny Gutierrez, Charlie Huntley, John Kosmaczewski, Alain Onesto, Tim Quigley, Mark Renaudin, David Smith, Larry Solomon, Jim Tufaro, Ron Washburn, Mark Whitman, Jeff Muhlstock, Claus Stuhlweissenburg, Billy Steinberg, Matty Randazzo, Paul Ranieri

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2007


79th Annual Academy Awards — John B. Field, Kenneth Shapiro, Mark Sanford, Keith Winikoff, Ted Ashton, Robert Balton, Danny Bonilla, John Burdick, David Eastwood, Marc Hunter, Charlie Huntley, Dave Levisohn, Lyn Noland, Rob Palmer, Bill Philbin, David Plakos, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, Mark Whitman, Kris Wilson, Brett Crutcher, Aaron Fitzgerald, Dean Hall, Easter Xua, Chuck Reilly, Allan Wells


Comic Relief 2006 — Keith Winikoff, Ted Ashton, Bill Chaikowsky, Dave Eastwood, Larry Heider, Dave Hilmer, Dave Levisohn, Ken Patterson, Bill Philbin, Hector Ramirez, Gordie Saiger, Mark Sanford

Dane Cook: Vicious Circle — Keith Winikoff, Rob Balton, John Burdick, Bob DelRusso, Manny Gutierrez, Charlie Huntley, John Meiklejohn, Jay Millard, Lyn Noland, Mark Renaudin, Carlos Rios, Jofre Rosero, Jim Scurti, David Smith, Ron Washburn, Mark Whitman, Matty Randazzo, Bob Amour

Prince Super Bowl XLI Halftime Show — Eric Becker, David Bernstein, Robert Balton, Danny Webb, Ray Hoover, John Burdick, Jofre Rosero, Mark Sanford, Rob Levy

Tony Bennett: An American Classic — Terry Donohue, Sion Michel, Darin Moran, John Grillo, Thomas G. Tcimpidis, Nick Theodorakis

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video For A Limited Series, Movie Or A Special 2006

78th Annual Academy Awards — Ted Ashton, Robert Balton, John Burdick, Brett Crutcher, David Eastwood, John B. Field, Aaron Fitzgerald, Dean Hall, Marc Hunter, Charlie Huntley, Dave Levisohn, Jay Millard, Lyn Noland, Rob Palmer, Bill Philbin, David Plakos, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, Chuck Reilly, Mark Sanford, Kenneth Shapiro, Allan Wells, Mark Whitman, Kris Wilson, Keith Winikoff, Easter Xua

Andrea Bocelli: Amore Under the Desert Sky (Great Performances) — Randy Baer, Bill Chaikowsky, Ken Dahlquist, Hank Geving, Manny Gutierrez, Larry Heider, Pat Kerby, Ken Patterson, Steve Rice, Gordie Saiger, Billy Steinberg, Rob Vuona, Daniel Webb, Allan Wells, Easter Xua


NFL Opening Kickoff 2005 — Eric Becker, Bob DelRusso, Freddy Frederick, Pat Gleason, Charlie Huntley, Guy Jones, John Kosmaczewski, Jay Kulick, John Meiklejohn, Lyn Noland, Chuck Reilly, Mark Whitman, Easter Xua
The XX Olympic Winter Games — Opening Ceremony — Cody Alexander, Dan Beard, Joe DeBonis, Kenneth Decker, Eric A. Eisenstein, Rick Fox, Sal Guarna, Mike Harvath, Terry Hester, Jerrold Hochman, Igor Klobas, Robert LaMacchia, Richie Leible, Tore Livia, Jonathan Mantak, Chris Matott, Robert Mikkelson, John Murphy, Brian Phraner, John Pinto, Marc Tippy, Nick Utley, James Wachter, Harry Weisman, Mike Wimberley, Ken Woo
Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Series 2015


The Daily Show With Jon Stewart “Show 20015” — Andre Allen, Tom Dowling, Paul Manecky, Tim Quigley, Phil Salanto, Rich York, Paul Ranieri


Late Show With David Letterman — “Show 4214” — Timothy W. Kennedy, William J. White, Daniel Campbell, Al Cialino, John Curtin, Dan Flaherty, Karin-Lucie Grzella, John Hannel, Steve Kaufman, George Rothweiler, Fred Shimizu, Jack W. Young

Saturday Night Live — “Host: Taraji P. Henson” — Steven Cimino, Paul Cangialosi, Michael Cimino, Carl Eckett, Eric A. Eisenstein, John Pinto, Len Wechsler, Frank Grisanti, Susan Noll

The Voice — “Episode 718B” — Allan Wells, Diane Biederbeck, Danny Bonilla, Suzanne Ebner, Guido Frenzel, Alex Hernandez, Dave Hilmer, Marc Hunter, Scott Hylton, Katherine Iacofono, Scott Kaye, Steve Martyniuk, Jofre Rosero, Steve Simmons, Bryan Trieb, Terrance Ho

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Series 2014


The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 18153” — Andre Allen, Tom Dowling, Tim Quigley, Phil Salanto, Rich York, Paul Ranieri

Dancing With The Stars — Episode 1711A — Charles Ciup, Bert Atkinson, Larry Heider, Bettina Levesque, Dave Levisohn, Mike Malone, Adam Margolis, Rob Palmer, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, Seth Saint Vincent, Damien Tuffereau, Easter Xua, Chris Gray

Jimmy Kimmel Live — “In Austin” — Ervin D. Hurd, Parker Bartlett, Danny Bonilla, Nick Gomez, Randy Gomez, Greg Grouwinkel, Garrett Hurt, Ritch Kenney, Bernd Reinhardt, Kris Wilson, Guy Jones

Saturday Night Live — “Host: Jimmy Fallon” — Steven Cimino, Paul Cangialosi, Joe DeBonis, Kurt Decker, Eric A. Eisenstein, Barry Frischer, John Pinto, Len Wechsler, Frank Grisanti, Susan Noll

The Voice — “Episode 519A” — Allan Wells, Diane Biederbeck, Danny Bonilla, Manny Bonilla, Suzanne Ebner, Guido Frenzel, Alex Hernandez, Dave Hilmer, Marc Hunter, Scott Hylton, Katherine Iacofono, Scott Kaye, Steve Martyniuk, Jofre Rosero, Steve Simmons, Terrance Ho
Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Series 2013
Dancing With The Stars — “Episode 1610A” — Seth Saint Vincent, Charles Ciup, Brian Reason, Hector Ramirez, Larry Heider, Dave Levisohn, Bert Atkinson, Bettina Levesque, Adam Margolis, Damien Tuffereau, Easter Xua, Mike Malone, Ron Lehman, Rob Palmer, John O’Brien

Jimmy Kimmel Live — “Episode 12 — 1776”— Ervin D. Hurd, Kris Wilson, Ritch Kenney, Parker Bartlett, Greg Grouwinkel, Randy Gomez, Garrett Hurt, Bernd Reinhardt, Guy Jones

Saturday Night Live — “Host: Martin Short” — Barry Frischer, Steven Cimino, John Pinto, Paul Cangialosi, Len Wechsler, Eric A. Eisenstein, Susan Noll, Frank Grisanti

The Big Bang Theory — “The Higgs Boson Observation” — John Pierre Dechene, Brian “Army” Armstrong, Devin Atwood, Mark Davison, John O’Brien

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 18020” — Andre Allen, Tom Dowling, Tim Quigley, Phil Salanto, Rich York, Franco Coelho, Paul Ranieri

The Voice — “Live Final Performances (Season 3)” — Allan Wells, John Repczynski, Suzanne Ebner, Diane Biederbeck, Dave Hilmer, Manny Bonilla, Marc Hunter, Steve Martyniuk, Scott Kaye, Scott Hylton, Joe Coppola, Guido Frenzel, Alex Hernandez, Jofre Rosero, Steve Simmons, Terrance Ho

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Series 2012
30 Rock — “Live From Studio 6H (West Coast Version)” — Barry Frischer, Steven Cimino, John Pinto, Charlie Huntley, Tim Quigley, Eric A. Eisenstein, Richard B. Fox, Marc Bloomgarden, Gerard Sava, Jeffrey Dutemple, Susan Noll, Frank Grisanti

Dancing With The Stars — “Episode 1410A” — Seth Saint Vincent, Charles Ciup, Adam Margolis, Easter Xua, Larry Heider, Dave Levisohn, Bert Atkinson, Brian Reason, Damien Tuffereau, Hector Ramirez, Mike Malone, Bettina Levesque, Ron Lehman, Rob Palmer, Chuck Reilly

Late Show With David Letterman — “Episode 3602” — Timothy W. Kennedy, David Dorsett, Jack Young, Karin-Lucie Grzella, Al Cialino, John Curtin, George Rothweiler, Dan Flaherty, Fred Shimizu, John Hannel, Daniel Campbell, Steven Kaufman, William White

Saturday Night Live — “Host: Mick Jagger” — Barry Frischer, Steven Cimino, John Pinto, Paul Cangialosi, Len Wechsler, Eric A. Eisenstein, Susan Noll, Frank Grisanti


Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Series 2011
30 Rock — “Live Show (West Coast)” — Barry Frischer, Steven Cimino, Tim Quigley, Gerard Sava, Marc Bloomgarden, Peter Agliata, Eric A. Eisenstein, John Pinto, James Mott, Frank Grisanti, Susan Noll


Dancing With The Stars — “Episode 1104A” — Charles Ciup, Brian Reason, Hector Ramirez, Larry Heider, Dave Levisohn, Bert Atkinson, Bettina Levesque, Adam Margolis, Easter Xua, Damien Tuffereau, Mike Malone, Chuck Reilly, Mike Snedden
Saturday Night Live — “Host: Justin Timberlake” — Barry Frischer, Camera, Steven Cimino, John Pinto, Paul Cangialosi, Len Wechsler, Eric A. Eisenstein, Susan Noll, Frank Grisanti

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 15135” — Andre Allen, Tom Dowling, Tim Quigley, Phil Salanto, Rich York, Paul Ranieri

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Series 2010

Dancing With The Stars — “Episode 909A” — Charles Ciup, Brian Reason, Hector Ramirez, Larry Heider, Dave Levisohn, Bert Atkinson, Bettina Levesque, Adam Margolis, Easter Xua, Damien Tuffereau, Mike Malone, Chuck Reilly

Late Show With David Letterman — “Episode 3150” — Timothy W. Kennedy, David Dorsett, Jack Young, Karin-Lucie Grzella, Al Cialino, John Curtin, George Rothweiler, Dan Flaherty, Fred Shimizu, Claus Stuhlweissenburg, Joe DeBonis, John Hannel, Steven Kaufman, Daniel Campbell, William White

Saturday Night Live — “Host: Joseph Gordon-Levitt” — Barry Frischer, Steven Cimino, John Pinto, Paul Cangialosi, Len Wechsler, Eric A. Eisenstein, Susan Noll, Frank Grisanti


The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 15032” — Andre Allen, Tom Dowling, Tim Quigley, Rich York, Phil Salanto, Paul Ranieri

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video Control For A Series 2009

American Idol — “Episode 834A” — Shiran Stotland, Rick Edwards, Bill Chaikowsky, Greg Smith, John Repczynski, George Prince, Danny Bonilla, Alex Hernandez, Dave Eastwood, Bobby Highton, Ken Patterson, Ken Dahlquist, Diane Biederbeck, Danny Webb, David Plakos, Steve Thiel, Mike Tribble, Chris Gray

Dancing With The Stars — “Episode 802A” — Charles Ciup, Brian Reason, Hector Ramirez, Larry Heider, Dave Levisohn, Bert Atkinson, Bettina Levesque, Mike Malone, Adam Margolis, Damien Tuffereau, Easter Xua, Chuck Reilly, Mike Snedden

Jimmy Kimmel Live — “Episode 09-1182” — Ervin D. Hurd, Parker Bartlett, Randy Gomez, Marc Hunter, Garrett Hurt, Ritch Kenney, Bernd Reinhardt, Kris Wilson, Roy Walker, Guy Jones, Chris Gray

Late Show With David Letterman — “Episode 3075” — Timothy W. Kennedy, Karin-Lucie Grzella, David Dorsett, Jack Young, Al Cialino, John Curtin, John Hannel, Dan Flaherty, George Rothweiler, Fred Shimizu, Steven Kaufman, Daniel Campbell, William J. White

Saturday Night Live — “Host: Josh Brolin” — Barry Frischer, Steven Cimino, John Pinto, Paul Cangialosi, Len Wechsler, Eric A. Eisenstein, Susan Noll, Frank Grisanti

Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video For A Series 2008

Dancing With The Stars — “Episode 502A” — Charles Ciup, Brian Reason, Hector Ramirez, James Karidas, Dave Levisohn, Larry Heider, Bettina Levesque, Dave Hilmer, Damien Tuffereau, Easter Xua, Mike Malone, Chuck Reilly

Jimmy Kimmel Live — “After The Academy Awards” — Ervin D. Hurd, Parker Bartlett, Randy Gomez, Greg Grouwinkel, Garrett Hurt, Ritch Kenney, Kris Wilson, Gary Taillon, Christopher Gray

Late Show With David Letterman — “Episode 2827” Timothy W. Kennedy, Karin-Lucie Grzella, David Dorsett, Jack Young, Al Cialino, John Curtin, Fred Shimizu, Daniel Campbell, John Hannel, Dan Flaherty, George Rothweiler, Steven Kaufman

**Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video For A Series 2007**


Dancing With The Stars — “Episode 310” — Charles Ciup, Diane Biederbeck, Danny Bonilla, Dave Hilmer, James Karidas, Dave Levisohn, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, John Repczynski, Damien Tuffereau, Easter Xua, Chuck Reilly

Jimmy Kimmel Live — “Jay Z Show” — Ervin D. Hurd, Parker Bartlett, Randy Gomez, Greg Grouwinkel, Mark Gonzales, Garrett Hurt, Ritch Kenney, Kris Wilson, Mike Malone, Marc Hunter, Guy Jones

Late Night With Conan O’Brien — “# 2424” — Gregory Aull, Richard S. Carter, Kurt Decker, Eugene Huelsman, Chris Matott, James Palczewski, Pat Casey, Gregory Kasoff, Carl M. Henry III

Saturday Night Live — “Host Alec Baldwin And Musical Guest Christina Aguilera” — Barry Frischer, Steven Cimino, John Pinto, Richard B. Fox, Brian Phraner, Eric A. Eisenstein, Susan Noll, Frank Grisanti

**Outstanding Technical Direction, Camerawork, Video For A Series 2006**

American Idol — Diane Biederbeck, Danny Bonilla, Manny Bonilla, Dave Eastwood, Suzanne Ebner, Bobby Highton, Ed Horton, Steve Martynuik, Ken Patterson, George Prince, John Pritchett, John Repczynski, Mark Sanford, Easter Xua

Dancing With The Stars — Diane Biederbeck, Danny Bonilla, Suzanne Ebner, Chris Gray, James Karidas, Dave Levisohn, John Pritchett, Hector Ramirez, Brian Reason, John Repczynski, Easter Xua

Late Night With Conan O’Brien — Gregory Aull, Richard S. Carter, Eli Clarke, Kenneth Decker, Kurt Decker, Carl M. Henry III, Gene Huelsman, Gregory Kasoff, Chris Matott, James Palczewski, James Scurti, Mark Sofil, Keith Winikoff

Late Show With David Letterman — Kevin Bailey, Daniel Campbell, Al Cialino, John Curtin, David Dorsett, Dan Flaherty, Karin-Lucie Grzella, John Hannel, Steven Kaufman, Timothy W. Kennedy, John Pry, George Rothweiler, Fred Shimizu, William J. White, Jack Young

Saturday Night Live — Michael Bennett, Steven Cimino, Eric A. Eisenstein, Richard B. Fox, Frank Grisanti, Gene Huelsman, Susan Noll, Brian Phraner, John Pinto, John Rosenblatt
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Television Movie 2006-2015*

*Award now called “Outstanding Television Movie.” In 2011, 2012, and 2013, the “Outstanding Made for Television Movie” category was merged with the Miniseries category to create the Primetime Emmy Award for “Outstanding Miniseries or Movie.”

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Television Movie

Agatha Christie’s Poirot: Curtain, Poirot’s Last Case — Michele Buck, Damien Timmer, Hilary Strong, Mathew Prichard, Karen Thrussell, David Boulter
Bessie — Richard D. Zanuck, Lili Fini Zanuck, Queen Latifah, Shakim Compere, Shelby Stone, Randi Michel, Ron Schmidt
Grace Of Monaco — Pierre-Ange Le Pogam, Uday Chopra, Arash Amel
Nightingale —Josh Weinstock, Katrina Wolfe, Elliott Lester, Brad Pitt, Dede Gardner, Jeremy Kleiner, David Oyelowo, Alex Garcia, Lucas Akoskin, Jonathan Gray

2014 Outstanding Television Movie

Muhammad Ali’s Greatest Fight — Frank Doelger, Tracey Scofield, Jonathan Cameron, Scott Ferguson
The Normal Heart — Ryan Murphy, Dante Di Loreto, Jason Blum, Brad Pitt, Dede Gardner, Mark Ruffalo, Alexis Martin Woodall Scott Ferguson
Sherlock: His Last Vow (Masterpiece) — Mark Gatiss, Steven Moffat, Beryl Vertue, Sue Vertue, Rebecca Eaton
The Trip To Bountiful — Bill Haber, Jeffrey Hayes, Cicely Tyson, Hallie Foote

2010 Outstanding Made For Television Movie

Endgame (Masterpiece) — David Aukin, Hal Vogel
Georgia O’Keeffe — Joshua D. Maurer, Alixandre Witlin, Joan Allen, Anthony Mark
Moonshot — Richard Dale, Juliette Howell, Tim Goodchild, Michael Robins
Temple Grandin — Emily Gerson Saines, Gil Bellows, Anthony Edwards, Dante Di Loreto, Paul Lister, Alison Owen, Scott Ferguson
The Special Relationship — Christine Langan, Kathleen Kennedy, Frank Marshall, Peter Morgan, Andrew Harries, Frank Doelger, Tracey Scofield, Ann Wingate
You Don’t Know Jack — Lydia Pilcher, Steve Lee Jones, Glenn Rigberg, Barry Levinson, Tom Fontana, Scott Ferguson
2009 Outstanding Made For Television Movie
Coco Chanel — Luca Bernabei, Christian Duguay, Carrie Stein
Grey Gardens — Lucy Barzun Donnelly, Rachael Horovitz, Michael Sucsy, David Coatsworth
Into The Storm — Ridley Scott, David M. Thompson, Frank Doelger, Tracey Scofield, Julie Payne, Ann Wingate
Prayers For Bobby — Stanley M. Brooks, David Permut, Daniel Sladek, Chris Taaffe, Damian Ganczewski
Taking Chance — Brad Krevoy, Cathy Wischner-Sola, Ross Katz, William Teitler, Lori Keith Douglas

2008 Outstanding Made For Television Movie
A Raisin In The Sun — Craig Zadan, Neil Meron, Sean Combs, Carl Rumbergh, Susan Batsan, David Binder, John M. Eckert
Bernard And Doris — Jonathan Cavendish, Adam Kassen, Mark Kassen, Bob Balaban, Dana Brunetti Kevin Spacey, Mark Olsen
Extras: The Extra Special Series Finale — Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant, Jon Plowman, Charlie Hanson
Recount — Paula Weinstein, Len Amato, Sydney Pollack, Jay Roach, Michael Hausman
The Memory Keeper’s Daughter — Howard Braunstein, Michael Jaffe, Michael Mahoney

2007 Outstanding Made For Television Movie
Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee — Tom Thayer, Dick Wolf, Yves Simoneau, Clara George
Inside The Twin Towers — Richard Dale, Denys Blakeway, Bill Howard, Tim Goodchild
Longford — Peter Morgan, Andy Harries, Helen Flint
The Ron Clark Story — Howard Burkons, Brenda Friend, Adam Gilad, Sunta Izzicupo, Jody Brockway, Frances Croke Page, Craig McNeil
Why I Wore Lipstick To My Mastectomy — Jack Grossbart, Linda L. Kent, Peter Werner, Terry Gould

2006 Outstanding Made For Television Movie
Flight 93 — Clara George, David Gerber
Mrs. Harris — Elizabeth Karlsen, Pamela Koffler, Christine Vachon, Chrisann Verges, John Wells
The Flight That Fought Back — Christina Bavetta, Phil Craig, Philip Marlow
The Girl In The Café — Paul Abbott, Hilary Bevan Jones, Richard Curtis
Yesterday — Sudhir Pragjee, Sanjeev Singh, Anant Singh, Helena Spring
**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Limited Series 2006-2015**

*Award now called “Outstanding Limited Series.” Until 2015, it was called “Outstanding Miniseries” or “Outstanding Miniseries Or Movie.”

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

**2015 Outstanding Limited Series**

**American Crime** — John Ridley, Michael J. McDonald, Julie Hébert, Stacy A. Littlejohn, Diana Son, Keith Huff, Lori-Etta Taub

**American Horror Story: Freak Show** — Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk, Dante Di Loreto, Tim Minear, Jennifer Salt, James Wong, Bradley Buecker, Jessica Sharzer, Alexis Martin Woodall, Robert M. Williams, Jr.

**The Honorable Woman** — Greg Brenman, Abi Bach, Hugo Blick

**Olive Kitteridge** — Gary Goetzman, Tom Hanks, Jane Anderson, Frances McDormand, Steven Shareshian, David Coatsworth

**Wolf Hall** — Colin Callender, John Yorke, Polly Hill, Rebecca Eaton, Mark Pybus

**2014 Outstanding Miniseries**

**American Horror Story: Coven** — Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk, Dante Di Loreto, Tim Minear, Jennifer Salt, Bradley Buecker, James Wong, Jessica Sharzer, Douglas Petrie, Alfonso Gomez-Rejon, Alexis Martin Woodall, Joseph Incaprera

**Bonnie & Clyde** — Craig Zadan, Neil Meron, John Rice, Joe Batteer, David A. Rosemont

**Fargo** — Noah Hawley, Warren Littlefield, Geyer Kosinski, John Cameron, Chad Oakes, Mike Frislev, Kim Todd

**Luther** — Phillippa Giles, Claire Bennett

**Treme** — David Simon, Nina Kostroff Noble, Eric Overmyer, George Pelecanos, Carolyn Strauss, Joseph Incaprera

**The White Queen** — John Griffin, Colin Callender, George Faber, Charles Pattinson, Philippa Gregory, Eurydice Gysel, Jan Vrints, Polly Hill, Gina Cronk

**2013 Outstanding Miniseries or Movie**

**American Horror Story: Asylum** — Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk, Dante Di Loreto, Tim Minear, Jennifer Salt, James Wong, Jessica Sharzer, Bradley Buecker, Alexis Martin Woodall, Chip Vucelich

**Behind the Candelabra** — Jerry Weintraub

**Phil Spector** — Barry Levinson

**Political Animals** — Greg Berlanti

**The Bible** — Mark Burnett

**Top of the Lake** — Emile Sherman
2012 Outstanding Miniseries or Movie
American Horror Story — Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk, Dante Di Loreto, Bradley Buecker, Alexis Martin Woodall, Chip Vucelich
Game Change — Tom Hanks, Gary Goetzman, Jay Roach, Danny Strong, Steven Shareshian, Amy Sayres
Hatfields & McCoys — Leslie Greif, Nancy Dubuc, Dirk Hoogstra, Barry Berg, Kevin Costner, Darrell Fetty, Herb Nanas, Vlad Paunescu
Hemingway & Gellhorn — Peter Kaufman, Trish Hofmann, James Gandolfini, Alexandra Ryan, Barbara Turner, Nancy Sanders, Mark Armstrong
Luther — Phillippa Giles, Katie Swinden
Sherlock: A Scandal in Belgravia (Masterpiece) — Beryl Vertue, Steven Moffat, Mark Gatiss, Rebecca Eaton, for Masterpiece Bethan Jones, for BBC Sue Vertue

2011 Outstanding Miniseries or Movie
Cinema Verite — Gavin Polone, Zanne Devine, Karyn McCarthy
Downton Abbey — Gareth Neame, Rebecca Eaton, Julian Fellowes, Nigel Marchant, Liz Trubridge, Series
Mildred Pierce — Christine Vachon, Pamela Koffler, John Wells, Todd Haynes, Ilene S. Landress
The Kennedys — Jonathan Koch, Steve Michaels, Jon Cassar, Stephen Kronish, Michael Prupas, Jamie Paul Rock, Joel Surnow, David McKillop, Dirk Hoogstra, Christine Shipton, Tara Ellis, Brian Gibson
The Pillars Of The Earth — David A. Rosemont, Jonas Bauer, Tim Halkin, Michael Prupas, David W. Zucker, Rola Bauer, Ridley Scott, Tony Scott, John Ryan
Too Big To Fail — Curtis Hanson, Paul Weinstein, Jeffrey Levine, Carol Fenelon, Ezra Swerdlow

2010 Outstanding Miniseries
Return To Cranford (Masterpiece) — Kate Harwood, Sue Birtwistle
The Pacific — Tom Hanks, Steven Spielberg, Gary Goetzman, Tony To, Graham Yost, Eugene Kelly, Bruce C. McKenna, Cherylanne Martin, Todd London, Steven Shareshian, Tim Van Patten

2009 Outstanding Miniseries
Generation Kill — David Simon, Ed Burns, George Faber, Nina Kostroff Noble, Andrea Calderwood
Little Dorrit (Masterpiece) — Anne Pivcevic, Rebecca Eaton, Lisa Osborne

2008 Outstanding Miniseries
Cranford (Masterpiece) — Kate Harwood, Rebecca Eaton, Sue Birtwistle
John Adams — Tom Hanks, Gary Goetzman, Kirk Ellis, Frank Doelger, David Coatsworth, Steven Shareshian
The Andromeda Strain — Ridley Scott, Tony Scott, David W. Zucker, Tom Thayer, Mikael Salomon, Clara George
Tin Man — Robert Halmi, Sr., Robert Halmi, Jr., Michael O’Connor, Steven Long Mitchell, Craig W. Van Sickle, Matthew O’Connor, Robert Halmi
2007 Outstanding Miniseries

**Broken Trail** — Stanley M. Brooks, Robert Duvall, Robert Carliner, Chad Oakes, Walter Hill, Damian Ganczewski

**Prime Suspect: The Final Act (Masterpiece Theatre)** — Andrew Benson, Rebecca Eaton, Andy Harries

**The Starter Wife** — Josann McGibbon, Sara Parriott, Jon Avnet

**Stephanie Davis**, Howard Klein, **Gigi Levangie Grazer**, Jeff Hayes, **Marsha Oglesby**

2006 Outstanding Miniseries

**Bleak House (Masterpiece Theatre)** — Rebecca Eaton, Nigel Stafford-Clark

**Elizabeth I** — George Faber, **Suzan Harrison**, Charles Pattinson, Barney Reisz, Nigel Williams

**Into The West** — Kirk Ellis, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, William Mastrosimone, Larry Rapaport, David A. Rosemont, Steven Spielberg

**Sleeper Cell** — Ann Kindberg, Ethan Reiff, **Janet Tamaro**, Cyrus Voris
2015 Outstanding Variety Talk Series
The Colbert Report — Jon Stewart, Tom Purcell, Meredith Bennett, Emily Lazar, Barry Julien, Tanya Bracco, Paul Dinello, Matt Lappin
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Jon Stewart, Adam Lowitt, Jennifer Flanz, Steve Bodow, Tim Greenberg, Jill Katz, Hillary Kun, Stuart Miller, Pamela DePace, Justin Melkmann, Kahane Cooperman
Jimmy Kimmel Live — Jimmy Kimmel, Jill Leiderman, Doug DeLuca, Jason Schrift, Erin Irwin, David Craig, Gary Greenberg, Jennifer Sharron, Tony Romero, Molly McNearney, Josh Weintraub, Ken Crosby, Seth Weidner
Last Week Tonight With John Oliver — John Oliver, Tim Carvell, Liz Stanton
Late Show With David Letterman — Barbara Gaines, Matt Roberts, Jude Brennan, Rob Burnett, Maria Pope, Nancy Agostini, Jerry Foley, Kathy Mavrikakis, Sheila Rogers, Brian Teta, Michael Buczkiewicz, David Letterman
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon — Lorne Michaels, Jamie Granet Bederman, Katie Hockmeyer, Jim Juvonen, Brian McDonald, Gavin Purcell, Josh Lieb, Jimmy Fallon

2015 Outstanding Variety Sketch Series
Drunk History — Adam McKay, Will Ferrell, Owen Burke, Derek Waters, Jeremy Konner, Melissa Wylie
Inside Amy Schumer — Amy Schumer, Jessi Klein, Daniel Powell, Steven Ast, Tony Hernandez, Kim Caramele, Kevin Kane
Key & Peele — Jordan Peele, Keegan-Michael Key, Ian Roberts, Jay Martel, Joel Zadak, Peter Principato, Paul Young, Peter Atencio, Linda Morel, Keith Raskin
Portlandia — Lorne Michaels, Fred Armisen, Carrie Brownstein, Jonathan Krisel, Andrew Singer, Karey Dornetto, Graham Wagner, David Cress, Alice Mathias
Saturday Night Live — Lorne Michaels, Ken Aymong, Lindsay Shookus, Erin Doyle, Steve Higgins, Erik Kenward

*In 2015, there are two separate categories: “Outstanding Variety Talk Series” and “Outstanding Variety Sketch Series.” In 2012 and 2013, the category was called “Outstanding Variety Series”; from 2006-2011, it was “Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series.”
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
2014 Outstanding Variety Series
The Colbert Report — Stephen Colbert, Jon Stewart, Tom Purcell, Meredith Bennett, Emily Lazar, Barry Julien, Richard Dahm, Tanya Bracco, Paul Dinello, Matt Lappin
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Jon Stewart, Steve Bodow, Jennifer Flanz, Adam Lowitt, Rory Albanese, Tim Greenberg, Hillary Kun, Tim Carvell, Pamela DePace, Justin Melkman, Stuart Miller, Kahane Cooperman, Jill Katz
Jimmy Kimmel Live — Jimmy Kimmel, Jill Leiderman, Doug DeLuca, Jason Schrift, Erin Irwin, David Craig, Molly McNearney, Tony Romero, Gary Greenberg, Jennifer Sharron, Josh Weintraub, Ken Crosby, Seth Weidner
Real Time With Bill Maher — Bill Maher, Scott Carter, Sheila Griffiths, Brad Grey, Marc Gurvitz, Billy Martin, Matt Wood, Dean E. Johnsen
Saturday Night Live — Lorne Michaels, Ken Aymong, Lindsay Shookus, Erin Doyle, Steve Higgins, Erik Kenward
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon — Lorne Michaels, Jamie Granet Bederman, Rob Crabbe, Katie Hockmeyer, Jim Juvonen, Brian McDonald, Gavin Purcell, Josh Lieb, Jimmy Fallon

2013 Outstanding Variety Series
Jimmy Kimmel Live — Jimmy Kimmel
Late Night With Jimmy Fallon — Lorne Michaels
Real Time With Bill Maher — Bill Maher
Saturday Night Live — Lorne Michaels
The Colbert Report — Stephen Colbert

2012 Outstanding Variety Series
Jimmy Kimmel Live — Jimmy Kimmel, Jill Leiderman, Doug DeLuca, Jason Schrift, Erin Irwin, Jennifer Sharron, Ken Crosby, David Craig
Late Night With Jimmy Fallon — Lorne Michaels, Hillary Hunn, Jamie Granet Bederman, Katie Hockmeyer, Gavin Purcell, Michael Shoemaker, Jimmy Fallon
Real Time With Bill Maher — Bill Maher, Scott Carter, Sheila Griffiths, Brad Grey, Marc Gurvitz, Billy Martin, Dean E. Johnsen
Saturday Night Live — Lorne Michaels, Ken Aymong, Steve Higgins, Erik Kenward, John Mulaney
The Colbert Report — Stephen Colbert, Jon Stewart, Tom Purcell, Meredith Bennett, Rich Dahm, Tanya Michnevich Bracco, Emily Lazar, Barry Julien, Paul Dinello, Matt Lappin

2011 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series
Conan — Jeff Ross, Tracy King, Mike Sweeney, Frank Smiley, Daniel Ferguson, Rachel Witlieb Bernstein, Conan O'Brien
Late Night With Jimmy Fallon — Lorne Michaels, Michael Shoemaker, Gavin Purcell, Jimmy Fallon
Real Time With Bill Maher — Bill Maher, Scott Carter, Sheila Griffiths, Brad Grey, Marc Gurvitz, Billy Martin, Dean E. Johnsen

Saturday Night Live — Lorne Michaels, Steve Higgins, Ken Aymong

The Colbert Report — Stephen Colbert, Jon Stewart, Tom Purcell, Meredith Bennett, Rich Dahm, Tanya Michnevich Bracco, Emily Lazar, Barry Julien, Paul Dinello

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Jon Stewart, Rory Albanese, Josh Lieb, Kahane Cooperman, Steve Bodow, Jennifer Flanz, Jim Margolis, Pamela DePace, Hillary Kun, Adam Lowitt, Jill Katz

2010 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series

Real Time With Bill Maher — Bill Maher, Scott Carter, Sheila Griffiths, Brad Grey, Marc Gurvitz, Billy Martin, Dean E. Johnsen

Saturday Night Live — Lorne Michaels, Steve Higgins, Marci Klein, Ken Aymong

The Colbert Report — Stephen Colbert, Jon Stewart, Allison Silverman, Tom Purcell, Meredith Bennett, Rich Dahm, Tanya Bracco, Emily Lazar

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Jon Stewart, Rory Albanese, Josh Lieb, Kahane Cooperman, Steve Bodow, Jennifer Flanz, Jim Margolis, Pamela DePace, Hillary Kun, Adam Lowitt, Jill Katz

The Tonight Show With Conan O’Brien — Conan O’Brien, Jeff Ross, Frank Smiley, Daniel Ferguson, Rachel Witlieb Bernstein, Tracy King

2009 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series

Late Show With David Letterman — Barbara Gaines, Maria Pope, Jude Brennan, Rob Burnett, Jerry Foley, Matt Roberts, Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel, Sheila Rogers, David Letterman

Real Time With Bill Maher — Bill Maher, Scott Carter, Sheila Griffiths, Brad Grey, Marc Gurvitz, Billy Martin, Dean E. Johnsen

Saturday Night Live — Lorne Michaels, Ken Aymong, Michael Shoemaker, Marci Klein, Steve Higgins

The Colbert Report — Stephen Colbert, Jon Stewart, Allison Silverman, Tom Purcell, Meredith Bennett, Rich Dahm

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Jon Stewart, David Javerbaum, Rory Albanese, Josh Lieb, Kahane Corn, Jennifer Flanz, Jim Margolis, Steve Bodow, Adam Lowitt, Jill Katz

2008 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series

Late Show With David Letterman — Barbara Gaines, Maria Pope, Jude Brennan, Rob Burnett, Jerry Foley, Matt Roberts, Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel, Sheila Rogers

Real Time With Bill Maher — Bill Maher, Scott Carter, Sheila Griffiths, Brad Grey, Marc Gurvitz, Billy Martin, Dean E. Johnsen

Saturday Night Live — Lorne Michaels, Steve Higgins, Ken Aymong, Michael Shoemaker, Marci Klein

The Colbert Report — Jon Stewart, Stephen Colbert, Allison Silverman, Meredith Bennett, Richard Dahm, Tom Purcell

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Jon Stewart, David Javerbaum, Rory Albanese, Kahane Corn, Josh Lieb, Jim Margolis, Jennifer Flanz
2007 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series
Late Night With Conan O’Brien — Lorne Michaels, Jeff Ross, Frank Smiley, Daniel Ferguson, Tracy King
Late Show With David Letterman — Barbara Gaines, Maria Pope, Jude Brennan, Rob Burnett, Jerry Foley, Matt Roberts, Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel, Sheila Rogers
Real Time With Bill Maher — Bill Maher, Scott Carter, Sheila Griffiths, Brad Grey, Marc Gurvitz, Dean E. Johnsen, Billy Martin
The Colbert Report — Jon Stewart, Stephen Colbert, Ben Karlin, Meredith Bennett, Allison Silverman, Richard Dahm
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Jon Stewart, Ben Karlin, David Javerbaum, Kahane Corn, Josh Lieb, Rory Albanese, Jim Margolis

2006 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series
Late Night With Conan O’Brien — Daniel Ferguson, Tracy King, Lorne Michaels, Jeff Ross, Frank Smiley
Late Show With David Letterman — Jude Brennan, Rob Burnett, Jerry Foley, Barbara Gaines, Maria Pope, Matt Roberts, Sheila Rogers, Eric Stangel, Justin Stangel
Real Time With Bill Maher — Scott Carter, Brad Grey, Sheila Griffiths, Marc Gurvitz, Dean E. Johnsen, Bill Maher, Billy Martin
The Colbert Report — Stephen Colbert, Rich Dahm, Ben Karlin, Allison Silverman, Jon Stewart
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — Stewart Bailey, Kahane Corn, David Javerbaum, Ben Karlin, Jon Stewart
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Variety Special 2006-2015*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“Outstanding Variety Special” was called “Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Special” until 2012.

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Variety Special
Bill Maher: Live From D.C. — Bill Maher, / Marc Gurvitz, Troy Miller, Benn Fleishman
The Kennedy Center Honors — George Stevens, Jr., Michael Stevens, Bill Urban, Danette Herman, Sara Lukinson
Louis C.K.: Live At The Comedy Store — Louis C.K., M. Blair Breard, Dave Becky, Mike Berkowitz, John Skidmore
Mel Brooks Live At The — Mel Brooks, / Kevin Salter, Steve Haberman, Rudy De Luca
The Saturday Night Live 40th Anniversary Special — Lorne Michaels, Ken Aymong, Lindsay Shookus, Erin Doyle, Rhys Thomas, Steve Higgins, Erik Kenward
Tony Bennett & Lady Gaga: Cheek To Cheek LIVE! —Tony Bennett, Lady Gaga, David Horn, Danny Bennett, Bobby Campbell, Mitch Owgang

2014 Outstanding Variety Special
AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Mel Brooks — Bob Gazzale, Cort Casady, Chris Merrill, Martin Short
The Beatles: The Night That Changed America — Ken Ehrlich, R. A. Clark, Renato Basile
Best Of Late Night With Jimmy Fallon Primetime — Lorne Michaels, Rob Crabbe, Jim Juvonen, Gavin Purcell, Josh Lieb, Jimmy Fallon
Billy Crystal: 700 Sundays — Billy Crystal, / Janice Crystal, Larry Magid, David Steinberg, Des McAnuff, Alan Zweibel, Benn Fleishman
The Kennedy Center Honors — George Stevens, Jr., Michael Stevens
Sarah Silverman: We Are Miracles — Sarah Silverman, / Heidi Herzon, Mike Farah, Anna Wenger, Betsy Koch, Amy Zvi, Stephanie Meurer

2013 Outstanding Variety Special
12-12-12: The Concert for Sandy Relief — James Dolan
Louis C.K.: Oh My God — M. Blair Breard, Louis C.K., Dave Becky, Mike Berkowitz
Mel Brooks Strikes Back: With Mel Brooks and Alan Yentob — Mel Brooks
Saturday Night Live: Weekend Update Thursday (Part One) — Lorne Michaels
The Kennedy Center Honors — Michael Stevens, George Stevens, Jr.
2012 Outstanding Variety Special
Betty White’s 90th Birthday: A Tribute to America’s Golden Girl — Brad Lachman, Jon Macks, Steve Ridgeway, Bill Bracken
Kathy Griffin: Tired Hooker — Kathy Griffin, Kimber Rickabaugh, Paul Miller, Andrew Cohen, Jenn Levy
Mel Brooks and Dick Cavett Together Again — Andrea Grossman, Steve Haberman, Rudy De Luca, Mel Brooks, Dick Cavett
The Kennedy Center Honors — Michael Stevens, George Stevens, Jr.
Tony Bennett: Duets II (Great Performances) — Danny Bennett, David Horn, Jennifer Lebeau, Tony Bennett

2011 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
Bette Midler: The Showgirl Must Go On — Bette Midler, Seanne Farmer
Carrie Fisher In Wishful Drinking — Sheila Nevins, Carrie Fisher, Fenton Bailey, Randy Barbato
Lady Gaga Presents The Monster Ball Tour: At Madison Square Garden — Lady GaGa, Troy Carter, Vincent Herbert, Jimmy iovine, Mo Morrison
The Kennedy Center Honors — Michael Stevens, George Stevens, Jr.
The Pee-Wee Herman Show On Broadway — Paul Reubens, Bonnie Werth, Kelly Bush, Marty Callner, Randall Gladstein

2010 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
Bill Maher ...But I’m Not Wrong — Bill Maher, Marc Gurvitz, Pat Tourk Lee, John Moffitt, Benn Fleishman
Hope For Haiti Now — George Clooney, Joel Gallen
Robin Williams: Weapons Of Self Destruction — Robin Williams, David Steinberg, Marty Callner, Randall Gladstein, Mason Steinberg
The 25th Anniversary Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Concert — Jann S. Wenner, Tom Hanks, Joel Gallen, Joel Peresman
The Kennedy Center Honors — George Stevens, Michael Stevens
Wanda Sykes: I’ma Be Me — Wanda Sykes, Liz Stanton

2009 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
Chris Rock — Kill The Messenger — Chris Rock, Marty Callner, Randall Gladstein
Kathy Griffin: She’ll Cut A Bitch — Kathy Griffin, Kimber Rickabaugh, Paul Miller, Cori Abraham, Andrew Cohen, Jenn Levy
The Kennedy Center Honors — George Stevens, Michael Stevens
2008 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
Bill Maher: The Decider — Bill Maher, Marc Gurvitz, Pat Tourk Lee, John Moffitt, Benn Fleishman
George Carlin: It’s Bad For Ya! — George Carlin, Jerry Hamza, Kimber Rickabaugh, Rocco Urbisci
James Taylor: One Man Band (Great Performances) — Sydney Pollack, Michael Gorfaine, Don Mischer
Kathy Griffin: Straight To Hell — Sandy Chanley, Kathy Griffin, Tom Bull, Scott Butler, Keith Truesdell, Cori Abraham, Frances Berwick, Amy Introcaso-Davis
Mr. Warmth: The Don Rickles Project — Mike Richardson, Bob Engelman, Larry Rickles, John Landis
The Kennedy Center Honors — George Stevens, Michael Stevens

2007 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
A Tribute To James Taylor (Great Performances) — John Beug, David Horn, Gary Borman, Barry Schulman, Barbara Rose Granatt, Kristi Harman, Tim Swift, Dana Tomarken, Katie Campbell
Lewis Black: Red, White & Screwed — Lewis Black, Joanne Astrow, Mark Lonow, Kimber Rickabaugh, Paul Miller
The Comedy Central Roast of William Shatner — Joel Gallen, Rick Austin
The Kennedy Center Honors: A National Celebration Of The Performing Arts — George Stevens
Tony Bennett: An American Classic — Danny Bennett, Jodi Hurwitz, John DeLuca, Rob Marshall, Allen Kelman
Wanda Sykes: Sick And Tired — Wanda Sykes, Liz Stanton, Michael Drumm, Andrea Allen

2006 Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Special
78th Annual Academy Awards — Gil Cates
Bill Maher: I’m Swiss — Andrea Allen, Michael Drumm, Marc Gurvitz, Bill Maher
George Carlin: Life Is Worth Losing — George Carlin, Jerry Hamza, Kimber Rickabaugh, Rocco Urbisci
McCartney In St. Petersburg — Boltenko Andrei, Mark Haefeli, Paul McCartney
The XX Olympic Winter Games — Opening Ceremony — Dick Ebersol, David Neal, Molly Solomon
2015 Outstanding Special Class Program
Beyoncé And JAY Z On The Run — Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Shawn JAY Z Carter, Lee Anne Callahan-Longo, Desiree Perez, Erinn Williams, Chaka Pilgrim, Svana Gisla Dan Parise, Ed Burke
The 72nd Annual Golden Globe Awards — Allen Shapiro, Mike Mahan, Barry Adelman, Amy Poehler, Tina Fey
The Oscars — Craig Zadan, Neil Meron, Michael Seligman, Neil Patrick Harris
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber Of Fleet Street (Live From Lincoln Center) — Andrew Carl Wilk, Allen Kelman, Douglas Chang, Elizabeth W. Scott, Audra McDonald
68th Annual Tony Awards — Ricky Kirshner, Glenn Weiss Hugh Jackman

2014 Outstanding Special Class Program
The 71st Annual Golden Globe Awards — Barry Adelman, Allen Shapiro, Mike Mahan, Tina Fey, Amy Poehler
The Oscars — Craig Zadan, Neil Meron Michael B. Seligman, Ellen DeGeneres
Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony — Jim Bell, Scott Givens, Joe Gesue, Rebecca Chatman, Carol Larson, John Gilmartin, David W. Nuckolls, Thomas F. Bisignano
The Sound Of Music Live! — Craig Zadan, Neil Meron, Priscilla Taussig
67th Annual Tony Awards —Ricky Kirshner, Glenn Weiss, Neil Patrick Harris

2013 Outstanding Special Class Program
66th Annual Tony Awards — Ricky Kirshner
London 2012 Olympic Games Opening Ceremony — Jim Bell
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s Carousel (Live From Lincoln Center) — Andrew C. Wilk
The 70th Annual Golden Globe Awards — Barry Adelman
The Oscars — Craig Zadan, Neil Meron, Michael B. Seligman, Seth MacFarlane
2012 Outstanding Special Class Program
65th Annual Tony Awards — Ricky Kirshner, Glenn Weiss, Neil Patrick Harris
84th Annual Academy Awards — Brian Grazer, Don Mischer, Michael B. Seligman, Billy Crystal
Herbie Hancock, Gustavo Dudamel And the LA Phil Celebrate Gershwin (Great Performances) — David Horn, Bill O’Donnell, Bernhard Fleischer, John Walker
Louis C.K. Live At The Beacon Theatre — Louis C.K., Dave Becky, M. Blair Breard
The 54th Annual Grammy Awards — Kenneth Ehrlich, LL Cool J

2011 Outstanding Special Class Program
64th Annual Tony Awards — Ricky Kirshner, Glenn Weiss, Sean Hayes
83rd Annual Academy Awards — Bruce Cohen, Don Mischer, Michael B. Seligman, Anne Hathaway, James Franco
The 53rd Annual Grammy Awards — Ken Ehrlich, John Cossette
The 68th Annual Golden Globe Awards — Barry Adelman, Orly Adelson, Ricky Gervais

2010 Outstanding Special Class Program
30 Rock: Webisodes — Eric Gurian, William Sell, Clint Koltevit
63rd Annual Tony Awards — Ricky Kirshner, Glenn Weiss, Neil Patrick Harris
82nd Annual Academy Awards — Adam Shankman, Bill Mechanic, Michael B. Seligman, Alec Baldwin, Steve Martin
ABC’s LOST Presents: Mysteries Of The Universe — The Dharma Initiative — Christopher J Powers, Ted Bramble, Agnes Chu, Gregg Nations
Avatar: Enter The World Of Pandora (HBO First Look) — Thomas C. Grane, Jason Groff
Vancouver 2010 Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony — Dick Ebersol, David Neal

2009 Outstanding Special Class Programs
81st Annual Academy Awards — Bill Condon, Laurence Mark, Michael B. Seligman, Hugh Jackman
Beijing 2008 Olympic Games Opening Ceremony — Dick Ebersol, David Neal
Carnegie Hall Opening Night 2008: A Celebration of Leonard Bernstein (Great Performances) — Mitch Owgang, John Walker, Bill O’Donnell, David Horn
George Carlin: The Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize — Dalton Delan, David S. Thompson, Michael Kaiser, Cappy McGarr, Mark Krantz, Bob Kaminsky, Peter Kaminsky
The 62nd Annual Tony Awards — Glenn Weiss, Ricky Kirshner, Whoopi Goldberg

2008 Outstanding Special Class Program
80th Annual Academy Awards — Gilbert Cates
The 61st Annual Tony Awards — Ricky Kirshner, Glenn Weiss
2008 Outstanding Special Class — Not-exclusively-made-for-television Variety, Music, Comedy Event Programs
Eric Clapton Crossroads Guitar Festival Chicago (Great Performances) — Eric Clapton, Peter Jackson, James Pluta, Scooter Weintraub, John Beug, David Horn

2008 Outstanding Special Class — Classical Music / Dance Programs
New York City Opera: Madama Butterfly (Live From Lincoln Center) — John Goberman, Marc Bauman

2007 Outstanding Special Class Program
79th Annual Academy Awards — Laura Ziskin, Michael B. Seligman
Jerry Seinfeld — The Comedian Award — John Moffitt, Bob Crestani, Douglas C. Forbes
Prince Super Bowl XLI Halftime Show — Don Mischer, Ricky Kirshner, Glenn Weiss
The 60th Annual Tony Awards (2006) — Ricky Kirshner, Glenn Weiss
The 64th Golden Globe Awards — Allen Shapiro, Barry Adelman, Al Schwartz, Kenneth Shapiro

2006 Outstanding Special Class Program
A Lincoln Center Special: 30 Years Of Live From Lincoln Center — Marc Bauman, John Goberman
Dance In America: Swan Lake With American Ballet Theatre (Great Performances) — Judy Kinberg
Jazz At Lincoln Center — Higher Ground Hurricane Relief Benefit Concert (Live From Lincoln Center) — Marc Bauman, John Goberman
South Pacific In Concert From Carnegie Hall (Great Performances) — David Horn, Barry Schulman, John Walker
2015 Outstanding Short-Format Nonfiction Program
American Horror Story: Extra-Ordinary Artists — Ryan Murphy, Stephanie Gibbons, Sally Daws, Sue Keeton, Jason Miller, Ned Martel
Parks And Recreation: Behind The Final Season — Morgan Sackett, Dean Holland, Tom Ragazzo, Michael Maccarone, Greg Levine
30 For 30 Shorts — Connor Schell, John Dahl, Bill Simmons, Dan Silver, Sean Stuart
This Is Me — Jill Soloway, Andrea Sperling, Rebecca Odes, Xan Aranda, / Rhys Ernst, Zackary Drucker
A Tribute To Mel Brooks — Brian Katkin, Chuck Saftler, Adam Lewinson, Maureen Timpa, Raphael Kryszek, Tava Smiley

2014 Outstanding Short-Format Nonfiction Program
Comedians In Cars Getting Coffee — Jerry Seinfeld
COSMOS: A National Geographic Deeper — Allan Butler, Christina Ricchiuti
I Was There: Boston Marathon Bombings — Sean Kennedy, Kathleen Williams, Jaimie DeFina
Park Bench With Steve Buscemi — Steve Buscemi, Stanley Tucci, Wren Arthur, Justin Wilkes, Joe Killian, Jon Doran
30 For 30 Shorts — Connor Schell, John Dahl, Bill Simmons, Maura Mandt, Dan Silver, Tate Donovan

2013 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Nonfiction Program
30 Rock: The Final Season — Carole Angelo, Eric Gurian, Bill Sell, Nick Bernardone, Clint Koltveit, Tina Fey
Comedians In Cars Getting Coffee — Jerry Seinfeld
Jay Leno’s Garage — Jay Leno, Robert Angelo, Helga Pollock, Kico Velarde, Robert Hayes, David Swift
Remembering 9/11 — Kathleen Williams, Sean Kennedy
The Office: The Farewells — John Krasinski, Carole Angelo, Daniel Stessen
Top Chef: Last Chance Kitchen — David Serwatka, Ashley Kaplan, Jane Lipsitz, Dan Cutforth, Aimee Viles, Lisa Hsia

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Short-Format Nonfiction Program 2008-2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Not a category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
2012 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Nonfiction Program
30 Rock: Ask Tina — Tina Fey, Eric Gurian, Nick Bernardone, Clint Koltveit, William Sell
Bravo’s Top Chef: Last Chance Kitchen — David Serwatka, Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Lisa Hsia, Aimee Viles
DGA Moments In Time — Michael Stevens
Jay Leno’s Garage — Jay Leno, Helga Pollock, Robert Angelo
Thank A Vet — Kathleen Williams, Jaimie DeFina, Andrea Allen, Glenn Schubert, Eric Berger

2011 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Nonfiction Program
Jay Leno’s Garage — Jay Leno, Helga Pollock, Robert Angelo
Writer’s Draft — Brian Katkin, Raphael Kryszek

2009 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Nonfiction Program
Jay Leno’s Garage — Jay Leno, Helga Pollock, Robert Angelo
Writer’s Draft — Kenny Rhodes

2008 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Nonfiction Program
Deadliest Catch: The Real Dutch — Vanessa Serrao, Will Johnson
Great Moments From The Campaign Trail — Tim Nolan, Anthony Giacchino
Jay Leno’s Garage — Jay Leno, Robert Angelo, Helga Pollock
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Short-Format Live-Action Entertainment Program 2011-2015*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Men (%)</th>
<th>Women (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*First awarded in 2011.

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Short-Format Live-Action Entertainment Program

Between Two Ferns With Zach Galifianakis: Brad Pitt — Mike Farah, Scott Aukerman, Zach Galifianakis, BJ Porter, Sean Boyle, Michelle Fox

Billy On The Street With First Lady Michelle Obama, Big Bird And Elena!! — Billy Eichner, Mike Farah, Anna Wenger, Doug Brady, Elizabeth Baquet

Childrens Hospital — Rob Corddry, Jonathan Stern, David Wain, Mike Lazzo, Keith Crofford, Ken Marino

Key & Peele Presents Van And Mike: The Ascension — Keegan-Michael Key, Jordan Peele, Peter Atencio, Ian Roberts, Jay Martel, Matt Enlow

Super Bowl XLIX Halftime Show Starring Katy Perry — Ricky Kirshner, Robert Paine, Katy Perry

2014 Outstanding Short-Format Live-Action Entertainment Program

Between Two Ferns with Zach Galifianakis: President Barack Obama — Scott Aukerman, Zach Galifianakis, BJ Porter, Mike Farah, Sean Boyle, Rachel Goldberg

Childrens Hospital — Rob Corddry, Jonathan Stern, David Wain, Mike Lazzo, Keith Crofford, Ken Marino

Parks And Rec In Europe — Morgan Sackett, Michael Schur, Dean Holland, David Hyman

The Soup: True Detective — Edward Boyd, K.P. Anderson, Joel McHale, Dominic DeLeo, Hathaway Loftus, Dan Riesser

Super Bowl XLVIII Halftime Show Starring Bruno Mars — Ricky Kirshner, Steve Bornstein, Rob Paine, Bruno Mars

2013 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Live-Action Entertainment Program

30 Rock: The Webisodes — Eric Gurian, Tina Fey, Clint Koltveit, Bill Sell, Nick Bernardone

Between Two Ferns — Mike Farah, Scott Aukerman, Zach Galifianakis, BJ Porter, Anna Wenger, Betsy Koch

Burning Love — Ben Stiller, Stuart Cornfeld, Mike Rosenstein, Ken Marino, Erica Oyama, Jonathan Stern

Childrens Hospital — Rob Corddry, Jonathan Stern, David Wain, Nick Weidenfeld, Keith Crofford, Rich Rosenthal
Super Bowl XLVII Halftime Show Starring Beyoncé — Ricky Kirshner, Steve Bornstein, Mark Quenzel, Lawrence Randall, Beyoncé
The Daily Show Correspondents Explain — Steve Grimes, Rachel Maceiras, Courtney Powell

2012 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Live-Action Entertainment Program
30 Rock — The Webisodes Eric Gurian, Clint Koltveit, William Sell
Childrens Hostpital — Rob Corddry, Jonathan Stern, David Wain, Keith Crofford, Nick Weidenfeld, Rich Rosenthal
Parks And Recreation: April And Andy’s Road Trip — Morgan Sackett, Michael Schur, Dean Holland
The Daily Show Correspondents Explain — Steve Grimes, Rachel Maceiras, Judi Stroh, Nick Poppy
Web Therapy — Dan Bucatinsky, Lisa Kudrow, Diane Charles, Ron Qurashi, Jodi Binstock, David Codron

2011 Outstanding Special Class — Short-format Live-Action Entertainment Program
30 Rock: The Webisodes — Eric Gurian, Bill Sell, Clint Koltveit
The Daily Show Correspondents Explain — Steve Grimes, Rachel Maceiras, Nick Poppy, Judi Stroh
Emmy Nominations for Short-Format Animated Program and Outstanding Animated Program 2006-2015*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program started in 2008. In 2008 and 2009, the category was called “Outstanding Special Class Short-Format Animated Program.” In 2010, the “Outstanding Animated Program” category was divided into “for programming less than one hour” and “for programming one hour or more.”

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program

Adventure Time “Jake The Brick” — Pendleton Ward, Rob Sorcher, Curtis Lelash, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphey, Fred Seibert, Adam Muto, Co- Nick Jennings, Kevin Kolde, Kelly Crews, Jack Pendarvis, Kent Osborne, Dong Kun Won, Don Judge, Michel Lyman, Phil Cummings, Jung Yon Kwon*, Helen Roh, Barbara Dourmashkin-Case

Disney Mickey Mouse “Mumbai Madness” — Paul Rudish, Alonso Ramirez Ramos, Darrick Bachman, Graham Macdonald

Regular Show “White Elephant Gift Exchange” — JG Quintel, Rob Sorcher, Curtis Lelash, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphey, Mike Roth, Ryan Slater, Benton Connor, Madeline Queripel, Matt Price, Michele Cavin, John Infantino, Sean Szeles, Robert Alvarez, Hwang Gi-Ho

Robot Chicken “Chipotle Miserable” — Seth Green, Matthew Senreich, John Harvatine IV, Eric Towner, Tom Root, Doug Goldstein, Keith Crofford, Mike Lazzo, Janet Dimon, Ollie Green, Matt Beans, Michael Fasolo, Rachel Bloom, Brendan Hay, Zeb Wells, Alex Kamer

Steven Universe “Lion 3: Straight To Video” — Rebecca Sugar, Rob Sorcher, Curtis Lelash, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphey, Jackie Buscarino, Joe Johnston, Jeff Liu, Matt Burnett, Ben Levin, Kat Morris, Ian Jones-Quartey, Ki-Yong Bae, Sue-Hong Kim, Nick DeMayo

Wander Over Yonder “The Gift 2: The Giftening” — Craig McCracken, Francisco Angones, Amy Higgins, Lauren Faust, Ben Joseph, Johanna Stein, Dave Thomas, Eddie Trigueros

2014 Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program

Adventure Time “Be More” — Pendleton Ward, Fred Seibert, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphey, Curtis Lelash, Rob Sorcher, Adam Muto, Nick Jennings, Kevin Kolde, Kelly Crews, Tom Herpich, Steve Wolfhard, Kent Osborne, Patrick McHale, Nate Cash, Don Judge, Phil Cummings, Michel Lyman, Helen Roh, Bonghui Han

Disney Mickey Mouse “O Sole Minnie” — Paul Rudish, Derek Dressler, Clay Morrow, Alonso Ramirez Ramos, Aaron Springer, Graham MacDonald
Disney Phineas and Ferb “Thanks But No Thanks” — Dan Povenmire, Jeff “Swampy” Marsh, Robert F. Hughes, Martin Olson, Antoine Guilbaud, Kaz Prapuolenis, Sue Perrotto, Derek Thompson, Barbara Dourmashkin, Terry Lennon

Regular Show “The Last Laserdisc Player” — JG Quintel, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey, Curtis Lelash, Rob Sorcher, Mike Roth, Ryan Slater, Calvin Wong, Toby Jones, Matt Price, Michele Cavin, John Infantino, Sean Szeles, Robert Alvarez, Hwang Gi-Ho

Robot Chicken “Born Again Virgin Christmas Special” — Seth Green, Matthew Senreich, John Harvatine IV, Eric Towner, Tom Root, Doug Goldstein, Keith Crofford, Mike Lazzo, Ollie Green, Janet Dimon, Matthew Beans, Hugh Davidson, Mike Fasolo, Breckin Meyer, Zeb Wells

2013 Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program
Adventure Time, “Simon & Marcy” — Pendleton Ward
Clarence — Brian A. Miller

Disney Mickey Mouse Croissant de Triomphe — Paul Rudish

Regular Show, “A Bunch of Full Grown Geese” — JG Quintel
Robot Chicken, “Robot Chicken’s ATM Christmas Special” — Seth Green

2012 Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program
Adventure Time, “Too Young” — Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey,
Curtis Lelash, Rob Sorcher, Pendleton Ward, Fred Seibert, Kevin Kolde, Kelly Crews, Tom Herpich, Jesse Moynihan, Mark Banker, Patrick McHale, Kent Osborne, Larry Leichliter, Dong Kun Won, Don Judge, Michel Lyman

Disney Phineas And Ferb, “The Doonkelberry Imperative” — Dan Povenmire, Jeff “Swampy” Marsh, Martin Olson, Bernette Peterson, Mike Diederich, Jay Lender, Sue Perrotto, Herb Moore, Barbara Dourmashkin-Case, Eddy Houchins, Mitch Rochon, Theresa Wiseman

MAD, “Kitchen Nightmare Before ChristmasHow I Met Your Mummy” — Sam Register, Kevin Shinick, Mark Marek, Aaron Blitzstein, Marly Halpern-Graser, Steve Borst, Greg White

Regular Show, “Eggscellent” — Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey, Curtis Lelash, Rob Sorcher, JG Quintel, Mike Roth, Janet Dimon, Matt Price, Jack Thomas, John Infantino, Robert Alvarez

Robot Chicken, “Fight Club Paradise” — Seth Green, Matthew Senreich, Keith Crofford, Mike Lazzo, Doug Goldstein, Tom Root, Alex Bulkley, Corey Campodonico, Ollie Green, Jordan Allen — Dutton, Matthew Beans, Mike Fasolo, Zeb Wells, Erik Weiner, Chris McKay, Savelen Forrest

2011 Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program
Adventure Time — “It Came From The Nightosphere” — Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey, Curtis Lelash, Rob Swartz, Rob Sorcher, Fred Seibert, Thurop Van Orman, Kevin Kolde, Kelly Crews, Pendleton Ward, Patrick McHale, Merriwether Williams, Steve Little, Adam Muto, Rebecca Sugar, Larry Leichliter, Dong Kun Won

Disney Prep & Landing: Operation Secret Santa — John Lasseter, Dorothy McKim, Kevin Deters, Stevie Wermers

Regular Show — “Mordecai And The Rigbys” — Brian A. Miller

Jennifer Pelphrey, Curtis Lelash, Rob Swartz, Rob Sorcher, JG Quintel, Chris Reccardi, Janet Dimon, Sean Szeles, Shion Takeuchi, Matt Price, Mike Roth, Brian Sheesley, Robert Alvarez, Hwang Gi-Ho
Robot Chicken — “Robot Chicken’s DP Christmas Special” — Seth Green, Senreich, Keith Crofford, Mike Lazzo, Douglas Goldstein, Tom Root, Alex Bulkley, Corey Campodonico, Ollie Green, Matthew Beans, Mike Fasolo, Brendan Hay, Daniel Libman, Matthew Libman, Zeb Wells, Chris McKay, Savelen Forrest

SpongeBob SquarePants “That Sinking Feeling” — Stephen Hillenburg, Paul Tibbitt, Dina Buteyn, Mr. Lawrence, Nate Cash, Luke Brooksheir, Andrew Overtoom, Alan Smart

2010 Outstanding Short-Format Animated Program
Adventure Time — “My Two Favorite People” — Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey, Curtis Lelash, Rob Swartz, Rob Sorcher, Derek Drymon, Fred Seibert, Kevin Kolde, Kelly Crews, Merriwether Williams, Tim McKeon, Pendleton Ward, Kent Osborne, Larry Leichliter, Dong Kun Won


Disney Kick Buttowski: Suburban Daredevil — “Racing The Schoolbus” — Chris Savino, Sandro Corsaro, Janelle Momary-Neely

Robot Chicken — “Full-Assed Christmas Special” — Seth Green, Matthew Senreich, Keith Crofford, Mike Lazzo, Alex Bulkley, Corey Campodonico, Ollie Green, Douglas Goldstein, Tom Root, Hugh Davidson, Mike Fasolo, Kevin Shinick, Zeb Wells, Chris McKay, Ethan Marak

The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack — “Tee Hee Tummy Tums” — Brian A. Miller, Thurop Van Orman, Jennifer Pelphrey, Pernelle Hayes, Kent Osborne, Patrick McHale, Somvilay Xayaphone, John McIntyre, Larry Leichliter

Uncle Grandpa — Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey, Rob Sorcher, Craig McCracken, Pete Browngardt, Rob Renzetti, Janet Dimon, Robert Alvarez

2009 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Animated Programs
Disney’s Phineas And Ferb — “The Monster Of Phineas-N-Ferbenstein” — Dan Povenmire, Jeff “Swampy” Marsh

SpongeBob SquarePants — “Dear Vikings” — Stephen Hillenburg, Paul Tibbitt, Dina Buteyn, Aaron Springer, Dani Michaeli, Tom Yasumi, Alan Smart

2008 Outstanding Special Class — Short-Format Animated Programs
Camp Lazlo — “Lazlo’s First Crush” — Joe Murray, Brian A. Miller, Mark O’Hare, Jennifer Pelphrey, Janet Dimon, Brian Sheesley, Won Dong Kun, John Infantino, Piero Piluso, Merriweather Williams, Kaz Prapuolenis, Steve Little, Doug Gallery

Chowder — “Burple Nurples” — C.H. Greenblatt, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey, Louis Cuck, Juli Hashiguchi, William Reiss, Eddy Houchins
2015 Outstanding Animated Program

**Archer** — “Pocket Listing” — Adam Reed, Matt Thompson, Casey Willis, Bryan Fordney, Neal Holman, Eric Sims


**Over The Garden Wall** — Patrick McHale, Rob Sorcher, Curtis Lelash, Brian A. Miller, **Jennifer Pelphrey, Pernelle A. Hayes, Amalia Levari**, Thomas Herpich, Bert Youn, Robert Alvarez, Larry Leichliter, Eddy Houchins, Ken Bruce


**South Park** — “Freemium Isn’t Free” — Trey Parker, Matt Stone, **Anne Garefino**, Frank Agnone, Eric Stough, Bruce Howell, Adrien Beard, Vernon Chatman, Bill Hader, Jack Shih, **Jenny Yu**

2014 Outstanding Animated Program

**Archer** — “Archer Vice: The Rules Of Extraction” — Adam Reed, Matt Thompson, Bryan Fordney, Neal Holman, Eric Sims, Casey Willis


**Futurama** — “Meanwhile” — Matt Groening, David X. Cohen, Ken Keeler, Josh Weinstein, Eric Horsted, Dan Vebber, Michael Rowe, Patric M. Verrone, Lee Supercinski, **Claudia Katz**, Gregg Vanzo, Scott Vanzo, Peter Avanzino, David D. Au

**South Park** — “Black Friday” — Trey Parker, Matt Stone, **Anne Garefino**, Frank Agnone, Eric Stough, Bruce Howell, Adrien Beard, Vernon Chatman, Bill Hader, Jack Shih, **Jenny Yu**

**Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Manhattan Project** — Peter Hastings, Ciro Nieli, Ant Ward, MacGregor Middleton, Brandon Auman, John Shirley, Michael Chang, Alan Wan

2013 Outstanding Animated Program

**Bob’s Burgers** — “O.T. “The Outside Toilet” — Loren Bouchard

**Kung Fu Panda: Legends of Awesomeness: Enter the Dragon** — Peter Hastings

**Regular Show** — “The Christmas Special” — JG Quintel

**South Park** — “Raising the Bar” — Trey Parker, Matt Stone, **Anne Garefino**, Frank C. Agnone II, Eric Stough, Bruce Howell, Adrien Beard, Vernon Chatman, Jack Shih, **Jenny Yu**

**The Simpsons** — “Treehouse Of Horror XXIII” — James L. Brooks
2012 Outstanding Animated Program

American Dad — “Hot Water” — Seth MacFarlane, Mike Barker, Matt Weitzman, Rick Wiener, Kenny Schwartz, Nahhatcha Khan, Jonathan Fener, Brian Boyle, Murray Miller, Judah Miller, Erik Sommers, Kara Vallow, Laura McCreary, Erik Durbin, Diana Ritchey, Chris Bennett, Ron Hughart, Brent Woods, Ralph Fernan, David Bastian, Bill Buchanan

Bob’s Burgers — “BurgerBoss” — Loren Bouchard, Jim Dauterive, Kit Boss, Dan Fybel, Rich Rinaldi, Mark McJimsey, Jon Schroeder, Joel Kuwahara, Scott Greenberg, Malisa Caroselli, Janelle Momary-Neely, Scott Jacobsen, Jennifer Coyle, Randy Ludensky

Futurama — “The Tip Of the Zoidberg” — Matt Groening, David X. Cohen, Ken Keeler, Patric M. Verrone, Josh Weinstein, Eric Horsted, Michael Rowe, Dan Vebber, Lee Supercinski, Claudia Katz, Gregg Vanzo, Peter Avanzino, Raymie Muzquiz, Aldin Baroza, Scott Vanzo

The Penguins Of Madagascar — Bob Schooley, Mark McCorkle, Bret Haaland, Nick Filippini, Chris Neuhahn, Ant Ward, Andrew Huebner, David Knott, Shaun Cashman, Steve Loter, Christo Stamboliev


2011 Outstanding Animated Program

Futurama — “The Late Philip J. Fry” — Matt Groening, David X. Cohen, Ken Keeler, Dan Vebber, Patric M. Verrone, Josh Weinstein, Eric Horsted, Michael Rowe, Lee Supercinski, Claudia Katz, Gregg Vanzo, Lewis Morton, Peter Avanzino, Scott Vanzo, Ira Sherak

Robot Chicken: Star Wars Episode III — Seth Green, Matthew Senreich, Keith Crofford, Mike Lazzo, Tom Root, Douglas Goldstein, Alex Bulkley, Corey Campodonico, Ollie Green, Matthew Beans, Hugh Davidson, Dan Milano, Mike Fasolo, Geoff Johns, Hugh Sterbakov, Breckin Meyer, Kevin Shinick, Zeb Wells, Chris McKay, Savelen Forrest

South Park — “Crack Baby Athletic Association” — Trey Parker, Matt Stone, Anne Garefino, Frank Agnone, Eric Stough, Bruce Howell, Adrien Beard, Vernon Chatman, Bill Hader, Ryan Quincy, Jack Shih, Jenny Yu

The Cleveland Show — “Murray Christmas” — Seth MacFarlane, Richard Appel, Mike Henry, Kirker Butler, Jonathan Green, Gabe Miller, Aseem Batra, Clarence Livingston, Kara Vallow, Brandi Young, Ken Wong, Albert Calleros, Anthony Lioi, Max Martinez, Douglas Gallery, Maureen Mlynarczyk, Eric Damon Bryan, Patrick Buchanan, Jamie Huang, Tom Pope

The Simpsons — “Angry Dad - The Movie” — James L. Brooks, Matt Groening, Al Jean, Matt Selman, John Frink, Kevin Curran, J. Stewart Burns, Michael Price, Bill Odenkirk, Marc Wilmore, Joel H. Cohen, Rob Lazebnik, Matt Warburton, Jeff Westbrook, Brian Kelley, Larina Adamson, Tom Klein, Matthew Nastuk, Mike B. Anderson, Alex Ruiz, Sam Im
2010 Outstanding Animated Program

Alien Earths — Howard Swartz, Gordon Dana Berry, Steve Reich, Ray Villard, Jason Hearne, Dave Jerrard

Disney Prep & Landing — Chris Williams, John Lasseter, Dorothy McKim, Stevie Wermers-Skelton, Kevin Deters

South Park — “200201” — Trey Parker, Matt Stone, Anne Garefino, Frank Agnone, Eric Stough, Bruce Howell, Adrien Beard, Vernon Chatman, Erica Rivinoja, Ryan Quincy, Jack Shih, Jenny Yu

The Ricky Gervais Show — “Knob At Night” — Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant, Karl Pilkington, Glyn Hughes, Bob Higgins, Lisa Ullmann, Margaret M. Dean, Michelle Papandrew, Craig Kellman, Nick Bertonazzi


2009 Outstanding Animated Program (for programming less than one hour)

American Dad — “Sixteen—Hundred Candles” — Rick Wiener, Kenny Schwartz, Seth MacFarlane, Mike Barker, Matt Weitzman, David Zuckerman, Michael Shipley, Jim Bernstein, Dan Webber, Jonathan Fener, Brian Boyle, Nahnatchka Khan, Kara Vallow, Diana Ritchey, Caleb Meurer, Ron Hughart, Anthony Lioi, Mike Mayfield

Robot Chicken — “Robot Chicken: Star Wars Episode II” — Seth Green, Matthew Senreich, Keith Crofford, Mike Lazzo, Alex Bulkeley, Corey Campodonico, Ollie Green, Douglas Goldstein, Tom Root, Hugh Davidson, Mike Fasolo, Breckin Meyer, Dan Milano, Kevin Shinick, Zeb Wells, Ethan Marak

South Park — “Margaritaville” — Trey Parker, Matt Stone, Anne Garefino, Frank Agnone, Eric Stough, Adrien Beard, Bruce Howell, Erica Rivinoja, Vernon Chatman, Bill Hader, Ryan Quincy

The Simpsons — “Gone Maggie Gone” — James L. Brooks, Matt Groening, Al Jean, Matt Selman, John Frink, Kevin Curran, J. Stewart Burns, Michael Price, Marc Wilmore, Ron Hauge, Rob Lazebnik, Jeff Westbrook, Brian Kelley, Tom Klein,

Laurie Biernacki, Billy Kimball, Ian Maxtone-Graham, Chris Clements, Mike B. Anderson, Matthew Faughnan, Scott Brutz

2009 Outstanding Animated Program (for programming one hour or more)

Afro Samurai: Resurrection — Leo Chu, Eric Garcia, Shinichiro Ishikawa, Samuel L. Jackson, Arthur Smith, Yuji Hori, Kenichi Hayashi, Takashi Okazaki, Yasuyuki Mutou, Joshua Hale Fialkov, Eric Calderon, Fuminori Kizaki

Destination Imagination (Foster’s Home For Imaginary Friends) — Craig McCracken, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphey, Ryan Slater, Michelle Papandrew, Lauren Faust, Tim McKeon, Darrick Bachman, Ed Baker, Vaughn Tada, Alex Kirwan, Rob Renzetti, Robert Alvarez, Eric Pringle
2008 Outstanding Animated Program (for programming less than one hour)

*Creature Comforts America* — “Don’t Choke To Death, Please” — Kit Boss, Miles Bullough, Ellen Goldsmith-Vein, Peter Lord, Nick Park, David Sproxton, Peter McHugh, Jacqueline White, Kenny Micka, Gareth Owen, Merlin Crossingham, Dave Osmand, Richard Goleszowski

*King Of The Hill* — “Death Picks Cotton” — Mike Judge, Greg Daniels, John Altschuler, Dave Krinsky, Jim Dauterive, Garland Testa, Paul Corrigan, Brad Walsh, Tony Gama-Lobo, Rebecca May, Christy Stratton, Joe Boucher, Mark McJimsey, Malisa Caroselli, Stephanie Elliott, Judah Miller, Murray Miller, Tony Kluck, Wes Archer, Philippe Angeles, Jill Jacobs

*Robot Chicken* — “Robot Chicken: Star Wars” — Seth Green, Matthew Senreich, Mike Lazzo, Keith Crofford, Corey Campodonico, Alex Bulkley, Douglas Goldstein, Tom Root, Jordan Allen-Dutton, Mike Fasolo, Charles Horn, Breckin Meyer, Hugh Sterbakov, Erik Weiner, Mark Caballero

*SpongeBob SquarePants* — “Inmates of Summer / Two Faces of Squidward” — Stephen Hillenburg, Paul Tibbitt, Charlie Bean, Aaron Springer, Chris Reecardi, Steven Banks, Dani Michaeli, Alan Smart, Tom Yasumi


2008 Outstanding Animated Program (for programming one hour or more)

*Blue Harvest* (Family Guy) — Seth MacFarlane, David A. Goodman, Chris Sheridan, Danny Smith, Mark Hentemann, Steve Callaghan, Alex Borstein, Mike Henry, Alec Sulkin, Wellesley Wild, Kara Vallow, Shannon Smith, Dominic Polcino, Peter Shin, Joseph Lee, Andi Klein

*Imaginationland* (South Park) — Trey Parker, Matt Stone, Anne Garefino, Frank Agnone, Kyle McCulloch, Eric Stough, Bruce Howell, Adrien Beard, Vernon Chatman, Erica Rivinoja, Pam Brady, Ryan Quincy


2007 Outstanding Animated Program (for programming less than one hour)

*Avatar: The Last Airbender* — “City Of Walls And Secrets” — Michael Dante DiMartino, Bryan Konietzko, Eric Coleman, Aaron Ehasz, Tim Hedrick, Lauren MacMullan, Yu Jae Myoung

*Robot Chicken* — “Lust For Puppets” — Seth Green, Matthew Senreich, Keith Crofford, Mike Lazzo, Corey Campodonico, Alex Bulkley, Tom Root, Douglas Goldstein, Hugh Davidsohn, Jordan Allen-Dutton, Mike Fasolo, Dan Milano, Erik Weiner

*South Park* — “Make Love, Not Warcraft” — Trey Parker, Matt Stone, Anne Garefino, Frank Agnone, Kyle McCulloch, Eric Stough

*SpongeBob SquarePants* — “Bummer Vacation Wig Struck” — Stephen Hillenburg, Paul Tibbitt, Tom Yasumi, Alan Smart, Casey Alexander, Chris Mitchell, Luke Brookshier, Tom King, Dani Michaeli, Andrew Overtoom

2007 Outstanding Animated Program (for programming one hour or more)

Good Wilt Hunting (Foster’s Home For Imaginary Friends) — Craig McCracken, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey, Lauren Faust, Vincent Aniceto, Michelle Papandrew, Darrick Bachman, Craig Lewis, Robert Alvarez, Eric Pringle, Robert Cullen

Hellboy Animated: Sword Of Storms — Mike Richardson, Lloyd Levin, Stephen Brown, Morris Berger, John W. Hyde, Mike Wolf, Stephanie Elliott, Tad Stones, Scott Greenberg, Scott Hemming, Sidney Clifton, Phil Weinstein, Mike Mignola, Matt Wayne, Gordon Kent, Art Vitello, Russell Calabrese, Eddy Houchins, Tim Walker, Junja Wolf

Secrets Of The Deep — Tim Haines, Martin Davidson, Gaynelle Evans, Kera Rennert, Ceri Barnes, Nik Sopwith, Jaime Smith, David Allen, Mike Milne

Where’s Lazlo? (Camp Lazlo) — Joe Murray, Brian A. Miller, Mark O’Hare, Jennifer Pelphrey, Janet Dimon, Brian Sheesley, Won Dong Kun, Merriweather Williams, Russell Calabrese, Phil Cummings, Lindsey Pollard, Swinton O. Scott III

2006 Outstanding Animated Program (for programming less than one hour)

Camp Lazlo — Shareena Carlson, Phil Cummings, Won*, Kim*, Steve Little, Brian A. Miller, Maureen Mlynarczyk, Clayton McKenzie Morrow, Joe Murray, Mark O’Hare, Kent Osborne, Jennifer Pelphrey, Lindsey Pollard, Kaz Prapuolenis, Mike Roth, Cosmo Segurson, Brian Sheesley, Merriweather Williams

Family Guy — David A. Goodman, Andi Klein, Seth MacFarlane, Dan Povenmire, Chris Robertson, Michael Rowe, Chris Sheridan, Peter Shin, Danny Smith, Shannon Smith, Alec Sulkin, Kara Vallow, Wellesley Wild

Foster’s Home For Imaginary Friends — Robert Alvarez, Vincent Aniceto, Lauren Faust, Craig McCracken, Brian A. Miller, Jennifer Pelphrey, Eric Pringle

South Park — Frank Agnone, Anne Garefino, Trey Parker, Matt Stone, Eric Stough


2006 Outstanding Animated Program (for programming one hour or more)

Before The Dinosaurs — Gaynelle Evans, Tim Haines, Adam Kemp, Chloe Leland, Mike Milne, Michael Olmert, William Sargent, Greg Smith, Fiona Walkinshaw

Escape From Cluster Prime — Robert Alvarez, Bryan Andrews, Alex Kirwan, Brandon Kruse, Heather Martinez, Scott Peterson, Chris Recardi, Rob Renzetti, Chris Savino, Fred Seibert
2015 Outstanding Structured Reality Program

Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell, Sarah K. Elliott
Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives — Guy Fieri, Frank Matson, Kat Higgins, Tim McOsker, Jen Darrow
MythBusters — Dan Tapster, Jamie Hyneman, Adam Savage, John Luscombe, Joshua C. Berkley, Cameo Wallace, Steve Christiansen, Yvette Solis, Eric Haven, Dennis Kwon
Property Brothers — Kim Bondi, Katherine Buck, Gerard Barry, Jessica Vander Kooij
Shark Tank — Mark Burnett, Clay Newbill, Phil Gurin, Yun Lingner, Jim Roush, Max Swedlow, Brandon Wallace, Becky Blitz, Laura Roush, Sami Aziz, Heather Dreiling, Michael Kramer, Kate Ryu, Dominique Worden, Ian Sambor
Undercover Boss — Stephen Lambert, Eli Holzman, Chris Carlson, Scott Cooper, Brielle Lebsack Cohen, Abigail Shafran, Dallas Hitchcock, Mariam Jobrani, Darren Woolsey, Cody Shelton

2015 Outstanding Unstructured Reality Program

Alaska: The Last Frontier — Daniel Soiseth, Michael Masland, Cameo Wallace, Christopher Meindl, Brigham Cottam, Vince Ueber
Deadliest Catch — Thom Beers, Jeff Conroy, John Gray, David Pritikin, Joseph Boyle, R. Decker Watson, Jr., Geoff Miller, Johnny Beechler
Intervention — Gary R. Benz, Michael Branton, Jeffrey L. Weaver, Brad Holcman, Laurie Sharpe, Peter Field, PJ Davenport, Karen Pinto
Million Dollar Listing New York — Randy Barbato, Fenton Bailey, Tom Campbell, Danielle King, Megan Estrada
Naked And Afraid — David Garfinkle, Jay Renfroe, Stephen Rankin, Denise Contis, Joseph Boyle, Robert Michael Kelly, Mathilde Bittner, Richard Albrecht, David Kirkwood
Wahlburgers — Mark Wahlberg, Donnie Wahlberg, Stephen Levinson, Rasha Drachkovitch, Archie Gips, David Hale, Lily Neumeyer, Devon Graham, Brian Spoor, Trevor Baierl, Brittaney A. Little

*This chart includes “Outstanding Reality-Competition,” “Outstanding Structured Reality Program,” “Outstanding Unstructured Reality Program,” and “Outstanding Reality Program.”
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
2014 Outstanding Structured Reality Program

Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell, Sarah K. Elliott
Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives — Guy Fieri, Frank Matson, Kat Higgins, Tim McOsker
MythBusters — Jamie Hyneman, Adam Savage, Dan Tapster, John Luscombe, Cameo Wallace, Lauren Williams, Steve Christiansen, Linda Wolkovitch, Eric Haven, Dennis Kwon
Shark Tank — Mark Burnett, Clay Newbill, Phil Gurin, Yun Lingner, Jim Roush, Max Swedlow, Bill Gaudsmith, Becky Blitz, Sami Aziz, Heather M. Dreiling, Michael Kramer, Laura Roush, Kate Ryu
Undercover Boss — Stephen Lambert, Chris Carlson, Eli Holzman, Scott Cooper, Abigail Shafran, Mike Cotton, Brielle Lebsack Cohen, Rachelle Mendez, Margaret Burris
Who Do You Think You Are? — Alex Graham, Pamela Healey, Lisa Kudrow, Dan Bucaitisnky, Al Edgington, Howard Lee, Amy Winter, Timothy Kuryak, Lisa Bohacek, Jim Albarano, Alexandra Orton, Heather Ross

2014 Outstanding Unstructured Reality Program

Alaska: The Last Frontier — Daniel Soiseth, Michael Masland, Grant Kahler, Cameo Wallace, Brian Mandle
Deadliest Catch — Thom Beers, Jeff Conroy, John Gray, David Pritikin, R. Decker Watson, Jr., Johnny Beechler, Geoff Miller
Flipping Out — Lauren Lexton, Andrew Hoegl, Jeff Lewis, Nick Capodice, Audrey Olsen, Shannon Callaghan
Million Dollar Listing New York — Fenton Bailey, Randy Barbato, Tom Campbell, Danielle King, Megan Estrada, Shari Levine, Jenn Levy
Wahlburgers — Mark Wahlberg, Donnie Wahlberg, Stephen Levinson, Rasha Drachkovitch, Jym Buss, Lily Neumeyer, Devon Graham, David Hale, Brian Spoor, Brittany A. Little
Wild Things With Dominic Monaghan — Dominic Monaghan, David Brady, Philip Clarke, Kate Harrison, Marianne Kushmanui, Richard Life

2013 Outstanding Reality Program

Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell
Deadliest Catch — Thom Beers, Jeff Conroy, David Pritikin, John Gray, Sheila McCormack, Decker Watson, Sean Dash
Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives — Frank Matson, Kat Higgins, Tim McOsker
MythBusters — Jamie Hyneman, Adam Savage, Dan Tapster, John Luscombe, Cameo Wallace, Lauren Williams, Steve Christiansen, Dennis Kwon, Linda Wolkovitch, Brian Dean
Shark Tank — Mark Burnett, Clay Newbill, Phil Gurin, Yun Lingner, Max Swedlow, Jim Roush, Carl Hansen, Bill Gaudsmith, Joni Day, Becky Blitz
Undercover Boss — Eli Holzman

2012 Outstanding Reality Program

Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell
Jamie Oliver’s Food Revolution — Ryan Seacrest, Jamie Oliver, Craig Armstrong, Adam Sher, Roy Ackerman, Charles Wachter, Zoe Collins, Jason Henry, Robert Norris
MythBusters — Jamie Hyneman, Adam Savage, Dan Tapster, Tracy Rudolph, John Luscombe, Alice Dallow, Lauren Williams
Shark Tank — Mark Burnett, Clay Newbill, Phil Gurin, Yun Lingner, Brien Meagher, David Eichlenberg, Jim Roush, Rhett Bachner, Bill Gaudsmith, Becky Blitz

Undercover Boss — Eli Holzman, Stephen Lambert, Chris Carlson, Scott Cooper, Sandi Johnson, Rachelle Mendez, Lety Quintanar, Rebekah Fry

Who Do You Think You Are? — Alex Graham, Jennifer O’Connell, Lisa Kudrow, Dan Bucatinsky, Al Edginton, Lisa Bohacek, Kate Richter Green, Chuck LaBella

2011 Outstanding Reality Program
Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell
Deadliest Catch — Thom Beers, Jeff Conroy, Paul Gasek, Tracy Rudolph, Matt Renner, Sheila McCormack, Ethan Prochnik, Steven Robillard, Todd Stanley
Hoarders — Matt Chan, Dave Severson, Jodi Flynn, Robert Sharenow, Andrew Berg, George Butts, Pat Barnes
MythBusters — Jamie Hyneman, Adam Savage, Dan Tapster, John Luscombe, Tracy Rudolph, Alice Dallow, Lauren Williams
Undercover Boss — Eli Holzman, Stephen Lambert, Chris Carlson, Susan Hoenig, Sandi Johnson, Allison Schermerhorn, Erica Hanson, Scott Cooper, Allison Chase Coleman, Lety Quintanar

2010 Outstanding Reality Program
Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell
Dirty Jobs — Craig Piligian, Eddie Barbini, Mike Rowe, Tim Pastore, Scott Popjes, Dave Barsky, Leigh Purinton
Jamie Oliver’s Food Revolution — Jamie Oliver, Ryan Seacrest, Craig Armstrong, Adam Sher, Roy Ackerman, Charles Wachter, Zoe Collins, Jason Henry, Anthony Carbone, Joe Coleman
MythBusters — John Luscombe, Dan Tapster, Tracy Rudolph, Steve Christiansen, Alice Dallow, Wendy Woll
Undercover Boss — Eli Holzman, Stephen Lambert, Shauna Minoprio, Alex Weresow, Stef Wagstaffe

2009 Outstanding Reality Program
Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell
Dirty Jobs — Craig Piligian, Eddie Barbini, Mike Rowe, Eddie Rohwedder, Scott Popjes, Dave Barsky, Gena McCarthy
Dog Whisperer — Jim Milio, Melissa Jo Peltier, Mark Hufnail, SueAnn Fincke, Sheila Posnner Emery, Kay Bachman Sumner
Intervention — Gary Benz, Michael Branton, Sam Mettler, Dan Partland, Robert Sharenow, Colleen Conway, Jeff Grogan, Trisha Kirk Redding, Sarah Skibitzke, Kurt Schemper
MythBusters Mary Donahue, John Luscombe, Dan Tapster, Rob Hammersley, Tracy Rudolph, Alice Dallow, Tabitha Lentle

2008 Outstanding Reality Program
Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell
Dirty Jobs — Craig Piligian, Eddie Barbini, Mary Donahue, Eddie Rohwedder, Mike Rowe, David Barsky, Leigh Purinton, Kenitra Ford, Heath Banks
Intervention — Gary R. Benz, Michael Branton, Bryn Freedman, Sam Mettler, Dan Portland, Robert Sharenow, Colleen Conway, Karen Pinto, Jeff Grogan

2007 Outstanding Reality Program
Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Sam Farrell, Mark L. Walberg
Dog Whisperer With Cesar Millan — Sheila Possner Emery, Kay Bachman Sumner, SueAnn Fincke, Jim Milio, Melissa Jo Peltier, Mark Hufnail, Char Serwa, Cesar Millan
Kathy Griffin: My Life on the D-List — Marcia Mule, Bryan Scott, Lisa M. Tucker, Kathy Griffin, Lenid Rolov, Beth Wichterich, Kelly Luegenbiehl, Cori Abraham, Frances Berwick, Amy Introcaso-Davis
Penn & Teller: Bullshit! — Mark Wolper, Star Price, Penn Jillette, Teller, Tim Rogan, Peter Adam Golden, Ken Krasher Lewis, Michael Goudeau, Jon Hotchkiss, Steven Uhlenberg, Patti Duce, Joshua Kessler, Shari Adagio

2006 Outstanding Reality Program
Antiques Roadshow — Marsha Bemko, Mark L. Walberg
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition — Denise Cramsey, Matt Fisher, Tom Forman, Andrew Lipson, Courtney MacGregor, Mike Maloy, Ty Pennington, Conrad L. Ricketts, Charisses Simonian
Kathy Griffin: My Life on the D-List — Frances Berwick, Kathy Griffin, Amy Introcaso-Davis, Matthew Lahey, Marcia Mule, Bryan Scott, Rachel Smith, Lisa M. Tucker, Beth Wichterich
Penn & Teller: Bullshit! — Michael Goudeau, Jon Hotchkiss, Penn Jillette, Star Price, Tim Rogan, Teller, Mark Wolper
The Dog Whisperer — Colette Beaudry, Sheila Possner Emery, SueAnn Fincke, Mark Hufnail, Jim Milio, Cesar Millan, Melissa Jo Peltier, Kay Bachman Sumner
2015 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

The Amazing Race — Bertram van Munster, Elise Doganieri, Jerry Bruckheimer, Jonathan Littman, Mark Vertullo, Phil Keoghan, Dan Coffie, Giselle Paretts, Patrick Cariaga, Matt Schmidt, Michael Norton, Darren Bunkley, Micheal DiMaggio, Neil Jahss, Chad Baron

Dancing With The Stars — Robert Wade, Ashley Edens-Shaffer, Joe Sungkur, Deena Katz, Angela Castro, Tara West-Margolis, Daniel Martin, Stacey Thomas-Muir, Peter Hebri, Ashley Shea Landers, Shelby Wagner, Megan Wade

Project Runway — Jonathan Murray, Sara Rea, Harvey Weinstein, Bob Weinstein, Meryl Poster, Heidi Klum, Mary Donahue, Jane Cha, David Hillman, Barbara Schneeweiss, Eli Lehrer, Desiree Gruber, Gil Goldschein, Teri Weideman, Sue Kinkead, Cosmo De Ceglie, Tim Gunn, Sasha Alpert

So You Think You Can Dance — Allen Shapiro, Barry Adelman, Simon Fuller, Nigel Lythgoe, Jeff Thacker, James Breen, Zoe Brown, Mike Deffina, Colleen Wagner, Jensen Moon, Melanie Oberman

Top Chef — Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Chaz Gray, Casey Kriley, Doneen Arquines, Tom Colicchio, Padma Lakshmi, Erica Ross, Blake Davis, Justin Rae Barnes, Azon Juan, Chris Gallivan

The Voice — Mark Burnett, John De Mol, Audrey Morrissey, Marc Jansen, Lee Metzger, Chad Hines, Amanda Zucker, Mike Yurchuk, Jim Roush, Kyra Thompson, May Johnson, Teddy Valenti, Anthea Bhargava, Clyde Lieberman, Ashley Baumann, Keith Dinielli, Barton Kimball, Brittany Martin, Kyley Tucker, Carson Daly, Michelle McNulty

2014 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

The Amazing Race — Bertram van Munster, Elise Doganieri, Jerry Bruckheimer, Jonathan Littman, Mark Vertullo, Dan Coffie, Giselle Paretts, Matt Schmidt, Patrick Cariaga, Phil Keoghan, Michael Norton, Darren Bunkley, Neil Jahss, Micheal DiMaggio, Chad Baron, Vanessa Abughu Ballesteros

Dancing With The Stars — Conrad Green, Sungkur, Ashley Edens — Shaffer, Deena Katz, Tara West-Margolis, Daniel Martin, Peter Hebri, Ashley Shea Landers, Ryan Goble, Megan Wade, Chad Harrison

Project Runway — Harvey Weinstein, Bob Weinstein, Meryl Poster, Jonathan Murray, Sara Rea, Heidi Klum, Jane Cha, Desiree Gruber, Rob Sharenow, Gena McCarthy, David Hillman, Barbara Schneeweiss, Gil Goldschein, Teri Weideman, Rebecca Taylor Henning, Tim Gunn, Sasha Alpert

So You Think You Can Dance — Barry Adelman, Allen Shapiro, Simon Fuller, Nigel Lythgoe, Jeff Thacker, James Breen, Zoe Brown, Dan Sacks, Adam Cooper, Mike Deffina, Colleen Wagner, Matt Kinsey, Jensen Moon


The Voice — Mark Burnett, John De Mol, Audrey Morrissey, Stijn Bakkers, Lee Metzger, Chad Hines, Nicolle Yaron, Amanda Zucker, Mike Yurchuk, Jim Roush, Kyra Thompson, May Johnson, Teddy Valenti, Ashley Baumann, Carson Daly, Keith Dinielli, Barton Kimball, Kyley Tucker, Brittany Martin
2013 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

Dancing With The Stars — Conrad Green, Ashley Edens-Shaffer, Joe Sungkur, Deena Katz, Tara West, Daniel Martin, Jonty Nash, Marcy Walton, Peter Hebrì, Ashley Shea Landers

Project Runway — Heidi Klum, Harvey Weinstein, Bob Weinstein, Meryl Poster, Jonathan Murray, Jane Cha, Sara Rea, Colleen Sands, Rob Sharenow, Gena McCarthy, David Hillman, Desiree Gruber, Barbara Schneeweiss, Gil Goldschein, Teri Weideman, Tim Gunn

So You Think You Can Dance — Barry Adelman, Simon Fuller, Nigel Lythgoe, Jeff Thacker, James Breen, Zoe Brown, Dan Sacks, Adam Cooper, Mike Deffina, Hope Wilson, Matt Kinsey, Jensen Moon


The Voice — John De Mol, Mark Burnett, Audrey Morrissey, Stijn Bakkers, Lee Metzger, Chad Hines, Jim Roush, Amanda Zucker, Nicolle Yaron, Mike Yurchuk, Kyra Thompson, Teddy Valenti, May Johnson, Carson Daly, Ashley Baumann, Keith Dinielli

Top Chef — Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Nan Strait, Casey Kriley, Andrew Wallace, Tom Colicchio, Andrew Cohen, Dave Serwatka, Matt Reichman, Erica Ross, Doneen Arquines, Christian Homlsh, Meri Haitkin, Wade Sheeler, Tara Siener, Blake Davis

2012 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

Dancing With The Stars — Conrad Green, Joe Sungkur, Ashley Edens-Shaffer, Kim Killbey, Tara West, Renana Barkan, Daniel Martin, Deena Katz, Joshua Firosz, John Birkitt, Marcy Walton, Jonty Nash

Project Runway — Heidi Klum, Harvey Weinstein, Bob Weinstein, Meryl Poster, Jonathan Murray, Sara Rea, Jane Cha, Desiree Gruber, Rob Sharenow, Gena McCarthy, David Hillman, Barbara Schneeweiss, Colleen Sands, Gil Goldschein, Lisa Fletcher, Tim Gunn

So You Think You Can Dance — Barry Adelman, Simon Fuller, Nigel Lythgoe, James Breen, Jeff Thacker, Zoe Brown, Mike Yurchuk, Dan Sacks, Adam Cooper, Mike Deffina, Colleen Wagner, Hope Wilson

The Amazing Race — Bertram van Munster, Elise Doganieri, Jerry Bruckheimer, Jonathan Littman, Mark Vertullo, Dan Coffie, Giselle Paretı, Phil Keoghan, Michael Norton, Matt Schmidt, Patrick Cariaga, Darren Bunkley, Chad Baron, Neil Jahss

The Voice — John De Mol, Mark Burnett, Audrey Morrissey, Stijn Bakkers, Lee Metzger, Chad Hines, Jim Roush, Amanda Zucker, Nicolle Yaron, Mike Yurchuk, Dean Houser, Joni Day, Teddy Valenti, May Johnson, Carson Daly, David Offenheiser

Top Chef — Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Nan Strait, Casey Kriley, Tom Colicchio, Andrew Cohen, Dave Serwatka, Erica Ross, Doneen Arquines, Christian Homlsh, Wade Sheeler, Kevin Kearney, Chris Gallivan
2011 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

**American Idol** — Ken Warwick, Simon Fuller, Cecile Frot-Coutaz, Nigel Lythgoe, Charles Boyd, Patrick M. Lynn, Megan Michaels, Ron DeShay, Norm Betts, Theodore Dimitriou, Katie Fennelly, Melanie Oberman, Brian Robinson

**Dancing With The Stars** — Conrad Green, Joe Sungkur, Ashley Edens-Shaffer, Rob Wade, Kim Kilbey, Tara West, Deena Katz, Renana Barkan, Dan Martin, Joshua Firosz, Josh Figs, Drew Seltzer, John Birkitt

**Project Runway** — Harvey Weinstein, Bob Weinstein, Jonathan Murray, Sara Rea, Heidi Klum, Jane Cha, Desiree Gruber, JoAnn Alfano, David Hillman, Barbara Schneeweiss, Colleen Sands, Gil Goldschein, Lisa Fletcher, Sasha Alpert, Michael Carroll, Trish Norton

**So You Think You Can Dance** — Barry Adelman, Simon Fuller, Nigel Lythgoe, James Breen, Jeff Thacker, Zoe Brown, Mike Yurchuk, Dan Sacks, Adam Cooper, Mike Deffina, Hope Wilson, Brian Robinson

**The Amazing Race** — Bertram van Munster, Elise Doganieri, Jerry Bruckheimer, Jonathan Littman, Mark Vertullo, Evan Weinstein, Dan Coffie, Giselle Paret, Michael Norton, Barry Hennessey, Matt Schmidt, Patrick Cariaga, Phil Keoghan, Michael Miller, Bob Parr, Neil Jahss

**Top Chef** — Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Nan Strait, Casey Kriley, Andrew Cohen, Dave Serwatka, Andrew Wallace, Chaz Gray, Gaylen Gawlowski, Tom Colicchio, Erica Ross, Sue Kolinsky, Shea Spencer, Doneen Arquines, Christian Homlish, Jaymee Johnson

---

2010 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

**American Idol** — Ken Warwick, Cecile Frot-Coutaz, Simon Fuller, Charles Boyd, Patrick M. Lynn, Megan Michaels, Toby Gorman, Ron DeShay, Norm Betts, Sam Brenzel, Melanie Oberman, Katie Fennelly, Theo Dimitriou

**Dancing With The Stars** — Conrad Green, Rob Wade, Joe Sungkur, Ashley Edens-Shaffer, Erin O’Brien, Kim Kilbey, Dan Martin, Deena Katz, Tara West, Joshua Firosz, Renana Barkan, Josh Figs

**Project Runway** — Harvey Weinstein, Bob Weinstein, Jane Cha, Desiree Gruber, Heidi Klum, Jonathon Murray, Sara Rea, Barbara Schneeweiss, Colleen Sands, Gil Goldschein, Sasha Alpert, Megan Bidner, Lisa Fletcher

**The Amazing Race** — Bertram van Munster, Elise Doganieri, Jerry Bruckheimer, Jonathan Littman, Amy Nabseth Chacon, Mark Vertullo, Evan Weinstein, Dan Coffie, Giselle Paret, Barry Hennessey, Matt Schmidt, Jarratt Carson, Michael Norton, Patrick Cariaga, Bob Parr, Phil Keoghan

**Top Chef** — Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Liz Cook, Casey Kriley, Andrew Cohen, Dave Serwatka, Rich Buhrman, Gaylen Gawlowski, Fred Pichel, Tom Colicchio, Nan Strait, Erica Ross, Julia Cassidy

---

2009 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

**American Idol** — Ken Warwick, Cecile Frot-Coutaz, Simon Fuller, Charles Boyd, Patrick M. Lynn, Megan Michaels, Toby Gorman

**Dancing With The Stars** — Conrad Green, Rob Wade, Matilda Zoltowski, Joe Sungkur, Ashley Edens-Shaffer, Kim Kilbey, Erin O’Brien

**Project Runway** — Harvey Weinstein, Bob Weinstein, Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Rich Bye, Jane Cha, Desiree Gruber, Heidi Klum, Frances Berwick, Andrew Cohen, Shari Levine, Casey Kriley, Rich Buhrman, Michael Rucker, Andrew Wallace, Barbara Schneeweiss

Top Chef — Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Shauna Minoprio, Andrew Cohen, Frances Berwick, Dave Serwatka, Rich Buhrman, Liz Cook, Fred Pichel, Casey Kriley, Gaylen Gawlowski, Nan Strait, Kevin Leffler

2008 Outstanding Reality— Competition Program
American Idol — Nigel Lythgoe, Ken Warwick, Cecile Frot-Coutaz, Simon Fuller, Charles Boyd, James Breen, Patrick M. Lynn, Megan Michaels
Dancing With The Stars — Conrad Green, Rob Wade, Matilda Zoltowski, Michael Brooks, Ashley Edens-Shaffer, Joe Sungkur, Victoria Guinto, Erin O’Brien, Kim Kilbey, Natalee Watts
Project Runway — Harvey Weinstein, Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Heidi Klum, Jane Cha, Desiree Gruber, Rich Bye, Rich Buhrman, Barbara Schneeweiss, Andrew Cohen, Shari Levine, Casey Kriley, Andrew Wallace, Michael Rucker, Ben Mack, Steve Lichtenstein


Top Chef — Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Shauna Minoprio, Frances Berwick, Andrew Cohen, Dave Serwatka, Rich Buhrman, Gaylen Gawlowski, Nan Strait, Scott Shatsky, Andrew Wallace, Liz Cook

2007 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program
American Idol — Nigel Lythgoe, Ken Warwick, Cecile Frot-Coutaz, Simon Fuller, Richard Curtis, Charles Boyd, James Breen, Patrick M. Lynn, Megan Michaels, Ryan Seacrest, Simon Cowell, Randy Jackson, Paula Abdul
Dancing With The Stars — Conrad Green, Izzie Pick, Richard Hopkins, Matilda Zoltowski, Rob Wade, Tom Bergeron, Samantha Harris, Len Goodman, Bruno Tonioli, Carrie Ann Inaba
Project Runway — Harvey Weinstein, Bob Weinstein, Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Heidi Klum, Jane Cha, Desiree Gruber, Rich Bye, Rich Buhrman, Barbara Schneeweiss, Frances Berwick, Andrew Cohen, Shari Levine, Casey Kriley, Alexandra Lipsitz, Michael Rucker, Ben Mack, Andrew Wallace


Top Chef — Dan Cutforth, Jane Lipsitz, Shauna Minoprio, Rich Buhrman, Gaylen Gawlowski, Steve Lichtenstein, Scott Shatsky, Padma Lakshmi, Tom Colicchio, Gail Simmons, Elizabeth Cook, Frances Berwick, Dave Serwatka, Andrew Cohen
2006 Outstanding Reality-Competition Program

American Idol — Paula Abdul, Charles Boyd, James Breen, Simon Cowell, Cecile Frot-Coutaz, Simon Fuller, Randy Jackson, Nigel Lythgoe, Simon Lythgoe, Megan Michaels, Ryan Seacrest, Ken Warwick

Dancing With The Stars — Tom Bergeron, Len Goodman, Conrad Green, Samantha Harris, Richard Hopkins, Carrie Ann Inaba, Izzie Pick, Bruno Tonioli, Rob Wade, Matilda Zolotowski


Survivor — Kate Adler, Ben Beatie, Mark Burnett, Dave Burris, David Dryden, Kevin Greene, Jesse Jensen, Teri Kennedy, John Kirhoffer, Doug McCallie, Dan Munday, Cathrine Nilsen, Charlie Parsons, David Pritikin, Jeff Probst, Conrad Riggs, Tom Shelly

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Informational Series Or Special 2013-2015

*Category was created in 2013.
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Informational Series Or Special
Anthony Bourdain Parts Unknown — Anthony Bourdain, Chris Collins, Lydia Tenaglia, Sandra Zweig, Tom Vitale, Erik Osterholm
Foo Fighters: Sonic Highways — James A. Rota, John Ramsay, Dave Grohl, John Silva, Gaby Skolne, John Cutcliffe, Kristen Welsh
Inside The Actors Studio — James Lipton, Shawn Tesser, Jeff Wurtz
StarTalk With Neil deGrasse — Neil deGrasse Tyson, Helen Matsos, Brian Lovett, Michael Kovnat, Drew Pulley
Vice — Bill Maher, Shane Smith, Eddy Moretti, BJ Levin, Jonah Kaplan, Timothy Clancy, Ben Anderson

2014 Outstanding Informational Series Or Special
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown — Anthony Bourdain, Chris Collins, Lydia Tenaglia, Sandra Zweig, Nick Brigden, Michael Steed, Tom Vitale, Jared Andrukanis
Inside The Actors Studio — James Lipton, Shawn Tesser, Jeff Wurtz
Through The Wormhole With Morgan Freeman — Producing Team
Vice — Bill Maher, Shane Smith, Eddy Moretti, BJ Levin, Jedd Thomas, Senior Jonah Kaplan
The Writers’ Room — Tom Forman, Brad Bishop, Mike Maloy, Neal Kendall, Aliyah Silverstein, Jim Rash

2013 Outstanding Informational Series Or Special
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown — Anthony Bourdain, Christopher Collins, Lydia Tenaglia, Sandra Zweig, Sally Freeman, Tom Vitale
Brain Games — Jerry Kolber, Allan Butler, Adam Davis, Isaac Holub, Jason Williams, Jason Silva
Inside The Actors Studio — James Lipton, Christian Barcellos, Shawn Tesser, Jeff Wurtz
Oprah’s Master Class — Justin Wilkes, Jon Kamen, Jon Sinclair, Oprah Winfrey, Annetta Marion
Stand Up To Cancer — Joel Gallen, Gwyneth Paltrow, Nikki Varhely Gillingham, Rick Austin, Emily Wolf
2015 Exceptional Merit In Documentary Filmmaking
Citizenfour — Laura Poitras, Mathilde Bonnefoy, Dirk Wilutzsky
The Great Invisible (Independent Lens) — Margaret Brown, Jason Orans, Julie Goldman, Lois Vossen
Hot Girls Wanted — Ronna Gradus, Rashida Jones, Jill Bauer

2014 Exceptional Merit In Documentary Filmmaking
The Amish: Shunned (American Experience) — Sharon Grimberg, Callie T. Wiser, Mark Samels
Brave Miss World — Cecilia Peck, Motty Reif, Inbal B. Lessner, Lati Grobman, Geralyn Dreyfous
Hillsborough (30 For 30 Soccer Stories) — Connor Schell, John Dahl, John Battsek, Bill Simmons, Daniel Gordon, Deirdre Fenton
Life According To Sam — Sheila Nevins, Nancy Abraham, Sean Fine, Andrea Nix Fine

2013 Exceptional Merit In Documentary Filmmaking
Mea Maxima Culpa: Silence in the House of God — Alex Gibney, Sara Bernstein

2012 Exceptional Merit In Documentary Filmmaking
Have You Heard From Johannesburg (Independent Lens) — Connie Field, Lois Vossen, Sally Jo Fifer
Paradise Lost 3: Purgatory — Sheila Nevins, Joe Berlinger, Jonathan Silberberg, Nancy Abraham
The Amish (American Experience) — Mark Samels, Sharon Grimberg, Callie T. Wiser, David Belton

2011 Exceptional Merit In Nonfiction Filmmaking
Freedom Riders — Stanley Nelson, Laurens Grant, Mark Samels, Sharon Grimberg
Gasland — Trish Adlesic, Josh Fox, Molly Gandour
The Most Dangerous Man In America: Daniel Ellsberg And The Pentagon Papers (POV) — Rick Goldsmith, Judith Ehrlich, Jodie Evans, Sally Jo Fifer
2010 Exceptional Merit In Nonfiction Filmmaking
Brick City — Marc Levin, Mark Benjamin, Forest Whitaker, Mala Chapple
My Lai — Mark Samels, Sharon Grimberg, Susan Bellows, Barak Goodman
Patti Smith: Dream Of Life — Simon Kilmurry, Steven Sebring, Margaret Smilow
Pressure Cooker — Jeff Skoll, Diane Weyermann, Jennifer Grausman
Sergio — Sheila Nevins, Nancy Abraham, Greg Barker, John Battsek, Julie Goldman
The Betrayal (Nerakhoon) — Simon Kilmurry, Cara Mertes, Ellen Kuras, Flora Fernandez-Marengo

2009 Exceptional Merit In Nonfiction Filmmaking
Section 60: Arlington National Cemetery — Sheila Nevins, Jacqueline Glover, Jon Alpert, Matthew O’Neill
The Memory Loss Tapes — Sheila Nevins, Maria Shriver, John Hoffman, Shari Cookson, Nick Doob

2008 Exceptional Merit In Nonfiction Filmmaking
Oswald’s G (American Experience) — Mark Samels, Sharon Grimberg, Robert Stone
Walt Whitman (American Experience) — Mark Samels, Patrick Long, Jamila Wignot, Mark Zwonitzer
White Light/Black Rain — Sheila Nevins, Robert Richter, Steven Okazaki, Sara Bernstein

2007 Exceptional Merit In Nonfiction Filmmaking
Jonestown: The Life And Death Of Peoples Temple (American Experience) — Stanley Nelson, Sharon Grimberg, Mark Samels
Lion In The House (Independent Lens) — Steven Bognar, Julia Reichert, Sally Jo Fifer, Lois Vossen
When The Levees Broke: A Requiem In Four Acts — Sam Pollard, Spike Lee, Sheila Nevins, Jacqueline Glover

2006 Exceptional Merit In Nonfiction Filmmaking
Baghdad ER — Jon Alpert, Joseph Feury, Sheila Nevins, Matthew O’Neill
Combat Diary: The Marines Of Lima Company — Nancy Dubuc, Michael Epstein, Deirdre O’Hearn, Jonathan Yellen
In The Realms Of The Unreal (P.O.V.) — Sally Jo Fifer, Cara Mertes, Sue West, Jessica Yu
Three Days In September — Joe Halderman, Michael McHugh, Peter Van Sant, Michael Vele
Two Days In October (American Experience) — Nick Fraser, Sharon Grimberg, Robert Kenner, Mark Samels
2015 Outstanding Drama Series


Downton Abbey — Gareth Neame, Nigel Marchant, Julian Fellowes, Liz Trubridge, Chris Croucher


Homeland — Alex Gansa, Howard Gordon, Alexander Cary, Chip Johannessen, Lesli Linka Glatter, Meredith Stiehm, Gideon Raff, Avi Nir, Ran Telem, Patrick Harbinson, Michael Klick, Claire Danes, Lauren White

House Of Cards — Beau Willimon, Andrew Davies, Michael Dobbs, Kevin Spacey, Dana Brunetti, Josh Donen, Eric Roth, David Fincher, John David Coles, John Mankiewicz, Robert Zotnowski, Frank Pugliese, Jay Carson, Karen Moore

Mad Men — Matthew Weiner, Scott Hornbacher, Janet Leahy, Semi Chellas, Erin Levy, Jon Hamm, Blake McCormick, Tom Smuts

Orange Is The New Black — Jenji Kohan, Mark A. Burley, Stephen Falk, Sara Hess, Lisa I. Vinnecour, Tara Herrmann, Neri Kyle Tannenbaum

2014 Outstanding Drama Series

Breaking Bad — Vince Gilligan, Mark Johnson, Michelle MacLaren, Melissa Bernstein, Sam Catlin, Peter Gould, George Mastras, Tom Schnauz, Moira Walley-Beckett, Bryan Cranston, Diane Mercer, Steward A. Lyons

Downton Abbey — Gareth Neame, Julian Fellowes, Liz Trubridge, Nigel Marchant, Rupert Ryle-Hodges


House Of Cards — Beau Willimon, Josh Donen, Eric Roth, David Fincher, Kevin Spacey, Dana Brunetti, Andrew Davies, Michael Dobbs, David Manson, John Mankiewicz, Robert Zotnowski, Iain Paterson
Mad Men — Matthew Weiner, Scott Hornbacher, Janet Leahy, Semi Chellas, Erin Levy, Jon Hamm, Blake McCormick, Tom Smuts

**True Detective** — Nic Pizzolatto, Cary Joji Fukunaga, Scott Stephens, Steve Golin, Woody Harrelson, Matthew McConaughey, Richard Brown, Carol Cuddy

### 2013 Outstanding Drama Series

**Breaking Bad** — Vince Gilligan, Mark Johnson, Michelle MacLaren, Melissa Bernstein, Sam Catlin, Peter Gould, George Mastras, Thomas Schnauz, Moira Walley-Beckett, Bryan Cranston, **Diane Mercer**, Stewart A. Lyons

**Downton Abbey** — Gareth Neame, Julian Fellowes, Nigel Marchant, Liz Trubridge


**Homeland** — Alex Gansa

**House of Cards** — David Fincher, Joshua Donen, Eric Roth, Beau Willimon, John Melfi, Kevin Spacey, Dana Brunetti, Lord Michael Dobbs, Andrew Davies, Rick Cleveland, Sarah Treem, Robert Zottowski, Keith Huff, **Karyn McCarthy**

**Mad Men** — Matthew Weiner, Scott Hornbacher, Andre Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton, Janet Leahy, Semi Chellas, Jon Hamm, Blake McCormick, Erin Levy

### 2012 Outstanding Drama Series

**Boardwalk Empire** — Terence Winter, Martin Scorsese, Mark Wahlberg, Stephen Levinson, Tim Van Patten, Eugene Kelly, Howard Korder, Rick Yorn, Joe Iberti

**Breaking Bad** — Vince Gilligan, Mark Johnson, Michelle MacLaren, Melissa Bernstein, Sam Catlin, Peter Gould, George Mastras, I Thomas Schnauz, Moira Walley-Beckett, Bryan Cranston, **Diane Mercer**, Stewart A. Lyons, Tom Schnauz

**Downton Abbey** — Gareth Neame, Julian Fellowes, Rebecca Eaton, Liz Trubridge


**Homeland** — Alex Gansa, Howard Gordon, Michael Cuesta, Gideon Raff, Avi Nir, Ran Tellem, Chip Johannessen, Alexander Cary, Michael Klick, **Meredith Stiehm**, Henry Bromell

**Mad Men** — Matthew Weiner, Scott Hornbacher, Andre Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton, Victor Levin, Jon Hamm, Blake McCormick

### 2011 Outstanding Drama Series

**Boardwalk Empire** — Terence Winter, Martin Scorsese, Mark Wahlberg, Stephen Levinson, Tim Van Patten, Eugene Kelly, Lawrence Konner, Howard Korder, **Margaret Nagle**, Rick Yorn, Rudd Simmons

**Dexter** — John Goldwyn, Sara Colleton, Chip Johannessen, Manny Coto, Scott Buck, Michael C. Hall, Tim Schlattmann, Wendy West, Lauren Gussis, Robert Lloyd Lewis

**Friday Night Lights** — Brian Grazer, David Nevins, Peter Berg, Sarah Aubrey, David Hudgins, Jason Katims, John Cameron, Patrick Massett, John Zinman, Bridget Carpenter, Rolin Jones, Ron Fitzgerald, Michael Waxman, **Kerry Ehrin**, Nan Bernstein Freed

Mad Men — Matthew Weiner, Scott Hornbacher, Andre Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton, Dahvi Waller, Jonathan Abrahams, Dwayne Shatuck, Blake McCormick
The Good Wife — Ridley Scott, Tony Scott, Robert King, Michelle King, David W. Zucker, Brooke Kennedy, Ted Humphrey, Leonard Dick, Keith Eisner, Courtney Kemp Agboh, Corinne Brinkerhoff

2010 Outstanding Drama Series
Breaking Bad — Vince Gilligan, Mark Johnson, Michelle MacLaren, Melissa Bernstein, Sam Catlin, Peter Gould, George Mastras, Thomas Schnauz, Stewart A. Lyons, Tom Schnauz
Lost — Damon Lindelof, J.J. Abrams, Carlton Cuse, Edward Kitsis, Adam Horowitz, Elizabeth Sarnoff, Jack Bender, Bryan Burk, Jean Higgins, Paul Zbyszewski, Melinda Hsu Taylor, Ra’uf Glasgow
Mad Men — Matthew Weiner, Scott Hornbacher, Lisa Albert, Blake McCormick, Dwayne Shatuck
The Good Wife — Robert King, Michelle King, Ridley Scott, Tony Scott, David W. Zucker, Brooke Kennedy, Todd Ellis Kessler, Ted Humphrey
True Blood — Alan Ball, Gregg Fienberg, Nancy Oliver, Alexander Woo, Mark McNair

2009 Outstanding Drama Series
Big Love — Mark V. Olsen, Will Scheffer, Tom Hanks, Gary Goetzman, David Knoller, Bernadette Caulfield, Steve Turner
Breaking Bad — Vince Gilligan, Mark Johnson, Melissa Bernstein, Stewart A. Lyons, Karen Moore
Damages — Todd A. Kessler, Glenn Kessler, Daniel Zelman, Aaron Zelman, Mark Baker
Dexter — John Goldwyn, Sara Colleton, Clyde Phillips, Charles H. Eglee, Melissa Rosenberg, Scott Buck, Robert Lloyd Lewis, Tim Schlattmann
House — Paul Attanasio, Katie Jacobs, David Shore, Bryan Singer, Thomas L. Moran, Russel Friend, Garrett Lerner, Hugh Laurie, Gerrit van der Meer, Deran Sarafian, Doris Egan, Eli Attie, Peter Blake, Leonard Dick, Lawrence Kaplow, Liz Friedman, David Foster, David Hoselton, Marcy G. Kaplan
Mad Men — Matthew Weiner, Scott Hornbacher, Andre Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton, Lisa Albert

2008 Outstanding Drama Series
Boston Legal — David E. Kelley, Bill D’Elia, Mike Listo, Lawrence Broch, Steve Robin, Janet Knutsen
Damages — Todd A. Kessler, Glenn Kessler, Daniel Zelman, Mark Baker
Dexter — John Goldwyn, Sara Colleton, Clyde Phillips, Daniel Cerone, Melissa Rosenberg, Scott Buck, Robert Lloyd Lewis
House — Paul Attanasio, Katie Jacobs, David Shore, Bryan Singer, Russel Friend, Garrett Lerner, Thomas L. Moran, Gerrit van der Meer, Peter Blake, Eli Attie, Doris Egan, Deran Sarafian, Marcy G. Kaplan, Leonard Dick

Mad Men — Matthew Weiner, Tom Palmer, Scott Hornbacher, Lisa Albert, Andre Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton

2007 Outstanding Drama Series

Boston Legal — David E. Kelley, Bill D’Elia, Janet Leahy, Mike Listo, Steve Robin, Janet Knutsen McCann

Grey’s Anatomy — Shonda Rhimes, Betsy Beers, Mark Gordon, Peter Horton, Krista Vernoff, Mark Wilding, Allan Heinberg, Joan Rater, Tony Phelan, Rob Corn, Debora Cahn, Kip Koenig, Linda Klein

Heroes — Tim Kring, Dennis Hammer, Allan Arkush, Greg Beeman, Jesse Alexander, Jeph Loeb, Michael Green, Bryan Fuller, Natalie Chaidez, Jim Chory, Adam Armus, Kay Foster

House — David Shore, Katie Jacobs, Paul Attanasio, Bryan Singer, Daniel Sackheim, Russel Friend, Garrett Lerner, Thomas L. Moran, Doris Egan, Lawrence Kaplow, Gerrit van der Meer, Peter Blake, Leonard Dick

The Sopranos — David Chase, Brad Grey, Ilene S. Landress, Terence Winter, Matthew Weiner, Henry J. Bronchtein, Diane Frolov, Andrew Schneider, Martin Bruestle, Gianna Maria Smart

2006 Outstanding Drama Series

24 — Jon Cassar, Robert Cochran, Manny Coto, David Fury, Howard Gordon, Brian Grazer, Evan Katz, Michael Klick, Stephen Kronish, Michael Loceff, Joel Surnow, Kiefer Sutherland, Brad Turner

Grey’s Anatomy — Betsy Beers, Rob Corn, Mark Gordon, Peter Horton, Kip Koenig, Jim Parriott, Tony Phelan, Joan Rater, Shonda Rhimes, Mimi Schmir, Gabrielle Stanton, Krista Vernoff, Harry Werksman, Mark Wilding

House — Paul Attanasio, Doris Egan, Russel Friend, Katie Jacobs, Lawrence Kaplow, Garrett Lerner, Thomas L. Moran, David Semel, David Shore, Bryan Singer, Gerrit van der Meer, Matt Witten

The Sopranos — Henry J. Bronchtein, Martin Bruestle, David Chase, Diane Frolov, Brad Grey, Ilene S. Landress, Andrew Schneider, Gianna Maria Smart, Matthew Weiner, Terence Winter

The West Wing — Eli Attie, Debora Cahn, Alex Graves, Kristin Harms, Michael Hisssrich, Christopher Misiano, Peter Noah, Lawrence O’Donnell, Jr., Andrew Stearn, Patrick Ward, John Wells
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Special 2006-2015*

*Prior to 2013, this category was called “Outstanding Nonfiction Special.”
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Special
The Case Against 8 — Sheila Nevins, Sara Bernstein, Ben Cotner, Ryan White
Going Clear: Scientology And The Prison Of Belief — Chris Wilson, Sheila Nevins, Sara Bernstein, Alex Gibney, Lawrence Wright, Kristen Vauro
Kurt Cobain: Montage Of Heck — Frances Bean Cobain, David Byrnes, Lawrence Mestel, Sheila Nevins, Sara Bernstein, Senior Brett Morgen, Danielle Renfrew Behrens
Sinatra: All Or Nothing At All — Frank Marshall, Blair Foster, Alex Gibney, Sharon Hall, Andrew Kosove, Broderick Johnson, Charles Pignone, Jeff Pollack, Erin Edeiken, Sam Pollard
Virunga — Leonardo DiCaprio, Howard G. Buffett, Maxyne Franklin, Jess Search, Jon Drev er, Orlando von Einsiedel, Joanna Natasegara

2014 Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Special
JFK (American Experience) — Mark Samels, Sharon Grimberg, Senior Susan Bellows
Paycheck To Paycheck: The Life And Times Of Katrina Gilbert — Sheila Nevins, Maria Shriver, Nancy Abraham, Senior Sascha Weiss, Shari Cookson, Nick Doob
Running From Crazy — Erica Forstadt, Mariel Hemingway, Barbara Kopple, Lisa Erspamer, Oprah Winfrey, David Cassidy
The Square — Jodie Evans, Lekha Singh, Sarah Johnson, Mike Lerner, Gavin Dougan, Karim Amer, Jehane Noujaim
Whoopi Goldberg Presents Moms Mabley — Whoopi Goldberg, Tom Leonardis, George Schlatter

2013 Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Special
All The President’s Men Revisited — Robert Redford, Andrew Lack, Laura Michalchyshyn, Nancy Daniels, Denise Contis, Peter Schnall
Crossfire Hurricane — Mick Jagger, Victoria Pearman
Death And The Civil War (American Experience) — Mark Samels, Sharon Grimberg, Ric Burns, Robin Espinola, Bonnie Lafave
Ethel — Sheila Nevins, Nancy Abraham, Rory Kennedy, Jack Youngelson
Manhunt: The Inside Story Of The Hunt For Bin Laden — Sheila Nevins, Nancy Abraham, John Battsek, Julie Goldman, Greg Barker
2012 Outstanding Nonfiction Special

6 Days To Air: The Making Of South Park — Arthur Bradford, Jennifer Ollman
Bobby Fischer Against The World — Sheila Nevins, Dan Cogan, Liz Garbus, Stanley Buchthal, Rory Kennedy, Matthew Justus, Nancy Abraham
George Harrison: Living In The Material World — Margaret Bodde, Emma Tillinger Koskoff, Blair Foster, Olivia Harrison, Nigel Sinclair, Martin Scorcese
Gloria: In Her Own Words — Dyllan McGee, Jacqueline Glover, Peter Kunhardt, Sheila Nevins
Paul Simon's Graceland Journey: Under African Skies — Molly Thompson, David McKillop, Robert Debitetto, Eddie Simon, Jon Kamen, Justin Wilkes, Joe Berlinger

2011 Outstanding Nonfiction Special

Becoming Chaz — Fenton Bailey, Randy Barbato, Chaz Bono
Gettysburg — Ridley Scott, Tony Scott, Mary Lisio, Mark Herzog, David McKillop, Mary E. Donahue, Julian P. Hobbs, Ben Fox, Christopher G. Cowen
His Way — Steven Soderbergh, Audrey Rosenberg, Graydon Carter, Alan Polsky, Gabe Polsky
Jaws: The Inside Story — Thomas Moody, Peter Tarshis, Kevin Bachar, Amelia Hanibelsz, Georgia Manukas
Stand Up To Cancer — Laura Ziskin, Pamela Oas Williams, Michael B. Seligman

2010 Outstanding Nonfiction Special

Believe: The Eddie Izzard Story — Max Burgos, John Gore, James Goddard, Sarah Townsend
By The People: The Election Of Barack Obama — Amy Rice, Alicia Sams, Edward Norton, Stuart Blumberg, William Migliore
Johnny Mercer: The Dream's On Me — Clint Eastwood, Bruce Ricker
Saturday Night Live In The 2000s: Time And Again — Ken Aymong, Ken Bowser, Declan Baldwin
Teddy: In His Own Words — Dyllan McGee, Jacqueline Glover, Peter Kunhardt, Sheila Nevins
The Simpsons: 20th Anniversary Special — In 3-D! On Ice! — Morgan Spurlock, Jeremy Chilnick

2009 Outstanding Nonfiction Special

102 Minutes That Changed America — Greg Jacobs, Jon Siskel, Susan Werbe, Nicole Rittenmeyer
Farrah's Story — Alexandra Gleysteen, Craig Nevius, Farrah Fawcett, Robert Dean, Alana Stewart
Michael J. Fox: Adventures Of An Incurable Optimist — Michael J. Fox, Nelle Fortenberry, Rudy Bednar
Roman Polanski: Wanted And Desired — Steven Soderbergh, Randy Wooten, Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, Lila Yacoub, Marina Zenovich
The Alzheimer's Project: Momentum In Science (Parts 1 & 2) — Sheila Nevins, Maria Shriver, John Hoffman, Susan Froemke
2008 Outstanding Nonfiction Special
AFI’s 100 Years...100 Movies — 10th Anniversary Edition — Gary Smith, Frederick S. Pierce, Dann Netter, Bob Gazzale
Alive Day Memories: Home From Iraq — Sheila Nevins, James Gandolfini, Alexandra Ryan, Sara Bernstein, Ellen Goosenberg Kent, Jon Alpert, Matthew O’Neill
Autism: The Musical — Jonathan Murray, Janet Grillo, Kristen Stills, Nancy Abraham, Perrin Chiles, Tricia Regan, Sasha Alpert
Pioneers Of Television — Late Night: Johnny, Jack, Steve, And Merv — Steven J Boettcher, Michael J. Trinklein
The Pixar Story — Leslie Iwerks

2007 Outstanding Nonfiction Special
AFI’s 100 Years...100 Cheers: America’s Most Inspiring Movies — Gary Smith, Frederick S. Pierce, Dann Netter, Bob Gazzale
Blood Diamonds — Margaret G. Kim, Bill Brummel, June Molgaard
Brando — Tom Brown, Leslie Greif, Mimi Freedman, Joanne Rubino, Melissa Roller
Ghosts Of Abu Ghraib — Rory Kennedy, Liz Garbus, Jack Youngelson, Diana Barrett, Sheila Nevins, Nancy Abraham
Star Wars: The Legacy Revealed — Kevin Burns, Elizabeth Dietrich Segarra, Jim Ward, Tom Warner, Kim Sheerin, Scott Hartford, Steven Smith, David Comtois

2006 Outstanding Nonfiction Special
All Aboard! Rosie’s Family Cruise — Shari Cookson, John Hoffman, Sheila Nevins, Kelli O’Donnell, Rosie O’Donnell
How William Shatner Changed The World — Malcolm Clark, Alan Handel, Susan Werbe
Inside 9/11 — Colette Beaudry, Michael Cascio, Bernard Dudek, Alex Flaster, Lance Hori, Rachel Milton, Nicole Rittenmeyer, Jonathan Towers
Rome: Engineering An Empire — Christopher Cassel, Dolores Gavin, Bill Hunt, Vincent Kralyevich, Kristine Sabat
Stardust: The Bette Davis Story — Tom Brown, George Feltenstein, Peter Jones, Roger Mayer, Melissa Roller, Brian Tessier
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Series 2006-2015*

*Prior to 2013, this category was called “Outstanding Nonfiction Series.”
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Series
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Michael Kantor, Junko Tsunashima, Julie Sacks, Series
Robert Trachtenberg
Cancer: The Emperor Of All Maladies — Ken Burns, Dalton Delan, David Sterling Thompson, Pamela Oas Williams, Laura Ziskin, Barak Goodman
The Jinx: The Life And Deaths Of Robert Durst — Jason Blum, Marc Smerling, Andrew Jarecki, Zac Stuart-Pontier
The Roosevelts: An Intimate History — Ken Burns, Paul Barnes, Pam Tubridy Baucum
The Sixties — Tom Hanks, Gary Goetzman, Mark Herzog, Christopher G. Cowen, Kirk Sadowski, Dan Partland, Stephen J. Morrison

2014 Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Series
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Julie Sacks, Junko Tsunashima, Dori Berinstein
Pioneers Of Television — Michael J. Trinklein, Steven J. Boettcher
The World Wars — Stephen David, Russ McCarroll, Paul Cabana, Elaine Frontain Bryant, Tim W. Kelly, Shirley Escott, David C. White
33 Years Of Living Dangerously — Joel Bach, David Gelber, Daniel Abbasi, James Cameron, Jerry Weintraub, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Solly Granatstein, Jennifer Latham, Adam Bolt, Senior Jacob Kornbluth

2013 Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Series
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Julie Sacks, Prudence Glass, Jessica Levin
The Abolitionists (American Experience) — Sharon Grimberg, Mark Samels, Rob Rapley
The Men Who Built America — Stephen David, Tim W. Kelly, Dirk Hoogstra, Russ McCarroll, Paul Cabana, Randy Counsman, David C. White
Through The Wormhole With Morgan Freeman — Producing Team*
Vice — Bill Maher, Shane Smith, Eddy Moretti, BJ Levin, Jonah Kaplan, Jason Mojica, Brendan Fitzgerald
2012 Outstanding Nonfiction Series
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Robert B. Weide, Erik Gordon, Andrew Karsch, Michael Peyser, Brett Ratner, Fisher Stevens
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations — Chris Collins, Lydia Tenaglia, Anthony Bourdain, Sandra Zweig, Stone Roberts, Tom Vitale
Frozen Planet — Alastair Fothergill, Susan Winslow, Vanessa Berlowitz
Inside The Actors Studio — James Lipton, Frances Berwick, Christian Barcellos, Shawn Tesser, Jeff Wurtz
The Weight Of The Nation — Sheila Nevins, John Hoffman, Dan Chaykin, Sarah Teale

2011 Outstanding Nonfiction Series
30 For 30 — John Dahl, Connor Schell, Bill Simmons, Joan Lynch, John Skipper, John Walsh, Keith Clinkscales
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Stanley Buchthal, Michael Cohl, Prudence Glass, Julie Sacks, Michael Epstein, Jessica Levin
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations — Lydia Tenaglia, Christopher Collins, Anthony Bourdain, Stone Roberts, Tom Vitale
Biography — Judith Belushi Pisano, Peter Tarshis, Thomas Moody, Kevin Bachar, Amelia Hanibelsz, Joey Allen, Rob Goldberg
Moguls & Movie Stars — Bill Haber, Jon Wilkman
Pioneers Of Television — Michael J. Trinklein, Steven J Boettcher

2010 Outstanding Nonfiction Series
American Experience — Mark Samels, Sharon Grimberg, Susan Bellows, Ric Burns, Mary Recine, Bonnie Lafave, Robin Espinola
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Prudence Glass, Julie Sacks, John Beug, Jeffrey Jampol, Dick Wolf, Peter Jankowski
Deadliest Catch — Thom Beers, Jeff Conroy, Paul Gasek, Tracy Rudolph, Matt Renner, Ethan Prochnik, Eric Lange
Life — Catherine McCarthy, Michael Gunton, Susan Winslow, Paul Spillenger, Martha Holmes
Monty Python: Almost The Truth (The Lawyer’s Cut) — Christine Lubrano, Harold Groenthal, George Lentz, Andrew Winter, Bill Jones, Ben Timlett
The National Parks: America’s Best Idea — Ken Burns, Dayton Duncan

2009 Outstanding Nonfiction Series
American Experience — Mark Samels, Nick Fraser, Susan Bellows, David Grubin
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Prudence Glass, Julie Sacks, Judy Kinberg
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations — Myleeta Aga, Christopher Collins, Lydia Tenaglia, Paul Cabana
Biography — Gary Cohen, Peter Tarshis, Eliza Kurtz
Deadliest Catch — Thom Beers, Paul Gasek, Tracy Rudolph, Matt Renner, Ethan Prochnik
This American Life — This American Life Producing Team*
2008 Outstanding Nonfiction Series
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Prudence Glass, Julie Sacks, Jim Brown, Michael Cohl, William Eigen

Biography — Gregory Hall, Peter Tarshis, Barbara Hall

Deadliest Catch — Thom Beers, Paul Gasek, Jeff Conroy, Tracy Rudolph, Matt Renner, Lisa Tanzer, Ethan Prochnik

Inside The Actors Studio — James Lipton, Frances Berwick, Christian Barcellos, Sabrina Fodor, Jeff Wurtz

This American Life — The Producing Team

2007 Outstanding Nonfiction Series
American Masters — Susan Lacy, Prudence Glass, Julie Sacks, Donald Rosenfeld, Daniel Wolf, Ric Burns, Peter Brant, Larry Gagosian, Diane Von Furstenberg

Biography — Kevin Burns, Deirdre O’Hearn, Kim Sheerin, Steven Smith, Andrew Berg, David Silver, Rick Hull, Dave Hoffman


Inside The Actors Studio — James Lipton, Frances Berwick, Christian Barcellos, Sabrina Fodor, Jeff Wurtz

Planet Earth — Maureen Lemire, Alastair Fothergil, Mark Linfield

2006 Outstanding Nonfiction Series
10 Days That Unexpectedly Changed America — Sidney Beaumont, Joe Berlinger, Greg Schultz, Susan Werbe

American Masters — Prudence Glass, Susan Lacy, Jeff Rosen, Julie Sacks, Martin Scorsese, Nigel Sinclair, Anthony Wall

Biography — Kevin Burns, Deirdre O’Hearn, Kim Sheerin, Gary Simson, Steven Smith

Deadliest Catch — Thom Beers, Jeff Conroy, James Patrick Costello II, Tracy Green, Nathanial Havholm, Larry Law, Brian Lovett, Monica Martino, David McKillop, Chris Nee, Johnny Petillo, Ethan Prochnik, Doug Stanley, Todd Stanley

Inside The Actors Studio — Christian Barcellos, Frances Berwick, Sabrina Fodor, James Lipton, Jeff Wurtz
2015 Outstanding Comedy Series

Louie — Louis C.K., M. Blair Breard, Dave Becky, Adam Escott, Pamela Adlon, Vernon Chatman, Steven Wright, John Skidmore

Modern Family — Christopher Lloyd, Steven Levitan, Paul Corrigan, Brad Walsh, Danny Zuker, Abraham Higginbotham, Jeffrey Richman, Jeff Morton, Elaine Ko, Megan Ganz, Vali Chandrasekaran, Stephen Lloyd, Rick Wiener, Kenny Schwartz, Chuck Tatham, Chris Smirnoff, Sally Young

Parks And Recreation — Greg Daniels, Michael Schur, Howard Klein, David Miner, Morgan Sackett, Dean Holland, Alan Yang, Harris Wittels, Donick Cary, Matt Murray, Aisha Muharrar, Dave King, David Hyman, Amy Poehler

Silicon Valley — Mike Judge, Alec Berg, John Altschuler, Dave Krinsky, Michael Rotenberg, Tom Lassally, Dan O’Keefe, Executive Clay Tarver, Sonny Lee, Ron Weiner, Carrie Kemper, Jim Kleverweis

Transparent — Jill Soloway, Andrea Sperling, Bridget Bedard, Victor Hsu, Rick Rosenthal, Nisha Ganatra

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt — Jeff Richmond, David Miner, Jack Burditt, Tina Fey, Robert Carlock, Allison Silverman, Eric Gurian, Dan Rubin, Lon Zimmet, Sam Means, Dara Schnapper, Jerry Kupfer

Veep — Armando Iannucci, Christopher Godsick, Frank Rich, Chris Addison, Simon Blackwell, Tony Roche, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Stephanie Laing, Bill Hill

2014 Outstanding Comedy Series

The Big Bang Theory — Chuck Lorre, Steven Molaro, Bill Prady, Dave Goetsch, Eric Kaplan, Jim Reynolds, Steve Holland, Maria Ferrari, Faye Oshima Belyeu, Peter Chakos, Kristy Cecil

Louie — Louis C.K., M. Blair Breard, Dave Becky, Adam Escott, Pamela Adlon, Vernon Chatman, Steven Wright

Modern Family — Steve Levitan, Christopher Lloyd, Dan O’Shannon, Paul Corrigan, Brad Walsh, Bill Wrubel, Danny Zuker, Jeffrey Richman, Abraham Higginbotham, Jeff Morton, Ben Karlin, Elaine Ko, Megan Ganz, Chris Smirnoff, Sally Young

Orange Is The New Black — Jenji Kohan, Sara Hess, Michael Trim, Lisa I. Vinnecour, Gary Lennon, Neri Kyle Tannenbaum, Mark A. Burley
Silicon Valley — Mike Judge, Alec Berg, John Altschuler, Dave Krinsky, Michael Rotenberg, Tom Lassally, Jim Klevwerweis


2013 Outstanding Comedy Series

30 Rock — Tina Fey, Robert Carlock, Marc Klein, David Miner, Jeff Richmond, Jack Burditt, Lorne Michaels, Matt Hubbard, Josh Siegal, Dylan Morgan, Luke Del Tredici, Alec Baldwin, Colleen McGuinness, Tracey Wigfield, Jerry Kupfer

Girls — Lena Dunham, Judd Apatow, Jenni Konner, Ilene S. Landress, Bruce Eric Kaplan

Louie — Louis C.K., M. Blair Beard, Tony Hernandez, Dave Becky, Vernon Chatman

Modern Family — Steven Levitan, Christopher Lloyd, Danny Zuker, Dan O’Shannon, Bill Wrubel, Paul Corrigan, Brad Walsh, Jeffrey Richman, Abraham Higginbotham, Jeff Morton, Ben Karlin, Elaine Ko, Chris Smirnoff

The Big Bang Theory — Chuck Lorre, Steven Molaro, Bill Prady, Dave Goetsch, Eric Kaplan, Jim Reynolds, Steve Holland, Eddie Gorodetsky, Faye Oshima Belyeu, Peter Chakos, Maria Ferrari

Veep — Armando Iannucci, Christopher Godsick, Frank Rich, Simon Blackwell, Tony Roche, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Stephanie Laing

2012 Outstanding Comedy Series

30 Rock — Lorne Michaels, Tina Fey, Robert Carlock, Marc Klein, David Miner, Jeff Richmond, John Riggi, Ron Weiner, Matt Hubbard, Kay Cannon, Vali Chandrasekaran, Josh Siegal, Dylan Morgan, Luke Del Tredici, Jerry Kupfer, Alec Baldwin, Irene Burns

Curb Your Enthusiasm — Larry David, Jeff Garlin, Gavin Polone, Alec Berg, David Mandel, Jeff Schaffer, Larry Charles, Tim Gibbons, Erin O’Malley, Laura Streicher

Girls — Lena Dunham, Judd Apatow, Jenni Konner, Ilene S. Landress, Bruce Eric Kaplan

Modern Family — Steven Levitan, Christopher Lloyd, Danny Zuker, Dan O’Shannon, Bill Wrubel, Paul Corrigan, Brad Walsh, Jeff Morton, Jeffrey Richman, Abraham Higginbotham, Cindy Chupack, Chris Smirnoff

The Big Bang Theory — Chuck Lorre, Bill Prady, Steven Molaro, Dave Goetsch, Eric Kaplan, Jim Reynolds, Steve Holland, Peter Chakos, Maria Ferrari, Faye Oshima Belyeu

Veep — Armando Iannucci, Christopher Godsick, Frank Rich, Simon Blackwell, Tony Roche, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Stephanie Laing

2011 Outstanding Comedy Series

30 Rock — Lorne Michaels, Tina Fey, Robert Carlock, Marc Klein, David Miner, Jeff Richmond, John Riggi, Ron Weiner, Jack Burditt, Matt Hubbard, Alec Baldwin, Kay Cannon, Vali Chandrasekaran, Don Scardino, Josh Siegal, Dylan Morgan, Irene Burns, Jerry Kupfer

Glee — Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk, Dante Di Loreto, Ian Brennan, Bradley Buecker, Alexis Martin Woodall, Kenneth Silverstein, Michael Novick

Modern Family — Steven Levitan, Christopher Lloyd, Jeff Morton, Danny Zuker, Dan O’Shannon, Bill Wrubel, Paul Corrigan, Brad Walsh, Ilana Wernick, Jeffrey Richman, Abraham Higginbotham

Parks and Recreation — Greg Daniels, Michael Schur, Howard Klein, David Miner, Dan Goor, Amy Poehler, Emily Spivey, Morgan Sackett
The Big Bang Theory — Chuck Lorre, Bill Prady, Steven Molaro, Lee Aronsohn, Dave Goetsch, Eric Kaplan, Jim Reynolds, Peter Chakos, Steve Holland, Faye Oshima Belyeu

2010 Outstanding Comedy Series
30 Rock — Lorne Michaels, Tina Fey, Marci Klein, David Miner, Robert Carlock, John Riggi, Ron Weiner
Curb Your Enthusiasm — Larry David, Jeff Garlin, Gavin Polone, Alec Berg, David Mandel, Jeff Schaffer, Tim Gibbons, Erin O’Malley
Glee — Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk, Ian Brennan, Dante Di Loreto, Bradley Buecker, Alexis Martin Woodall, Kenneth Silverstein
Modern Family — Steven Levitan, Christopher Lloyd, Jason Winer, Jeff Morton, Danny Zuker, Dan O’Shannon, Bill Wrubel, Paul Corrigan, Brad Walsh
Nurse Jackie — Linda Wallem, Liz Brixius, Caryn Mandabach, Christine Zander, Mark Hudis, Rick Cleveland, Bari Halle

2009 Outstanding Comedy Series
30 Rock — Lorne Michaels, Tina Fey, Marci Klein, David Miner, Robert Carlock, John Riggi, Jack Burditt, Ron Weiner, Matt Hubbard, Jeff Richmond, Don Scardino, Jerry Kupfer
Entourage — Doug Ellin, Stephen Levinson, Rob Weiss, Denis Biggs, Mark Wahlberg, Mark Mylod, Lori Jo Nemhauser, Ally Musika, Wayne Carmona
Flight of The Conchords — Stu Smiley, James Bobin, Troy Miller, Jemaine Clement, Bret McKenzie, Tracey Baird, Anna Dokoza
How I Met Your Mother — Carter Bays, Craig Thomas, Pamela Fryman, Greg Malins, Stephen Lloyd, Chris Harris, Chuck Tatham, Suzy Mamann Greenberg, Jamie Rhonheimer, Kourtney Kang, Theresa Mulligan
The Office — Greg Daniels, Ben Silverman, Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant, Howard Klein, Paul Lieberstein, Jennifer Celotta, Teri Weinberg, B.J. Novak, Mindy Kaling, Lee Eisenberg, Gene Stupnitsky, Paul Feig, Aaron Shure, Steve Carell, Justin Spitzer, Jake Aust, Randy Cordray
Weeds — Jenji Kohan, Roberto Benabib, Craig Zisk, Mark A. Burley, Matthew Salsberg, Rolin Jones
2008 Outstanding Comedy Series

30 Rock — Lorne Michaels, Tina Fey, Marci Klein, David Miner, Robert Carlock, John Riggi, Jack Burditt, Jeff Richmond, Don Scardino, Jerry Kupfer

Curb Your Enthusiasm — Larry David, Jeff Garlin, Gavin Polone, Alec Berg, David Mandel, Jeff Schaffer, Tim Gibbons, Erin O’Malley

Entourage — Mark Wahlberg, Stephen Levinson, Doug Ellin, Rob Weiss, Denis Biggs, Brian Burns, Lori Jo Nemhauser, Wayne Carmona, Dusty Kay

The Office — Greg Daniels, Ben Silverman, Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant, Howard Klein, Paul Lieberstein, Michael Schur, Jennifer Celotta, Kent Zbornak, Teri Weinberg, B.J. Novak, Mindy Kaling, Lee Eisenberg, Gene Stupnitsky, Steve Carell

Two And A Half Men — Chuck Lorre, Lee Aronsohn, Eric Tannenbaum, Kim Tannenbaum, Mark Burg, Oren Koules, Don Foster, Eddie Gorodetsky, Susan Beavers, Mark Roberts, Jim Patterson, Michael Collier

2007 Outstanding Comedy Series

30 Rock — Lorne Michaels, Tina Fey, David Miner, JoAnn Alfano, Marci Klein, Robert Carlock, Jack Burditt, John Riggi, Brett Baer, Dave Finkel, Adam Bernstein, Jeff Richmond, Jerry Kupfer

Entourage — Mark Wahlberg, Stephen Levinson, Doug Ellin, Rob Weiss, Julian Farino, Marc Abrams, Michael Benson, Denis Biggs, Brian Burns, Lori Jo Nemhauser, Wayne Carmona

The Office — Ben Silverman, Greg Daniels, Ricky Gervais, Stephen Merchant, Howard Klein, Paul Lieberstein, Jennifer Celotta, Mike Schur, Kent Zbornak, Teri Weinberg, B.J. Novak, Mindy Kaling

Two And A Half Men — Chuck Lorre, Lee Aronsohn, Eric Tannenbaum, Kim Tannenbaum, Mark Burg, Oren Koules, Don Foster, Eddie Gorodetsky, Susan Beavers, Mark Roberts, Michael Collier, Jim Patterson

Ugly Betty — Silvio Horta, Marco Pennette, Jim Parriott, Ben Silverman, Jim Hayman, Salma Hayek, Jose Tamez, Teri Weinberg, Sheila Lawrence, Oliver Goldstick, Alice West, Henry A. Myers, Harry Werksman, Gabrielle Stanton

2006 Outstanding Comedy Series

Arrested Development — John Amodeo, Richard Day, Brian Grazer, Ron Howard, Mitchell Hurwitz, Dean Lorey, David Nevins, Tom Saunders, Chuck Tatham, Jim Vallely, Ron Weiner

Curb Your Enthusiasm — Larry Charles, Larry David, Jeff Garlin, Tim Gibbons, Erin O’Malley, Gavin Polone, Robert B. Weide


The Office — Greg Daniels, Ricky Gervais, Howard Klein, Paul Lieberstein, Stephen Merchant, Michael Schur, Ben Silverman, Kent Zbornak

Two And A Half Men — Lee Aronsohn, Susan Beavers, Mark Burg, Michael Collier, Don Foster, Eddie Gorodetsky, Oren Koules, Chuck Lorre, Mark Roberts, Eric Tannenbaum, Kim Tannenbaum
2015 Outstanding Children's Program

Alan Alda And The Actor Within You: A YoungArts Masterclass — Sheila Nevins, Lin Arison, Jacqueline Glover, Karen Goodman, Kirk Simon

Degrassi — Stephen Stohn, Sarah Glinski, Linda Schuyler, Matt Huether, Stephanie Williams, Stefan Brogren, David Lowe

Dog With A Blog — Michael B. Kaplan, Jim Hope, Jessica Kaminsky, Leo Clarke

Girl Meets World — Michael Jacobs, Frank Pace, Mark Blutman, Jeff Menell, Matthew Nelson

Nick News With Linda Ellerbee: Coming Out — Linda Ellerbee, Rolfe Tessem, Wally Berger, Mark Lyons, Martin Toub

2014 Outstanding Children's Program

Degrassi — Linda Schuyler, Stephen Stohn, Sarah Glinski, Matt Huether, Stephanie Williams, Stefan Brogren, David Lowe

Dog With A Blog — Michael B. Kaplan, Jim Hope, Leo Clarke

Good Luck Charlie — Dan Staley, Drew Vaupen, Phil Baker, Christopher Vane, Erika Kaestle, Patrick McCarthy, Jim Gerkin, Pixie Wespiser

Nick News With Linda Ellerbee — Family Secrets: When Violence Hits Home — Linda Ellerbee, Rolfe Tessem, Wally Berger, Mark Lyons, Martin Toub

One Last Hug: Three Days At Grief Camp — Sheila Nevins, Sara Bernstein, Greg DeHart, Paul Freedman

Wynton Marsalis — A YoungArts Masterclass — Sheila Nevins, Lin Arison, Jackie Glover, Karen Goodman, Kirk Simon

2013 Outstanding Children’s Program

A YoungArts Masterclass — Sheila Nevins, Lin Arison, Jackie Glover, Karen Goodman, Kirk Simon

Good Luck Charlie — Dan Staley, Phil Baker, Drew Vaupen, Christopher Vane, Erika Kaestle, Patrick McCarthy, Jim Gerkin, Pixie Wespiser

iCarly — Dan Schneider, Robin Weiner, Joe Catania, Jake Farrow, Bruce Rand Berman


The Weight Of The Nation For Kids: Quiz Ed! — Sheila Nevins, John Hoffman, Shari Cookson, Nick Doob
2012 Outstanding Children’s Program
Degrassi — Linda Schuyler, Stephen Stohn, Brendon Yorke, Sarah Glinski, Stephanie Williams, Stefan Brogren, David Lowe
Good Luck Charlie — Dan Staley, Drew Vaupen, Phil Baker, Christopher Vane, Erika Kaestle, Patrick McCarthy, Pixie Wespiser
iCarly — Dan Schneider, Robin Weiner, Joe Catania, Jake Farrow, Matt Fleckenstein, Bruce Rand Berman
Victorious — Dan Schneider, Warren Bell, Robin Weiner, Joe Catania, Bruce Rand Berman, Matt Fleckenstein
Wizards Of Waverly Place — Ben Montanio, Vince Cheung, Todd J. Greenwald, Gigi McCreery, Perry Rein, Richard Goodman, Greg A. Hampson

2011 Outstanding Children’s Program
A Child’s Garden of Poetry — Sheila Nevins, Jacqueline Glover, Amy Schatz, Beth Aala, Beth Levison
Degrassi — Linda Schuyler, Stephen Stohn, Brendon Yorke, Stephanie Williams, David Lowe, Stefan Brogren
iCarly — Dan Schneider, Robin Weiner, George Doty IV, Joe Catania, Bruce Rand Berman
Victorious — Dan Schneider, Robin Weiner, Joe Catania, Bruce Rand Berman
Wizards of Waverly Place — Todd J. Greenwald, Vince Cheung, Ben Montanio, Gigi McCreery, Perry Rein, Richard Goodman, Greg A. Hampson

2010 Outstanding Children’s Program
Hannah Montana — Michael Poryes, Steven Peterman, Douglas Lieblein, Andrew Green, Richard G. King
iCarly — Dan Schneider, Robin Weiner, Joe Catania, Bruce Rand Berman
Jonas — Michael Curtis, Roger S. H. Schulman, Ivan Menchell, Greg A. Hampson
Wizards of Waverly Place — Peter Murrieta, Todd J. Greenwald, Vince Cheung, Ben Montanio, Gigi McCreery, Perry Rein, Greg A. Hampson
Wizards of Waverly Place: The Movie — Peter Murrieta, Kevin Lafferty

2009 Outstanding Children’s Program
Hannah Montana — Michael Poryes, Steven Peterman, Douglas Lieblein, Andrew Green, Richard G. King
iCarly — Dan Schneider, Robin Weiner, Bruce Rand Berman, Joe Catania
Wizards of Waverly Place — Todd J. Greenwald, Peter Murrieta, Vince Cheung, Ben Montanio, Matt Goldman, Greg A. Hampson

2008 Outstanding Children’s Program
Classical Baby (I’m Grown Up Now): The Poetry Show — Sheila Nevins, Dolores Morris, Amy Schatz, Beth Aala
Hannah Montana — Michael Poryes, Steven Peterman, Sally Lapiduss, Douglas Lieblein, Richard G. King
High School Musical 2 Bill Borden, Barry Rosenbush, Don Schain
Nick News With Linda Ellerbee: The Untouchable Kids of India — Linda Ellerbee, Rolfe Tessem, Josh Veselka, Mark Lyons, Wally Berger
The Suite Life of Zack And Cody — Danny Kallis, Irene Dreayer, Pamela Eells O’Connell, Jim Geoghan, Walter Barnett

2007 Outstanding Children’s Program
Hannah Montana — Michael Poryes, Steven Peterman, Sally Lapiduss, Douglas Lieblein, Richard G. King
Nick News With Linda Ellerbee: Private Worlds: Kids And Autism - Rolfe Tessem, Mark Lyons, Martin Toub, Kara Pothier, Wally Berger
That’s So Raven — Marc Warren, Dennis Rinsler, Patty Gary-Cox, Michael Carrington, Michael Feldman
The Suite Life of Zack & Cody — Danny Kallis, Irene Dreayer, Pamela Eells O’Connell, Jim Geoghan, Walter Barnett
When Parents Are Deployed — Christina Delfico, Joseph Pipher

2006 Outstanding Children’s Program
Classical Baby 2 — Sabina Barach, Beth Levison, Dolores Morris, Sheila Nevins, Amy Schatz
High School Musical — Bill Borden, Barry Rosenbush, Don Schain
I Have Tourette’s But Tourette’s Doesn’t Have Me — Ellen Goosenberg Kent, Dolores Morris, Sheila Nevins
Nick News With Linda Ellerbee: Do Something! Caring For The Kids Of Katrina — Christine Bachas, Wally Berger, Linda Ellerbee, Holden Kepecs, Mark Lyons, Kara Pothier, Rolfe Tessem, Martin Toub, Joshua Veselka
2015 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
Better Call Saul — “Marco” Kelley Dixon, Chris McCaleb
Better Call Saul — “Five— O” Kelley Dixon
Game of Thrones — “Hardhome” Tim Porter
Game of Thrones — “The Dance Of Dragons” — Katie Weiland
Mad Men — “Person To Person” — Tom Wilson

2014 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
Breaking Bad — “Tohajilee” — Kelley Dixon
Breaking Bad — “Felina” — Skip Macdonald
Breaking Bad — “Granite State” — Kelley Dixon, Chris McCaleb
House of Cards — “Chapter 14” — Byron Smith
True Detective — “Who Goes There” — Affonso Goncalves

2013 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
Breaking Bad — “Dead Freight” — Skip Macdonald
Breaking Bad — “Gliding Over All” — Kelley Dixon
Game of Thrones — “The Rains Of Castamere” — Oral Ottey
House of Cards — “Chapter 1” — Kirk Baxter
Mad Men — “The Collaborators” — Chris Figler

2012 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
Breaking Bad — “End Times” — Kelley Dixon
Breaking Bad — “Face Off” — Skip Macdonald
Downton Abbey — “Episode 7” — John Wilson
Homeland — “Pilot” — Jordan Goldman, David Latham
Mad Men — “Far Away Places” — Christopher Gay

2011 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
Boardwalk Empire — “Boardwalk Empire (Pilot)” — Sidney Wolinsky
Dexter — “Take It!” — Louis Cioffi
Mad Men — “The Suitcase” — Tom Wilson
Mad Men — “Blowing Smoke” — Pattye Rogers, Leo Trombetta
The Killing — “Pilot” — Elizabeth Kling
2010 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
Breaking Bad — “No Mas” — Skip Macdonald
Dexter — “The Getaway” — Matthew V. Colonna
Lost — “The End” — Mark J. Goldman, Christopher Nelson, Stephen Semel, Henk van Eeghen
Mad Men — “The Gypsy And The Hobo” — Pattye Rogers
Mad Men — “Guy Walks Into An Advertising Agency” — Tom Wilson

2009 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
24 — “7:00AM - 8:00AM” — Scott Powell
Battlestar Galactica — “Daybreak (Part 2)” — Julius Ramsay, Michael O’Halloran, Andrew Seklir
Breaking Bad — “ABQ” — Lynne Willingham
Lost — “The Incident” — Mark J. Goldman, Chris Nelson, Stephen Semel
Mad Men — “Maidenform” — Cindy Mollo

2008 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
Battlestar Galactica — “He That Believeth In Me” — Julius Ramsay
Boston Legal — “The Mighty Rogues” — Philip Neel
Breaking Bad — “Pilot” — Lynne Willingham
Heroes — “Powerless” — Scott Boyd
Lost — “There’s No Place Like Home (Parts 2 & 3)” — Henk van Eeghen, Robert Florio, Mark J. Goldman, Stephen
Semel Terminator — “Pilot” — Paul Karasick

2007 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
Heroes — “Genesis” — Donn Aron, Louise A. Innes, Michael Murphy
Lost — “Through The Looking Glass” — Mark J. Goldman, Henk van Eeghen, Christopher Nelson, Stephen Semel
The Sopranos — “Soprano Home Movies” — William B. Stich
The Sopranos — “The Second Coming” — Lynne M. Whitlock
Dexter — “Dexter” — Elena Maganini

2006 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Drama Series
24 — David Latham
24 — Scott Powell
Boston Legal — Philip Neel
Lost — Sue Blainey, Sarah Boyd, Stephen Semel
Lost — Sarah Boyd
2015 Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
2 Broke Girls — “And The Move-In Meltdown” — Darryl Bates, Ben Bosse
Hot In Cleveland — “I Hate Goodbyes” — Ronald A. Volk
Mike & Molly — “Fight To The Finish” — Stephen Prime
The Big Bang Theory — “The Comic Book Store Regeneration” — Peter Chakos

2014 Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
How I Met Your Mother — “Gary Blauman” — Sue Federman
Jimmy Kimmel Live — “Behind The Scandelabra” — Jason Bielski, James Crowe, Brian Marsh, Kevin McCullough, Matt Williams
The Big Bang Theory — “The Cooper Extraction” — Peter Chakos
The Colbert Report — “Episode 9115” — Christein Aromando, Jason Baker
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 19006” — Eric Davies, Graham Frazier, Daric Schlesselman, Robert York

2013 Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
Conan — “Occupy Conan” — Rob Ashe, Dan Dome, Dave Grecu, Chris Heller
Hot In Cleveland — “Magic Diet Candy” — Volk
The Big Bang Theory — “The Love Spell Potential” — Peter Chakos
The Colbert Report — “Episode 9082” — Christein Aromando, Andrew Matheson

2012 Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
2 Broke Girls — “And The Kosher Cupcakes” — Bates
Hot In Cleveland — “God And Football” — Mark Alan Dashnaw
How I Met Your Mother — “Trilogy Time” — Sue Federman
The Big Bang Theory — “The Countdown Reflection” — Peter Chakos
Two And A Half Men — “Why We Gave Up Women” — Joseph Bella
**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Limited Series Or Movie 2006-2015**

*Prior to 2015, this category was called “Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries Or Movie.”
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2015 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Limited Series Or Movie**

- **24: Live Another Day** — “10:00 P.M. - 11:00 A.M.” — Scott Powell
- **American Crime** — “Episode One” — Luyen Vu
- **Houdini** — “Night 1” — David Beatty, Sabrina Plisco
- **Olive Kitteridge** — “Security” — Jeffrey M. Werner
- **Wolf Hall** — “Part 2: Entirely Beloved” — David Blackmore

**2014 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie**

- **Fargo** — “The Crocodile’s Dilemma” — Skip Macdonald
- **Fargo** — “The Rooster Prince” — Bridget Durnford
- **Fargo** — “Buridan’s Ass” — Regis Kimble
- **Sherlock: His Last Vow (Masterpiece)** — Yan Miles
- **The Normal Heart** — Adam Penn

**2013 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie**

- **American Horror Story** — “Nor’easter” — Fabienne Bouville
- **Behind the Candelabra** — Mary Ann Bernard
- **Killing Lincoln** — Steve Polivka
- **Phil Spector** — Barbara Tulliver
- **Top of the Lake** — “Part 5” — Alexandre de Franceschi, Scott Gray

**2012 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie**

- **American Horror Story** — “Birth” — Fabienne Bouville
- **Game Change** — Lucia Zucchetti
- **Hatfields & McCoys** — “Part 2” — Don Cassidy
- **Hemingway & Gellhorn** — Walter Murch
- **Sherlock** — A Scandal In Belgravia (Masterpiece) — Charlie Phillips
2011 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie
Cinema Verite — Sarah Flack, Robert Pulcini
Downton Abbey — “Part 1” — John Wilson
Mildred Pierce — “Part Four” — Camilla Tioniolo
Sherlock — A Study In Pink (Masterpiece) — Charlie Phillips
Too Big To Fail — Barbara Tulliver, Plummy Tucker

2010 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie
Temple Grandin — Leo Trombetta
The Pacific — “Part 5” — Edward A. Warschilka
The Pacific — “Part 8” Alan Cody
The Pacific — “Part 9” Alan Cody, Marta Evry
You Don’t Know Jack — Aaron Yanes

2009 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie
24: Redemption — Scott Powell
Generation Kill — “A Burning Dog” — Oral Norrie Ottey
Generation Kill — “The Cradle Of Civilization” — Jason Krasucki
Grey Gardens — Alan Heim, Lee Percy
Taking Chance — Lee Percy, Brian A. Kates

2008 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie
Extras — Graham Barker, Richard Halladay
John Adams — “Independence” — Melanie Oliver
Recount — Alan Baumgarten
The Andromeda Strain — “Part 1” — Scott Vickrey
Tin Man — “Part 1” — Allan Lee

2007 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie
Broken Trail — “Part 2” — Freeman Davies, Philip Norden
Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee — Michael Brown, Michael Ornstein
Jane Eyre — “Part 1” — Jason Krasucki
Life Support — Mary Jo Markey
The Path To 9/11 — “Night 2” — Mitchell Danton, David Handman, Bryan Horne, Geoffrey Rowland, Eric Sears
The Starter Wife — “Part 3” — Robert Florio

2006 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Miniseries or Movie
Elizabeth I — Beverley Mills
Elizabeth I — Melanie Oliver
Flight 93 — Scott Boyd
The Girl In The Café — Mark Day
The Ten Commandments — Mark Conte, Victor Dubois, Klaus Hundsbichler, Ingrid Koller
Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Series 2006-2007*

*This category was discontinued in 2008.
Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2007 Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Series

**American Idol** — “Idol Gives Back” Bill DeRonde, Oren Castro, Gus Comegys, John Cox, Patrick Franks, Narumi Inatsugu, Peter Tim Perniciaro, Jeff Roe, Ryan Tanner

**Dancing With The Stars** — “Episode 304” — Ned Kerwin, Pamela Malouf, David Timoner, Hans van Riet

**How I Met Your Mother** — “Robin Sparkles” — Sue Federman

**The Daily Show With Jon Stewart** — “Episode 12043” — Tonya Dreher, Graham Frazier, Mark Paone, Daric Schlesselman, Einar Westerlund, Rob York

**Two And A Half Men** — “Release The Dogs” — Joe Bella

2006 Outstanding Multi-Camera Picture Editing For A Series

**Late Night with Conan O’Brien** — Katherine Babiak, Vic Fabilli, Liz Gross, Mark Jankeloff

**Late Night with David Letterman** — James Alkins, Tom Catusi, Andrew Evangelista, Stephen Hostomsky, Mona Lu, Mark Spada

**That 70’s Show** — Michael Karlich

**Two and A Half Men** — Joe Bella

**Will & Grace** — Peter Chakos
2015 Outstanding Picture Editing For Variety Programming

Key & Peele — “Scariest Movie Ever” — Christian Hoffman, Richard LaBrie, Phil Davis
Last Week Tonight With John Oliver — “N.S.A. Edward Snowden (segment)” — Ryan Barger
Late Night With Conan O’Brien — “Conan In Cuba” — Rob Ashe, Dave Grecu, Christopher P. Heller
Late Show With David Letterman — “Finale Montage (segment)” — Dan Baggio, Andrew Evangelista, Stephen Hostomsky, Mark Spada
The Colbert Report — “Farewell Colbert (segment)” — Jason Baker

2014 Outstanding Picture Editing For Short-Form Segments And Variety Specials

AFI Life Achievement Award — A Tribute To Mel Brooks — Dave Brown, Debra Light, Thomas Mitchell, Michael Polito, Pi Ware
Billy Crystal — 700 Sundays — Kent Beyda
The Colbert Report — “People Destroying America: Vicco Mayor Johnny Cummings (Segment)” — Christein Aromando
The Colbert Report — “StePhfest Colbchella ’013 — Daft Punk’d (Segment)” — Jason Baker
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “McConnelling (Segment)” — Eric Davies

2013 Outstanding Picture Editing For Short-Form Segments And Variety Specials

London 2012 Olympic Games Opening Ceremony — “Happy & Glorious” — Sascha Dhillon
Louis C.K. — Oh My God — Louis C.K.
Saturday Night Live — “Lincoln (Host: Louis C.K.)” — Adam Epstein
The Colbert Report — “CGI University (Episode 9083)” — Jason Baker
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Australia & Gun Control’s Aftermath (Part 3) (Episode 18092 — Einar Westerlund
2012 Outstanding Picture Editing For Short-Form Segments And Variety Specials

84th Annual Academy Awards — “Opening Film” — Kabir Akhtar

Extreme Makeover — Home Edition — Rise And Honor A Veterans

Day Special — Anita Crouch, Matt Deitrich, Tim Leavitt, Jennifer Nelson, Jacob Parsons, Ken Yankee, Josh Young

Louis C.K. Live At The Beacon Theatre — Louis C.K

2012 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony — Bill DeRonde, Ben Folts, Chris Lovett, Mark Stepp, Pi Ware, John Zimmer

The Colbert Report — “Stephen Colbert Occupies Wall Street (Episode 8013)” — Andrew Matheson

The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “A Love Supreme — Profanity & Nudity On TV (Episode 17051)” — Eric Davies
### 2015 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

**Citizenfour** — Mathilde Bonnefoy  
**Going Clear** — Scientology And The Prison Of Belief — Joe Beshenkovsky, Andy Grieve, Brett Morgen  
**Kurt Cobain: Montage Of Heck** — HBO — Joe Beshenkovsky, Brett Morgen, Joe Beshenkovsky, Andy Grieve, Brett Morgen  
**The Case Against 8** — Kate Amend  
**The Jinx** — “Chapter 1: A Body In The Bay” Caitlyn Greene, Richard Hankin, Shelby Siegel, Zac Stuart-Pontier

### 2014 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

**American Masters** — “Jimi Hendrix: Hear My Train A Comin” — Stephen Ellis, Gordon Mason, Phil McDonald  
**Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown** — “Tokyo” — Nick Brigden  
**Cosmos: A SpaceTime Odyssey** — “Standing Up In The Milky Way” — John Duffy, Eric Lea, Michael O’Halloran  
**The Sixties** — The Assassination Of President Kennedy — Chris A. Peterson  
**The Square** — Christopher de la Torre, Mohamed El Manasterly, Pedro Kos

### 2013 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

**American Masters** — “Mel Brooks: Make A Noise” — Robert Trachtenberg, Asako Ushio  
**Crossfire Hurricane** — Conor O’Neill, Stuart Levy  
**Ethel** — Azin Samari  
**How I Met Your Mother** — “P.S. I Love You” — Sue Federman  
**Mea Maxima Culpa** — Silence In The House Of God — Sloane Klevin  
**Richard Pryor** — Omit The Logic — Chris A. Peterson

### 2012 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

**American Masters”Johnny Carson: King of Late Night”** — Mark Catalena  
**Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations** — “U.S. Desert” — Heather Abell, Nick Brigden  
**Beyond Scared Straight** — “Oakland County, MI” — Mark S. Andrew, Paul J. Coyne, Rob Goubeaux  
**Frozen Planet** — “Ends Of The Earth” — Sharon Gillooly, Andy Netley  
**George Harrison: Living in a Material World** — David Tedeschi

*Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center*
2011 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

American Masters“LENNONYC” — Ed Barteski, Deborah Peretz
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations — “Haiti” — Eric Lasby
Becoming Chaz — Cameron Teisher
Freedom Riders — Lewis Erskine, Aljernon Tunsil
If God Is Willing And Da Creek Don’t Rise — Geeta Gandbhir, Sam Pollard

2010 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

America The Story Of Us — “Division” — Matt Lowe
By The People: The Election Of Barack Obama — Arielle Amsalem, Geeta Gandbhir, Sam Pollard
Deadliest Catch — “No Second Chances” — Kelly Coskran, Josh Earl
Life — “Challenges Of Life” — Martin Ellsbury, Sharon Gillooly

2009 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

102 Minutes That Changed America — Seth Skundrick
Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations — “Laos” — Jesse Fisher
Deadliest Catch — “Stay Focused Or Die” — Kelly Coskran, Josh Earl
Roman Polanski — Wanted And Desired — Joe Bini
This American Life — “John Smith” — Joe Beshenkovsky

2008 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

AFI’s 100 Years...100 Movies — 10th Anniversary Edition — Debra Light, Marlise Malkames, Barry A. O’Brien
Autism: The Musical — Kim Roberts
Deadliest Catch — “No Mercy” — Kelly Coskran, Rob Butler
The War — “FUBAR” — Paul Barnes
The War — “Pride Of Our Nation” — Tricia Reidy
This American Life — “Escape” — Joe Beshenkovsky

2007 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming

AFI’s 100 Years....100 Cheers — America’s Most Inspiring Movies — Debra Light, Tim Preston, Barry A. O’Brien.
Deadliest Catch — “The Unforgiving Sea” — Kelly Coskran, Ed Greene.
Ghosts Of Abu Ghraib — Sari Gilman
Meerkat Manor — “Family Affair” — Renoir Tuahene
Planet Earth — “Mountains” — Andy Netley
When The Levees Broke: A Requiem in Four Acts — Geeta Gandbhir, Nancy Novack, Sam Pollard
2006 Outstanding Picture Editing For Nonfiction Programming
(Small Teams)
AFI’s 100 Years... 100 Movie Quotes — Debra Light, Barry A. O’Brien, Tim Preston
American Masters — David Tedeschi
American Masters — Steven Wechsler
Baghdad ER — Carrie Goldman, Patrick McMahon
Penn & Teller: Bullshit! — Steven Uhlenberg
Rome: Engineering An Empire — Jennifer P. Honn

(Large Teams)
American Idol — Oren Castro, Bill DeRonde, Cliff Dorsey, Narumi Inatsugu, Barnaby Levy, Ryan Tanner
Project Runway — Drew Brown, Noel Guerra, Steve Lichtenstein, Joe Mastromonaco, LaRonda Morris, Clark Vogeler
Survivor — Tim Atzinger, Conroy Browne, Fred Hawthorne, Ivan Ladizinsky, Evan Mediuch
Survivor — H.A. Arnarson, Tim Atzinger, Michael Greer, Dave Harrison, Fred Hawthorne, Evan Mediuch, J.D. Sievertson
The Amazing Race — Michael Bolanowski, Matt Deitrich, Evan Finn, Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Paul C. Nielsen
2011 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Special (Single or Multi-Camera)
Carrie Fisher In Wishful Drinking — Marc Cohen
Lady GaGa Presents The Monster Ball Tour: At Madison Square Garden —, Bill DeRonde, Katie Hetland, Kevin O’Dea
Louis C.K.: Hilarious — Louis C.K.
Ricky Gervais: Out Of England 2 — The Stand-Up Special — David W. Foster
Thurgood — Michael Polito

2010 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Special (Single or Multi-Camera)
Kathy Griffin: Balls Of Steel — David Foster
Robin Williams: Weapons of Self Destruction — Michael D. Schultz
The 25th Anniversary Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Concert — Bill DeRonde, Mark Stepp, John Zimmer,
The Kennedy Center Honors — Michael Polito

2009 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Special (Single or Multi — Camera)
A Colbert Christmas: The Greatest Gift of All — Jason Baker
AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute to Warren Beatty — Oren Castro, Pi Ware
Chris Rock— Kill The Messenger —Michael D. Schultz
Ricky Gervais: Out Of England —The Stand-Up Special — Booey Kober
The Kennedy Center Honors — Michael Polito

2008 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Special (Single or Multi-Camera)
Company (Great Performances) — Gary Bradley
Justin Timberlak: FutureSex/Loveshow — Chad Callner, Jim Kelly, Michael D. Schultz
Movies Rock —Chester Contaoi, Bill Morris, Mark Stepp
The AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Al Pacino — Narumi Inatsugo, Tim Pernie- iaro, Michael Polito, Mark Stepp, Pi Ware
We Love Ella! A Tribute To The First Lady Of Song (Great Performances) — Gary Bradley, Laura Young
2007 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Special (Single or Multi-Camera)
79th Annual Academy Awards — Kyle Cooper, Michael Polito, Jeff Roe, Steve Sidwell, Douglass M. Stewart Jr., Neil Travis, Chuck Workman
A Tribute To James Taylor (Great Performances) — Gary Bradley, Laura Young
Cirque Du Soleil: Corteo — Sylvain Lebel
Lewis Black: Red, White & Screwed — Jeff U’Ren
Tony Bennett: An American Classic — Wyatt Smith

2006 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Special (Single or Multi-Camera)
78th Annual Academy Awards — June Beallor, Jon Bloom, Troy Miller, Michael J. Shapiro, Douglass M. Stewart Jr. Chuck Workman
A Concert For Hurricane Relief — Rico Bolognino, Jim Jenkin, Paul Musilli, Sean Sohl, Barry Spitzer
Bill Maher: I’m Swiss — Sara Aderhold, El Armstrong
Dance In America: Swan Lake With American Ballet Theatre(Great Performances) — Girish Bhargava
The Kennedy Center Honors — Anny Meza, Michael Polito, Catherine Shields, John Zimmer
The XX Olympic Winter Games — Opening Ceremony — Patrice Freymond, Jim O’Farrell, Rachel Pillar, Howard Tate, Don Vermeulen
WMC Investigation: 10-Year Review of Gender & Emmy Nominations

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center

2015 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming

Deadliest Catch — “A Brotherhood Tested” — Alex Durham, Josh Earl, Alexander Rubinow
Project Runway All Stars — “Something Wicked This Way Comes” — Mary DeChambres, Jouvens Exantus, Carlos David Rivera
Shark Tank — “Episode 608” — David R. Finkelstein, Ed Martinez, Matt McCartie, Terri Malone, Matt Stevenson, Andrew Oliver, Nick Staller, Joel Watson
Survivor — “Survivor Warfare (Worlds Apart)” — Tim Atzinger, David Armstrong, Bill Bowden, Frederick Hawthorne, Joubin Mortazavi, Evan Mediuch, Plowden Schumacher
The Amazing Race — “Morocc’ And Roll” — Andy Castor, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Ryan Leamy, Jennifer Nelson, Paul C. Nielsen, Jacob Parsons

2014 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming

Deadliest Catch — “Careful What You Wish For” Josh Earl, Rob Butler, Art O’Leary
Naked And Afraid — “The Jungle Curse” — Emily Hsuan, Chris Meyer, Edward Osei-Guymah
Survivor — “Head Of The Snake (Cagayan)” — Dave Armstrong, Tim Atzinger, Andrew Bolhuis, Frederick Hawthorne, Evan Mediuch, Joubin Mortazavi, Plowden Schumacher
The Amazing Race — “Part Like The Red Sea” — Andy Castor, Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Jennifer Nelson, Paul C. Nielsen, Jacob Parsons

2013 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming

Deadliest Catch — “Mutiny On The Bering Sea” — Rob Butler, Alex Durham, Josh Earl
Project Runway — “Europe, Here We Come” — Janneke Dommiss, Adrienne Salisbury, Steve Brown, Ryan Mallick

Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming 2007-2015

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women’s Media Center
Survivor — “Zipping Over The Cuckoo’s Nest” — David Armstrong, Tim Atzinger, William Bowden, Steve Frederick, Evan Mediuch, Plowden Schumacher, James M. Smith
The Amazing Race — “Be Safe And Don’t Hit A Cow” — Michael Bolanowski, Andy Castor, Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Jennifer Nelson, Paul C. Nielsen, Jacob Parsons

2012 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming
Deadliest Catch — “I Don’t Wanna Die” — Josh Earl, Alex Durham
Survivor — “Cult-Like” — James M. Smith, Stephen R. Frederick, Tim Atzinger, Evan Mediuch, James Ciccarello, Eric Gardner, David Armstrong, Jennifer Nelson
The Amazing Race — “Let Them Drink Their Haterade (Lake Manyara, Tanzania)” Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Paul C. Nielsen, Michael Bolanowski, Jacob Parsons, Rich Remis
Top Chef — “Fit For An Evil Queen” — Tony Tivard, Chris Colombel, Hans van Reit, Tony Fisher, Kent Bassett, Matt Reynolds, Jeannie Gilgenberg

2011 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming
Deadliest Catch — “Redemption Day” — Kelly Coskran, Alex Durham, Josh Earl
Project Runway — “There Is An I” In Team” — Blue, Josh Franco, Erik Hammarberg, Lisa P. Truilli
Survivor — “Don’t You Work For Me?” — H.A. Arnarson, Chad Bertalotto, Andrew Bolhuis, James Ciccarello, Eric Gardner, Michael Greer, Evan Mediuch
Top Chef — “Give Me Your Huddled Masses” — Bri Dellinger, Chris Colombel, Tom Danon, Michael Lynn Deis, Kevin Kearney, LaRonda Morris, Jeff Nemetz

2010 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming
Intervention — “Robby” — Erik Christensen
Survivor — “Tonight, We Make Our Move” — Tim Atzinger, Chad Bertalotto, Andrew Bolhuis, Eric Gardner, Michael Greer, Evan Mediuch, Joubin Mortazavi
The Amazing Race — “I Think We’re Fighting The Germans, Right?” — Michael Bolanowski, Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Jennifer Nelson, Paul C. Nielsen, Jacob Parsons, Rich Remis
Top Chef — “Vivre Las Vegas” — Katherine Griffin, Steve Lichtenstein, LaRonda Morris, Jamie Pedroza, Matt Reynolds, Adrienne Salisbury

2009 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming
Penn & Teller: Bullshit! — “New Age Medicine” — Richard M. Erbezni, Brian Horn, Ian Sears, Tim Sullivan, Steven Uhlenberg
Project Runway — “Finale (Part 1)” — Maris Berzins, Mary DeChambres, Richie Edelson, Spiro C. Lampros, Steve Lichtenstein, Matthew Moul, Jamie Pedroza

The Amazing Race — “Don’t Let A Cheese Hit Me” — Michael Bolanowski, Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Jennifer Nelson, Paul C. Nielsen, Jacob Parsons

The Celebrity Apprentice — “Grave Reservations” — Matt Blair, Kevin Manning, Jeff Runyan, Jason Pedroza, Chris Simpson, Jason Steinberg

Top Chef — “The Last Supper” — Katherine Griffin, Alan Hoang, Sue Hoover, Kevin Leffler, LaRonda Morris, Adrienne Salisbury, Annie Tighe

2008 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming


Project Runway — “En Garde!” — Bri Dellinger, Jamie Pedroza, Steve Lichtenstein, Joe Mastromonaco, LaRonda Morris, Andy Robertson, Clark Vogeler

Survivor — “He’s A Ball Of Goo!” — Brian Barefoot, Chad Bertalotto, Andrew Bolhuis, Steve Frederick, Robert D. Mathews, Evan Mediuch, Eric Van Wagenen

The Amazing Race — “Honestly, They Have Witch Powers Or Something” — Steven Escobar, Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Jennifer Nelson, Paul C. Nielsen, Jacob Parsons

Top Chef — “First Impressions” — Katherine Griffin, Sue Hoover, Kevin Leffler, Vikash Patel, Marc Clark, Steve Lichtenstein, Annie Tighe

2007 Outstanding Picture Editing For Reality Programming

American Idol — “Memphis Auditions” — Oren Castro, Gus Comegys, Bill DeRonde, Cliff Dorsey, Narumi Inatsugu, Ryan Tanner


Project Runway — “Iconic Statement” — Drew Brown, Kevin Leffler, Steve Lichtenstein, Jillian Moul, Andy Robertson, Annie Tighe, Clark Vogeler

Survivor — “An Evil Thought” — Tim Atzinger, Brian Barefoot, Chad Bertalotto, Eric Gardner, Fred Hawthorne, Bob Mathews, Evan Mediuch

The Amazing Race — “I Know Phil, Little Ol’ Gorgeous Thing” — Jon Bachmann, Steven Escobar, Eric Goldfarb, Julian Gomez, Andrew Kozar, Paul C. Nielsen, Jacob Parsons
**Emmy Nominations for Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series 2006-2015**

Source: Data Emmys.com; Analysis Women's Media Center

### 2015 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
- **Inside Amy Schumer** — “Last F**kable Day” — Jesse Gordon, Nick Paley, Billy Song, **Laura Weinberg**
- **The Last Man On Earth** — “Alive In Tucson” — **Stacey Schroeder**
- **Silicon Valley** — “Two Days Of The Condor” — Brian Merken
- **Silicon Valley** — “Sand Hill Shuffle” — Tim Roche
- **Transparent** — “Pilot” — **Catherine Haight**

### 2014 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
- **Modern Family** — “Vegas” — Ryan Case
- **Orange Is The New Black** — “Tit Punch” — William Turro
- **Orange Is The New Black** — “Can’t Fix Crazy” — Michael Stern
- **Orange Is The New Black** — “Tall Men With Feelings” — **Shannon Mitchell**
- **Portlandia** — “Getting Away” — Bill Benz, Daniel Gray Longino

### 2013 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
- **30 Rock** — “Hogcock! / Last Lunch” — Ken Eluto, **Meg Reticker**
- **Arrested Development** — “Flight Of The Phoenix” — Kabir Akhtar, A.J. Dickerson
- **Louie** — “Daddy’s Girlfriend (Part 2)” — **Susan E. Morse**
- **Modern Family** — “Party Crasher” — Ryan Case
- **The Office** — “Finale” — David Rogers, **Claire Scanlon**

### 2012 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
- **30 Rock** — “The Tuxedo Begins” — Ken Eluto, **Meg Reticker**
- **30 Rock** — “Leap Day” —
- **Curb Your Enthusiasm** — “Palestinian Chicken” — Steven A. Rasch
- **Modern Family** — “Leap Day” — Ryan Case
- **Modern Family** — “Election Day” — Steven A. Rasch
2011 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Comedy Series (Single or Multi-use Camera)
30 Rock — “100” — Meg Reticker
How I Met Your Mother — “Subway Wars” — Sue Federman
Modern Family — “Halloween” — Ryan Case
Modern Family — “Slow Down Your Neighbors” — Jonathan Maxwell Schwartz
The Big Bang Theory — “The Agreement Dissection” — Peter Chakos

2010 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Comedy Series (Single or Multi-use Camera)
30 Rock — “Dealbreakers Talk Show #0001” — Ken Eluto
Curb Your Enthusiasm — “The Table Read” — Roger Nygard, Jonathan Corn
Curb Your Enthusiasm — “The Bare Midriff” — Steven A. Rasch
Modern Family — “Family Portrait” — Jonathan Maxwell Schwartz
Modern Family — “Pilot” — Ryan Case

2009 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Comedy Series (Single or Multi-use Camera)
30 Rock — “Apollo, Apollo” — Ken Eluto
How I Met Your Mother — “The Naked Man” — Sue Federman
The Office — “Two Weeks” — Stuart Bass
The Office — “Dream Team” — Claire Scanlon
The Office — “Stress Relief” — Dean Holland, David Rogers

2008 Outstanding Picture Editing For A Comedy Series (Single or Multi-use Camera)
30 Rock — “Cooter” — Ken Eluto
Curb Your Enthusiasm — “The Bat Mitzvah” — Steven A. Rasch
Pushing Daisies — “Pie-Lette” — Stuart Bass
The Office — “Goodbye, Toby” — Dean Holland, Dave Rogers
Weeds — “A Pool And His Money” — William Turro

2007 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
My Name Is Earl — “Guess Who’s Coming Out Of Joy” — William Marrinson
My Name Is Earl — “The Trial” — Lance Luckey
The Office — “The Job” — David Rogers, Dean Holland.
Weeds — “Crush Girl Love Panic” — William Turro
Weeds — “Mrs. Botwin’s Neighborhood” — David Helfand

2006 Outstanding Single-Camera Picture Editing For A Comedy Series
Arrest Development — Stuart Bass
Curb Your Enthusiasm — Steven A. Rasch
Desperate Housewives — Nancy Morrison
My Name Is Earl — Lance Morrison
The Office — Dean Holland, David Rogers
Weeds — David Helfand
2011 Outstanding Short-Form Picture Editing

83rd Annual Academy Awards — “Opening Film” — Troy Miller, Noah Rosenstein
83rd Annual Academy Awards — “This Year’s Unintentional Musicals” — Evan Gregory, Michael Gregory
American Idol — “Top 3 — Results Show — Scotty’s Home Story” — Oren Castro
Jimmy Kimmel Live — “After The Academy Awards — The President’s Speech” — Brian Marsh
The 2010 ESPY Awards — “Images Piece” — Matt O’Connor, Anthony Marchegiano

2010 Outstanding Short-Form Picture Editing

82nd Annual Academy Awards — “Horror Tribute” — Jon Bloom, Bayard Stryker
82nd Annual Academy Awards — “John Hughes Tribute” — Dakota Solt
American Idol — “Dream (Episode 924/925A)” — Oren Castro
Jimmy Kimmel Live — “The Handsome Men’s Club (Episode 10-1330)” — Brian Marsh
Jimmy Kimmel Live — “The Late Night Wars (Episode 10-1304)” — Kevin McCullough
Late Night With Jimmy Fallon — “6— Bee (Episode 226)” — Christopher Tartaro

2009 Outstanding Short-Form Picture Editing

81st Annual Academy Awards — Kyle Cooper, Hal Honigsberg
Dancing With The Stars — “Episode 710A” — David Timoner
Stand Up To Cancer — David Brodie, Andy Grieve
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 13098” - Graham Frazier
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart — “Episode 13109” — Einar Westerlund
Methodology
This analysis was drawn using information from Emmys.com. An individual was counted only once per category per year even if they were nominated multiple times in the same year for the same award. The names of the women nominated are in bold.

Footnote
*The Primetime Emmys does not include a producing category. The WMC report includes 20 categories in which producers are nominated.